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ABSTRACT

Between Occitania and al-Andalus:
Reconsidering the Emergence of Troubadour Melody through Algorithmic Analysis
by
Verónica da Rosa Guimarães

Advisor: Anne Stone
How the musical and poetic traditions of the troubadours arose remains unknown,
despite a century of scholarship that has attempted to account for their seemingly ex nihilo
appearance in late twelfth-century Europe. Scholarly debate was particularly intense during the
first half of the twentieth century and revolved around two competing theories: the Andalusi
theory, which linked the troubadours to the poetic-musical traditions of medieval Muslim Iberia
(also known by its Arabic name al-Andalus), and the Aquitanian theory, which argued that the
troubadours were rooted in the folk and sacred traditions of the Aquitanian region. Since the
1980s, interest in the topic has mostly focused on new evidence that supports the Andalusi
theory. However, because of the paucity of musical sources from al-Andalus and the first
generation of troubadours, all scholarship on the topic has based itself upon isolated case studies
of the lyric texts, extending conclusions drawn from textual analysis into the musical realm.
My dissertation, by contrast, focuses upon the emergence of troubadour melody, using
algorithmic analysis to perform a large comparative study of three repertoires: (1) the complete
corpus of extant and complete troubadour melodies, (2) a sample of 158 melodies from
contemporary unwritten Andalusi music of Morocco, and (3) 380 melodies from the sacred
repertoires of Saint Martial of Limoges. I have used two of the most popular algorithms in
bioinformatics – the Pairwise Sequence Alignment algorithm (PSA) and the Multiple Sequence
iv

Alignment (MSA) – to compare the melodies, and study common musical idioms. I found three
melodic pairs between troubadour and contemporary Moroccan Andalusi melodies, thus
demonstrating the existence of musical exchange between Occitania and al-Andalus. In addition,
based on common musical idioms (such as common ways of beginning a melody and shared
motives) found among all three traditions, I posit that the boundaries between the sacred and the
secular were fluid, as both musical spheres drew on a pool of well-known unwritten melodies.
Thus, I argue that the generic boundaries through which sacred and secular repertoires are
theorized today are anachronistic. Finally, I reconstruct two proto melodies of the troubadour
tradition based on the common idioms found.
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GLOSSARY
Amazigh – Pre-Arab native peoples of North Africa (formerly referred to as “Berber”).
Al-Andalus – Arabic name for the territory of Medieval Iberia under Muslim rule.
Andalusi – Lit. “from al-Andalus;” it refers to anything or anyone from Medieval Muslim Iberia.
Also applied to al-Andalus diaspora.
Aquitanian Versus – type of Latin, sacred metric song native to Aquitania (South France), and
popular from the eleventh century on.
Cantigas de Santa Maria (CSM) - collection of 419 Marian songs written at the court of Alfonso X
of Castille (r. 1252–1284).
Motif – a short and recurring musical fragment.
Muwashshaḥ – poetic-musical strophic form that originated in al-Andalus. Used texts in Classical
Arabic for the main strophes and vernacular for the closing section (the kharja). It
followed the rhyme scheme AA(AB) bbbaa(ab) AA(AB) cccaa(ab), etc., kharja.
MSA (Multiple Sequence Alignment) – algorithmic method for aligning three or more DNA,
RNA, or protein sequences according to regional similarity. This method was originally
developed as a bioinformatics tool to study homology and evolution. It was used in this
study for motivic search.
PSA (Pairwise Sequence Alignment) – algorithmic method for finding pairs of similar DNA, RNA
or protein sequences within a dataset. This method was originally developed as a
bioinformatics tool to study genetics and evolution. It was used in this study for melodic
comparison.
Sequence (musical genre) – melismatic melody added to the end of the Alleluia of the Mass.
Trope – addition of text, music, or both to existing chant repertory.
Zajal – poetic-musical strophic form that originated in al-Andalus. Used texts in Andalusi Arabic
dialect and followed the rhyme scheme AA bbba (AA) ccca (AA) ddda, etc.
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ROMANIZATION AND PRONUNCIATION OF THE ARABIC ALPHABET

Arabic letter
ا
ب
ت
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش
ص
ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ك
ل
م
ن
ه
و
ي
ء

Romanization
ā
b
t
th
j
ḥ
kh
d
dh
r
z
s
sh
ṣ
ḍ
ṭ
ẓ
c

gh
f
q
k
l
m
n
h
w or ū
y or ī
‘

Pronunciation
ranges from e as in bet to a as in father
as in bet
as in tip
as in three
ranges from j as in Jack to g as in gate, depending on the region
strong, throaty, aspirant h
as the ch like a German or Scottish ch
as in door
th in this
as in row
as in zero
as in song
as in she
emphatic S similar to s in suttle
emphatic D similar to d in duh!
emphatic T similar to t in bottle
emphatic th similar to th in thy
gluttural sound produced deep in the throat
like the French r
as in fun
a k sound but produced far back in the throat
as in king
as in light
as in main
as in number
as in hat
as in world (consonant form) or as in clue (long vowel)
as in yet (consonant form) or as in keep (long vowel)
glottal stop
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Of all the things that men may heed
'tis most of love they sing indeed.
(“Sir Orfeo.” Translated by J.R.R.
Tolkien)
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Reference map of the Iberian Peninsula and France.

INTRODUCTION
In today’s culture, the term troubadour evokes a nostalgic, affect-laden figure who sings
about his inner torments. In the context of Western musicology, the term refers more
specifically to poet-singers from medieval Occitania (in modern-day southern France), who
wrote songs both earnest and satirical about love and politics. Although the troubadours are
considered to have initiated the western tradition of the singer-songwriter, the forces that
shaped the emergence of their tradition, particularly their melodies, are still unknown.
Since the eighteenth century, many theories of the “origins” of the troubadours have
been proposed, namely the Arabic theory,1 the crypto-Cathar theory,2 the Latin poetry/Ovidian
theory,3 and the French folk theory,4 among others.5 All these theories were focused on the
poetic and affective models upon which the troubadours hypothetically built their notion of
courtly love. Those were, therefore, poetic theories, and none addressed the melodies that were
transmitted with over ten percent of the extant troubadour poetry.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, musicologists turned their attention to
troubadour melodies.6 The first studies attempted to facilitate a broader access to the melodies

This theory was first proposed by Juan Andrés in late eighteenth century and connected the poetry of the
troubadours to the poetry of medieval Muslim Iberia. Giovanni Andres, Dell’origine, progressi e stato
attuale d’ogni letteratura, 8 vols. (Parma: Stamperia Reale, 1782–1822); see volume 1 in particular.
2 The crypto-Cathar theory argued that the troubadours were opponents of the Roman Catholic church,
and their concept of courtly love was the vehicle for spreading religious dissent. Gabriele Rossetti, Sullo
spirito antipapale che produsse la riforma e sulla secreta influenza ch’esercito nella letteratura
d’Europa (London: Author, 1832); Eugène Aroux, Dante hérétique, révolutionnaire et socialiste:
Révélations d’un catholique sur le moyen âge (Paris: Jules Renouard, 1854).
3 According to this theory, troubadour poetry was a medieval revival of Latin poetry having as model poets
such as Ovid or Virgil. Paul Meyer, “De l’influence des troubadours sur la poésie des peuples romans,”
Romania 5 (1876): 257–268; Wilibald Schrötter, Ovid und die Troubadours (Halle: Niemeyer, 1908).
4 The French folk theory posited that the troubadour tradition was rooted in French folk repertoires,
particularly in the songs for spring rituals. Henry John Chaytor, The Troubadours (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1912); Alfred Jeanroy, Les origines de la poésie lyrique en France au Moyen
Âge (Paris: Hachette, 1889); Gaston Paris, “Les origins de la poésie en France,” Journal des Savants,
November–December 1891: 674-688 and 729–742; March–July 1892: 155–167 and 407–430.
5 Roger Boase, The Origin and Meaning of Courtly Love: A Critical Study of European Scholarship
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1977); see pages 62–99 in particular.
6 Jean-Baptiste Beck, La musique des troubadours: Étude critique (Paris: Laurens, 1910; repr. Geneva:
Slatkine, 1976); Pierre Aubry, La rythmique musical des troubadours et trouvères (Paris: Champion,
1907); and at the middle of the century, Friedrich Gennrich, ed., Der musikalische Nachlass der
1

1

by transcribing them into modern notation. But this resulted in intense debate about the rhythm
of the melodies, a question that remains contentious and essentially unresolved. At the same
time, other musicologists looked at the melodies from a cultural perspective.7 This approach was
essentially the broadening of the theories of courtly love to include the music of the troubadours,
since it was rooted in the same “origins” framework and worked out its conclusions from the
structure, rhyme, and themes of the poems. Another scholarly quarrel followed, this time
between the supporters of the Arabic theory and its opponents, who argued instead in favor of a
connection with the sacred Aquitanian repertoires, particularly those from the abbey of Saint
Martial of Limoges.
The quarrel lasted for most of the twentieth century but failed to produce any tangible
musical evidence to support either theory. The task was not an easy one, to be sure. The very
limited number of melodies from the first generations of troubadours constrained any attempts
at establishing a base-line musical style to compare with other repertoires. Additionally, the lack
of extant musical notation from medieval Muslim Iberia (also known by its Arabic name alAndalus) did not allow for effectively studying any potential musical connections. Finally, the
cultural exceptionalism that characterized the first half of the twentieth century was at the core
of the arguments against the Arabic theory, and musical comparisons between the melodies of
the troubadours and the repertoire of Saint Martial may have seemed unnecessary. For the most

Troubadours, 3 vols., Summa Musicae Medii Aevi 3, 4, and 15 (Darmstadt and Langen-bei-Frankfurt:
Gennrich, 1958–1965).
7 Julián Ribera y Tarragó and Alejandro Pidal y Mon, Discursos leidos ante la Real Academia Española
en la recepción pública del Señor D. Julián Ribera y Tarragó el día 26 de mayo de 1912 (Madrid:
Imprenta Ibérica, 1912); Julián Ribera y Tarragó, La música andaluza medieval en las canciones de los
trovadores, troveros y Minnesinger, 3 fasciculos (Madrid: Tipografia de la “Revista de Archivos,” 19231925); Henry George Farmer, “Clues for the Arabic Influence on European Music,” The Journal of Royal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland no. 1 (January 1925): 61–80; Henry George Farmer,
Historical Facts for the Arabian Musical Influence (London: W. Reeves, 1930); Hans Spanke, “St.
Martial-Studien. Ein Beitrag zur frühromanischen Metrik,” Zeitschrift für französische Sprache und
Literatur 54, no. 5–6 (1931): 282–317; Marius Schneider, “A propósito del influjo árabe: Ensayo de
etnografia musical de la España Medieval,” Anuario Musical 1 (1946): 31–141; Higinio Anglés, La música
de las Cantigas de Santa María del rey Alfonso el Sábio, 3 vols. (Barcelona: Biblioteca Central, 1943,
1958, 1964); Jacques Chailley, “Les premiers troubadours et les versus de l'école d'Aquitaine,” Romania
76, no. 302 (1955): 212–239.
2

part, isolated case studies of poetic form provided the anchor for claims of musical “origin.” And
this is where the musicological problems begin, I argue, because what potentially applies to the
poetry does not necessarily apply to the music.
In essence, the reasoning was that poetry that shared the same rhyme scheme would
have the same musical structure. Even without challenging this premise, shared musical
structure is neither equal to shared melody nor does it demonstrate musical origin. The search
for an “origin” of the troubadours is essentially flawed because it is based on the a priori
assumption that a single seminal point exists for a tradition that is both poetic and musical, and
whose first documented evidence places it in the early-twelfth century. The term “origins” is
heavy with implications of an initial singularity which, ad absurdum, can hardly be pursued for
anything but the birth of the Universe. The search is thus futile. But questioning what the extant
troubadour melodies can tell us about the musical genres, traditions, and/or cultures that
shaped the musical performance of troubadour poetry is not. The goal of this dissertation is to
investigate this question.
Instead of relying on the poetry, I engaged with the melodies themselves. My goal was
both to understand the troubadour melodies and to test the two main theories of “origin”: the
Arabic (which I will call Andalusi8 from this point on) and the sacred Aquitanian. The way to
study both aspects of my goal was to compare the melodies of the troubadours with melodies
from the other two musical traditions. A large-scale comparison of these repertoires had never
been done, and I consider it essential to study any potential musical networks among them.
There were two main obstacles to this approach, however: (1) the nonexistence of musical
notation from medieval Muslim Iberia and (2) reasonable constraint of time. How was I going to
access the Andalusi repertoire and perform a comparison of hundreds of melodies within a
reasonable timeframe?

See the glossary for a definition of this term and the section “Notes on Terminology” at the end of this
introduction.
8
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For the Andalusi music, I turned to the oral musical traditions of Morocco. There is
historical evidence of a transfer of the poetic-musical repertoire of medieval Muslim Iberia to
North Africa. This transfer happened not only through centuries of mercantile and diplomatic
relationships, but most importantly via the waves of exiles escaping the upheavals of the
Christian incursions into Islamic Iberia from the ninth century onwards. Reportedly, the
Andalusi repertoire has been preserved in the oral traditions of North Africa to this day.9 The
Moroccan repertoire was recently preserved in a digital database, and it is now widely
accessible.10
For the comparative method, I resorted to algorithmic analysis. I used two sequence
alignment algorithms originally developed to compare sequences of genetic material and
determine similarity and homology, and thus study evolution. These two algorithms are the
Pairwise Sequence Alignment (PSA)11 and the Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA).12 While the
PSA algorithm identifies pairs of melodies that are similar as a whole,13 the MSA algorithm
aligns multiple melodies based on sections of shared material, i.e. motives (both methods will be

Carl Davila, “The Andalusi Turn: The Nūba in Mediterranean History,” Mediterranean Studies 23, no. 2
(2015): 149–169. The caveats of using oral musical traditions to access musical cultures of the past will be
fully discussed in chapter three.
10 Rafael Caro Repetto et al. “An Open Corpus for the Computational Research of Arab-Andalusian
Music,” in Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Digital Libraries for Musicology, Paris,
September 2018 (New York: Association for Computing Machinery, 2018): 78–86,
https://doi.org/10.1145/3273024.3273025 (accessed June 4, 2020). The database can be accessed at
https://compmusic.upf.edu/corpora.
11 Saul B. Needleman and Christian D. Wunsch, “A General Method Applicable for the Search of
Similarities in Amino Acid Sequence of Two Proteins,” Journal of Molecular Biology 48, no. 3 (1970):
443–53.
12 Ian M. Wallace, Gordon Blackshields, and Desmond G. Higgins, "Multiple sequence
alignments," Current Opinion in Structural Biology 15, no. 3 (2005): 261–266.
13 Patrick E. Savage has successfully used the PSA method to study diverse musical aspects of large, multicultural melodic datasets, ranging from musical evolution to rate of melodic chance and copyright
infringement. Patrick E. Savage, Gakuto Chiba, Thomas E. Currie, Haruo Suzuki, and Quentin D.
Atkinson, “Sequence alignment of folk song melodies reveals cross-cultural mechanisms of musical
evolution,” PsyArXiv Preprint (2020), https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/5rj6y; Patrick E. Savage, “Cultural
evolution of music,” Palgrave Communications 5, no. 16 (209): 1–12, https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599019-0221-1; Patrick E. Savage, Charles Cronin, Daniel Müllensiefen, and Quentin D. Atkinson,
“Quantitative evaluation of music copyright infringement,” in Proceedings of the 8th International
Workshop on Folk Music Analysis (FMA2018), eds. Andre Holzapfel and Aggelos Pikrakis (FMA, 2018),
61–66, http://fma2018.mus.auth.gr/files/papers/FMA2018_paper_4.pdf.
9
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explained and demonstrated in detail in chapter two). By using these methods, I was able to
compare all 300 extant and complete troubadour melodies with a sample of 158 Moroccan
Andalusi melodies and 380 melodies from the repertoires of Saint Martial of Limoges (97
sequences, 250 tropes, and 33 Aquitanian versus). These analyses and their results provided the
basis of my theoretical and historiographical work.
This dissertation is organized in five chapters. Chapter one provides a critical review of
key scholarship on the main theories of the emergence of the troubadours, focusing particularly
on the Andalusi and the sacred Aquitanian ones. Throughout this study I will use the term
“emergence” rather than “origin” to refer to the process by which the troubadour tradition
materialized, recognizing that cultural traditions are not born in a single moment, but come
gradually into view, both that of contemporaries and that of today’s historian. Chapter two
explains the methodology in detail and demonstrates its musical applicability using a control
dataset of melodies. Chapter three discusses the results of the troubadour-Andalusi comparison,
while considering the advantages and caveats of using oral traditions to investigate the music of
the past. This chapter reveals tantalizing melodic parallels whose presence stretches beyond
troubadour studies and into the music of al-Andalus (the Arabic name for medieval Muslim
Iberia), as well as into the historiography of the Moroccan Andalusi music. Chapter four
examines the results of the troubadour-Saint Martial comparison. Based on these results, I
argue that rather than the repertoires of Saint Martial exerting musical influence on the secular
sphere, the latter permeated the sacred milieu and was absorbed into the liturgical repertoire.
This renders the prevalent genre boundaries between sacred and secular anachronistic. Finally,
in chapter five, I reflect on the results of chapters three and four and demonstrate the existence
of idiomatic melodic beginnings and motives found across genres. I depart from these melodic
idioms to construct two proto melodies of the troubadour tradition. The notion of a proto
melody is borrowed from historical linguistics: Using the comparative method, historical

5

linguists reconstruct proto languages based on cognate words shared among related languages.14
I apply the same principle to troubadour melody.
In sum, there has been substantial effort directed at studying the literary aspect of the
troubadour tradition, but large-scale music studies have been rare overall and completely
nonexistent in the twenty-five years since Elizabeth Aubrey published her book on The Music of
the Troubadours,15 a study that in any case does not engage with the debate of the emergence of
the troubadours.16 This dissertation provides the first comprehensive comparative study of the
extant troubadour melodies with the Aquitanian sacred repertoires, as well as with the Andalusi
music of Morocco. I unearth the first evidence of musical exchange between Occitania and alAndalus, demonstrate the thus-far-dubious link between the musical culture of al-Andalus and
the Andalusi music of Morocco, theorize about the intermingling of widely known melodies into
sacred and secular repertoires alike, and speculate about the proto melodies of the troubadours.
The results that emerged from my study place troubadour melody within a multi-cultural
musical context and challenge the strict boundaries with which secular and sacred genres are
usually conceived.

A Note on Terminology
Although in Spanish there are two adjectives to refer to the al-Andalus and to the current
Southern Spanish province of Andalucía – “andalusi” and “andaluz,” respectively – in English
“Andalusian” is used to refer to both. In recent years, an increasing number of scholars have
adopted the term “andalusi” as the adjective form of al-Andalus, as a way of being more

Lyle Campbell, Historical Linguistics: An Introduction (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013),
107–116.
15 Elizabeth Aubrey, The Music of the Troubadours (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996).
16 Aubrey, however, seems to subscribe to the sacred Aquitanian theory. In the introduction of The Music
of the Troubadours, Aubrey mentions that “The art of the troubadours was spawned in the same
environment that led to the development of a new style of Latin paraliturgical song, the versus that are
associated with the school of St. Martial de Limoges in Aquitaine. The earliest troubadours lived and
worked in this north-western part of the Midi, and it is quite likely that they were familiar with the sacred
literatures of their day.” Aubrey, The Music, xvi.
14
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accurate.17 Thus, throughout this work, I will use the term andalusi to refer to the culture of alAndalus and to its expressions in the diaspora. For a definition of other terms important for the
work that follows, see the glossary.

I follow Dwight Reynolds’ reasoning here. Dwight Reynolds, The Musical Heritage of al-Andalus
(London and New York: Routledge, 2020), 9. Reynolds also refers to the political implications of the
various terms that have been used over time to refer to the culture of al-Andalus and its diaspora. For
more on those implications, see Christian Poché, La music Arabo-Andalouse (Paris: Cité de la Musique.
Acts Sud, 1995), 13–26.
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CHAPTER 1
TELLING THE STORY

KEY SCHOLARSHIP ON THE EMERGENCE OF THE TROUBADOUR TRADITION

Troubadour poetry is part of a literary tradition that cultivated a specific ideal of love.
Troubadours sang of fin’amour – courtly love1 – a type of love that emphasized nobility and
chivalry.2 As a scholarly topic, troubadour studies began as early as the beginning of the
sixteenth century as part of a debate around the development of romance languages. The
inception of the debate coincided with the first Italian publication of Dante’s De vulgari
eloquentia in 1529.3 Since then, the interest in the field has grown continuously although with
different focuses.4 In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the interest revolved around
chivalry, medieval prose romances, and the social implications of troubadour poetry. By the end
of the eighteenth century, the troubadours were regarded as “the originators of modern
European literature, and they were accordingly assigned a prominent place in the history of
western civilization.”5 At the same time, scholars began to inquire about the genesis of

The term “amour courtois” (“courtly love” in English) was coined by Gaston Paris in 1883, in an article
about Chrétien de Troyes’s poem Lancelot, le Chevalier de la Charrette. See “Études sur les romans de la
Table Ronde: Lancelot du Lac, II: Conte de la charrette,” Romania 12, no. 48 (1883): 459–534. The term
first appears on page 488.
2 Although troubadour poetry spans different genres – from cansos (love songs) to planh (lament) or
sirventes (songs about politics, morality, or religion), to name a few – the ideal of courtly love is present
throughout. John Stevens and Ardis Butterfield have remarked how this expression of courtly love across
genres imbues troubadour poetry with tension and contradiction “between the sacred and the profane,
between the noble and the ironic and obscene, between idealism and the messy social realities of
aristocratic separation, divorce and remarriage . . . As far as religion is concerned, fin’ amors seems, at
first sight, an outright denial, a blasphemous assertion of human desires against the eternal truths of
Christian love or caritas. But the rapprochement is equally striking. This ecstatic love which exalts the
worth of the individual is, allowing for the difference in its object, analogous to the love celebrated by
many 12th-century devotional writers (such as Bernard of Clairvaux and Richard of St Victor).” John
Stevens, Ardis Butterfield, and Theodore Karp, "Troubadours, trouvères," Grove Music Online (2001),
accessed 21 July 2021, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.28468. For the quotation,
see section I.3.
3 Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 5.
4 For a detailed discussion of the scholarship on troubadour studies from the sixteenth century to 1975,
see Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 5–53. Some of that scholarship will be discussed in more detail
below. For a more recent survey, one that engages particularly with the primary sources and focuses on
the reception of the troubadours, see John Haines, Eight Centuries of Troubadours and Trouvères: The
Changing Identity of Medieval Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
5 Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 18.
1
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troubadour poetry. Soon after, courtly love and the troubadours were connected to the culture
that flourished in medieval Muslim Iberia from the eighth to the end of the fifteenth centuries.
The theory of Arabic origins of courtly love thus emerged for the first time.
Drawing extensively on Miguel Casiri's Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana Escurialensis (2
vols., 1760–1770), Juan Andrés – the librarian to the King of Naples – pointed out in his work
that the importance of Arabic knowledge and culture for the same spheres of European life had
been disregarded. In Dell’origine, progressi e stato attuale d’ogni letteratura (1782–1822),
Andrés discussed at great length the scientific and literary achievements of Arabic culture, and
how this knowledge was absorbed into European culture via the scholars and artists of Muslim
Iberia. Andrés had no doubt that the appreciation for poetry in the vernacular and the
cultivation of vernacular languages spread out from Iberia into France and the rest of Europe.
He further mentioned Alfonso X as an example of a Spanish ruler who embraced Arabic
knowledge in both science and literature.6 Regarding poetry, Andrés considered that Provençal
poetry was born out of Arabic poetry with which it shares genres, themes, rhyme schemes, and
structure.7
The explosion of scholarly interest in the medieval period during the nineteenth century
has been attributed to a genuine rediscovery of the period. However, perhaps more than at any
other time, the interest was rooted in political values. Medieval times were “variously associated
with feudal oppression, religious intolerance, the origins of romanticism, the spirit of antipapalism and insurrection, the virtues of traditional Roman Catholicism, and the world of the
Gothic and the macabre.”8 In this context, a new theory of courtly love emerged: the crypto-

Giovanni Andres, Dell’origine, progressi e stato attuale d’ogni letteratura, 8 vols. (Parma: Stamperia
Reale, 1782–1822), I: 332. Note that the author’s name given here corresponds to the form in which it
appears in Dell’origine. Andrés was born in Spain and his birth name was Juan. He Italianized his name
during his exile in Italy following the dissolution of the Spanish Jesuit order to which he belonged and the
expulsion of all Jesuits from Spain between 1773 and 1804. For more on his biography and on the impact
of his work, see Jesús García Gabaldón, Juan Andrés (1740–1817): Ensayo de una biografía intellectual
(Madrid: Editorial Verbum, 2017).
7 Andres, Dell’origine, I:297–315.
8 Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 18.
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Cathar theory. According to this theory, “courtly love was the vehicle of religious dissent, and the
troubadours were members of a secret fraternity, opposed to the dogmas and sacraments of the
Roman Catholic Church.”9 Some of the scholars who subscribed to this interpretation were
Gabriele Rossetti10 (the originator of the theory), Eugène Aroux,11 Antony Méray,12 and Denis de
Rougemont.13 The crypto-Cathar theory continued to be expounded through the first half of the
twentieth century.14
The interest in textual criticism that marked the end of the nineteenth century shifted
scholarly attention to the Latin poetic tradition. Paul Meyer and Wilibald Schrötter saw
troubadour poetry as a medieval revival of the Latin poetic tradition.15 This theory did not gain
much support from other medievalists at the time. At the beginning of the twentieth century,
Henry John Chaytor mentioned that regardless of an Arabic or Latin influence, troubadour lyric
was rooted in popular songs of spring rituals, a notion Gaston Paris also echoed in his review of
Alfred Jeanroy’s Les origines de la poésie lyrique en France au Moyen Âge. Chaytor also saw in
courtly love an influence of the worship of the Virgin Mary, a theory widely accepted at the
time.16
Although theories concerning the “origins” of the troubadours and the meaning of
fin’amour have been afloat since the sixteenth century, it was only in the twentieth century that
theories about the music of the troubadours came to the fore, first with Jean-Baptiste Beck and

Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 21.
Gabriele Rossetti, Sullo spirito antipapale che produsse la riforma e sulla secreta influenza ch’esercito
nella leteratura d’Europa (London: Author, 1832).
11 Eugène Aroux, Dante hérétique, révolutionnaire et socialiste: Révélations d’un catholique sur le moyen
âge (Paris: Jules Renouard, 1854).
12 Antony Méray, La vie au temps des cours d’amour. Croyances, usages, et moeurs intimes des XIe, XIIe
& XIIIe siècles (Paris: A. Claudin, 1876).
13 Denis de Rougemont, L’amour et l’Occident (Paris: Plon, 1939).
14 Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 37–40.
15 Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 23. For the individual studies mentioned above, see Paul Meyer, “De
l’influence des troubadours sur la poésie des peuples romans,” Romania 5 (1876): 257–268; Wilibald
Schrötter, Ovid und die Troubadours (Halle: Niemeyer, 1908).
16 Boase, The Origin and Meaning, 28. See also Chaytor, The Troubadours, especially 8–9, 15; Jeanroy,
Les origines de la poésie lyrique; Paris, “Les origins de la poésie en France.”
9
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Pierre Aubry, and then with Friedrich Gennrich. the three of whom engaged in “virulent
arguments over rhythm,” to use Elizabeth Aubrey’s terms.17 Yet, despite their efforts, the
question of the rhythmic performance of troubadour melodies remains an open one.
Alongside the debate about rhythm, there was another contentious quarrel around the
music of the troubadours. The discussion pit those who supported the Andalusi theory against
those who vehemently opposed it, and who argued instead that the music of the troubadours
was rooted in sacred Aquitanian models, particularly in the musical culture of the abbey of Saint
Martial of Limoges. As I see it, this quarrel was an extension of the theories of courtly love since
it emphasized the “origins” of the troubadours. Despite considerable intellectual investment,
scholars failed to provide palpable musical evidence to support either theory. This dissertation
revisits, tests, and attempts to reposition this academic question in a way that offers a better
understanding troubadour melody. In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss some of the
scholarship of the Andalusi vs. Aquitanian academic joust.
In 1925, the English musicologist and Arabist Henry George Farmer discussed what he
considered to be evidence of the indebtedness of Western European music theory and practice
to Arab scholars and musicians. In his paper “Clues for the Arabian Influence on European
Music Theory,” Farmer stated that the Arab impact was exerted on “Popular Music, brought
about by mere political contact which began in the eighth century, and in Artistic Music,
brought about by the literary and intellectual contact which began in the tenth-eleventh
century.”18 He further asserted that jongleurs played a particularly important role in promoting
such influence because, through their wandering, they spread the new instruments and musical
culture that the Arabs had brought to Europe. According to Farmer, “Many of the song forms

Jean-Baptiste Beck, La musique des troubadours: Étude critique (Paris: Laurens, 1910; repr. Geneva:
Slatkine, 1976). Beck’s book remains one of the most useful surveys of the genres of troubadour song.
Pierre Aubry, La rythmique musical des troubadours et trouvères (Paris: Champion, 1907); Friedrich
Gennrich, ed., Der musikalische Nachlass der Troubadours, 3 vols., Summa Musicae Medii Aevi 3, 4, and
15 (Darmstadt and Langen-bei-Frankfurt: Gennrich, 1958–1965).
18 Farmer, “Clues for the Arabic Influence,” 62. Italics original.
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and dance forms of the minstrelsie of mediaeval Europe can be traced to the Arabs,” and he
mentions many European instruments in relation to their Middle-Eastern counterparts.19
Finally, Farmer implies that European polyphony is rooted in the heterophonic performance
practice of Arabian music.20 All of these ideas, particularly the political and cultural contacts
between the East and the West, and the introduction of Eastern musical instruments into
Europe, were presented at greater length in his Historical Facts for the Arabian Musical
Influence (1930), where he also includes a lengthy list of Latin, French, Spanish, and English
music-related words of Arabic origin.21
Farmer’s scholarship is essential reading for anyone engaged in investigating the
contributions of the Middle East to European culture. Farmer’s knowledge of Arabic allowed
him access to primary sources that few scholars could study, sources that he discussed along
with the Latin ones. This puts his scholarship at an advantage when compared with most studies
at the time (and even some today) and imbues his position with a credibility that would have
otherwise been difficult to ensure. Yet, Farmer’s studies must be read with a generous dose of
caution. All evidence is addressed as proof of the Arabic foundation of European music theory
and practice, and assertive generalizations are not uncommon. For example, while he claims
that wandering jongleurs were responsible for the spread of Eastern instruments and culture in
Europe, Farmer does not provide information about who these people were, where they were
from, or their possible travel routes. He engages with musical topics in the same overly general
way, offering no examples of pieces that illustrate his claims of an Eastern musical influence on
Western music. Overall, it is clear that his strong convictions sometimes clouded his reading of
the evidence, making some connections appear rather forced. Nevertheless, that many of his
arguments still sound convincing is reason enough to not dismiss his scholarship altogether. The

Farmer, “Clues,” 62–63.
Farmer, “Clues,” 63.
21 Henry George Farmer, Historical Facts for the Arabian Musical Influence (London: W. Reeves, 1930).
19
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same position requires slightly more commitment when engaging with the scholarship of one of
his contemporaries: the Spanish philologist and Arabist Julián Ribera y Tarragó.
Ribera persistently argued in favor of a connection between the poetic-musical culture of
medieval Muslim Iberia and the troubadours, even before Farmer. In his speech after being
accepted as a member of the Spanish Royal Academy, Ribera, evoking Juan Andrés as his
source, declared that the predecessor of the strophic forms of the troubadours was the zajal, a
poetic-musical form that originated in medieval Muslim Iberia (more on this below). He
asserted: “The Andalusi lyric, to which Ibn Quzmān’s songbook belongs, is the mysterious key
that explains the mechanisms of the poetic forms found in the various lyric systems of the
civilized world in the medieval period.”22 Ribera reiterated and developed this idea in La música
andaluza medieval en las canciones de los trovadores, troveros y Minnesinger.23 In this 1923
study, Ribera argued that the poetic-musical forms from medieval Islamic Iberia spread through
Europe and gave rise to the traditions of the troubadours, the trouvères, and the Minnesinger.
He noted that the formes fixes “have the exact same technical structure as the Andalusi and
oriental songs invented in the VIII and X centuries.”24 Ribera further claimed that the zajal, a
poetic-musical form traced to tenth-century Islamic Iberia, was ubiquitous throughout Europe
and across the Muslim world, and that it determined the start of the “Provençal school.”25 He
established these parallels based on the rhyme schemes aaab and aaba, which he asserted first

“La clave misteriosa que explica el mecanismo de las formas poéticas de los varios sistemas líricos del
mundo civilizado en la Edad Media, está en la lírica andaluza, a que pertenence el Cancionero de
Abencuzmán.” Ribera and Pidal y Mon, Discursos leidos ante la Real Academia Española), 50.
Translations are mine unless noted otherwise. Ibn Quzmān (1087–1160) is recognized as the most
important and original poet of medieval Muslim Iberia. He became famous for his azjāl (plural of zajal) of
which 149 survive. For more on Ibn Quzmān and his poetry, see Amila Buturovic,“Ibn Quzmān,” in The
Literature of Al-Andalus, eds. María Rosa Menocal, Raymond P. Scheindlin, and Michael Sells
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000): 292–305.
23 Julián Ribera y Tarragó, La música andaluza medieval en las canciones de los trovadores, troveros y
Minnesinger, 3 fasciculos (Madrid: Tipografia de la “Revista de Archivos”, 1923–1925).
24 “Ciertos géneros muy populares de la música a la que se aplicaba el mombre de medida . . . se
caracterizaban por sus formas fijas en el siglo XIII, como el rondó, las baladas, etc., los cuales tienen
exatamente la misma estrutura técnica que las canciones andaluzas y orientales que se inventaron em los
siglos VIII y X.” Ribera y Tarragó, La musica, 11.
25 Ribera y Tarragó, La musica, 12.
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appeared in al-Andalus. Furthermore, he noted that the melodic structure followed the poetic
structure, and that the musical forms of al-Andalus “determined the birth of the European
lyric.”26 Ribera did not provide specific examples from the two traditions to support any of those
statements.
Through the years, Ribera continued to assert that both the music and the poetic forms
of the troubadours, trouvères, and Minnesinger developed from the music and poetry of alAndalus. The problem with Ribera’s studies, at least as far as the music is concerned, was that
many of his conclusions were not sufficiently supported by specific evidence. For example, in
Historia de la música árabe medieval y su influencia en la española, Ribera mentioned how,
years before, he had studied the meter of the Andalus poetry and “inferred that Andalusi
Muslims had invented a very unique and ingenious strophic system of poetic forms distinct from
the classical Arabic ones.”27 Based on this, Ribera made a number of generalizing suppositions
about the music of al-Andalus. He explains that while studying the fifteenth-century Cancionero
de Palacio,28 he decided to sing some of the melodies whose poems he considered to be similar
in form to the Andalusi models. He noted that the music and the poetry were grouped together,
each verse corresponding to a musical phrase; furthermore, the same melody was used for
verses that shared the same rhyme, while verses of different rhyme had different music. From
this observation, Ribera, who admitted his musicological limitations, concluded that the formal
resemblance could not be casual and, since the poetry had an Arabic origin, the music must be

Ribera y Tarragó, La musica, 13.
“De aquel studio se infería que los musulmanes andaluces inventaron un sistema estrófico
ingeniosísimo, peculiar suyo, de formas poéticas distintas de las clásicas árabes.” Julian Ribera y Tarragó,
Historia de la música árabe y su influencia en la española (Madrid: Editorial Voluntade, 1927), 9.
28 The Cancionero de Palacio (Madrid, Biblioteca Real, MS II-1335) is a Spanish manuscript compiled
during the last third of the fifteenth century. Several later additions to the initial contents were made
during the sixteenth century. The manuscript preserves polyphonic music for 2, 3, and 4 voices thought to
have been performed during the reign of Ferdinand II of Aragon and Isabel I of Castile. Most of the texts
are in Castilian, the themes are varied (from chivalry to religious, satirical, pastoral, and historical), and
the most featured musical form is the villancico. For a critical edition of the manuscript, see Higinio
Anglès, La música en la corte de los Reyes Católicos: Cancionero Musical de Palacio (siglos XV–XVI), 2
vols., Monumentos de la Música Española, nos. 5, 10 (Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas and Instituto Español de Musicología, 1947 and 1951).
26
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Arabic as well.29 Ribera eventually extends this connection to the entire contents of the
Cancionero de Palacio. This is a case in point for the fallacy of equating poetic formal
similarities with melodic sameness and/or melodic form. Ribera was not the only scholar to base
conclusions on this presumption. Much later, Vincent Beltrán, for example, similarly
extrapolated the musical form of the zajal and muwashshah from its poetic structure, in his
1984 study on the origins of the two genres.30
Ribera’s lack of musicological training and his tendency toward generalizations hurt the
credibility of his arguments and rendered his musical extrapolations unconvincing to most
musicologists. By the time he published Historia de la música árabe medieval y su influencia
en la española (1927), he had been under criticism for some time. In the introduction to La
música andaluza medieval en las canciones de los trovadores, troveros y Minnesinger (1923)
he had already mentioned the harsh criticism of which he had been the target, and he did not
shy away from pointing out the bias he saw in the studies of those who criticized him
(musicologists included).31 This may have served to assuage his hurt ego but failed to
rehabilitate his musicological reputation. In 1946, Marius Schneider declared that Ribera’s lack
of musicological preparation rendered his musical transcription of the Cantigas de Santa Maria
completely wrong, and that Ribera, as well as Farmer, had been seduced by mere appearances
which had led them to rushed conclusions. Schneider noted that the Spanish musicologist
Higinio Anglès’s study of the Cantigas was more scientific, owing to his much more extensive
musicological background.32
Anglès was perhaps the scholar whose work had the greatest impact on the dismissal of
Ribera’s theory. His three-volume La música de las Cantigas de Santa María del rey Alfonso el

Ribera y Tarragó, Historia de la música árabe, 12.
Vincente Beltrán, “De zéjeles y dansas: orígenes y formación de la estrofa con vuelta,” Revista de
Filologia Española 64, no. 3–4 (1984): 239–66, especially 243–245.
31 Ribera y Tarragó, La música andaluza, 5–6.
32 Marius Schneider, “A propósito del influjo árabe: Ensayo de etnografia musical de la España Medieval,”
Anuario Musical 1 (1946): 31.
29
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Sabio, published from 1943 to 1964, included a facsimile of the manuscript El Escorial,
Biblioteca del Real Monasterio, MS B.I.2 (or Cantigas MS E33), a transcription of the melodies,
and a critical study that was vital for the discrediting of the Andalusi theory that Farmer and
Ribera had championed years before. Anglès did not attack Ribera’s theory directly. He did it
obliquely, sometimes dismissively, and through the depth of his study of the music of the
Cantigas. For example, in volume 3, part 2 of his study, Anglès addressed the Iberian melodies
and their relation to European monody. For Anglès, troubadour lyric and music are an almost
inevitable outgrowth of a Spanish poetic-musical tradition that remained untouched by the
multicultural environment that characterized the Iberian Peninsula since the eighth century. He
pointed out the cultural and artistic exchange between the French Midi and Spain, as well as the
permanent circulation of troubadours among the most important Christian courts on the
Iberian Peninsula. Remarkably, however, he did not even mention the possibility that the same
type of cultural exchange could have existed with non-Christian courts.34 Such an omission had
been justified earlier in the volume when, at the opening of the section entitled “The origins of
the medieval lyric and the Arabic theory,” Anglès wrote: “It is not my duty, nor is this the
moment to discuss the origins or antecedents of those songs in the literary sense.”35 Regarding
Ribera’s theory, he stated that many people had already engaged with it and it would only bother
the reader to write an exhaustive bibliographic review of the subject.36

The Cantigas de Santa Maria are preserved in the following four manuscripts: To – Madrid, Biblioteca
Nacional de España, MS 10069; T –El Escorial, Biblioteca del Real Monasterio, MS T.I.1 (also known as
“códice rico”); E – El Escorial, Biblioteca del Real Monasterio, MS B.I.2 (also known as “códice de los
músicos"); and F – Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, MS b.r. 20. All manuscripts are available
online on the websites of the corresponding libraries.
34 Higinio Anglès, La música de las Cantigas de Santa María del rey Alfonso el Sábio, 3 vols. (Barcelona:
Biblioteca Central, 1943, 1958, 1964), III, 518.
35 “No es de mi incumbencia, ni es éste el momento de exponer aqui los orígenes y los precedents de tales
cantigas en el sentido literario.” Anglès, La música, III, 433.
36 Ibid.
33
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Despite this disclaimer, Anglès addressed the 1948 study by the linguist Samuel Miklós
Stern on the kharja, the final section of a muwashshaḥ (pl. muwashshaḥāt).37 The kharja sums
up the main topic of the poem and can stand as an independent entity. Moreover, its poetic
voice is different from that of the rest of the poem, and allegory is often employed. Finally, the
kharja is written in the vernacular, usually using colloquial expressions, thus contrasting with
the rest of the poem, which is in Classical Arabic.38 In this study Stern reports his discovery of
twenty kharjas written in Andalusi dialect found in Hebrew muwashshaḥāt. Among these, there
is reportedly the earliest extant Hebrew muwashshaḥ with an Andalusi kharja, and one of the
oldest extant muwashshaḥāt (whether in Hebrew or Arabic), dating from the mid-eleventh
century.39 Stern then uses these poems to discuss the impact of Arabic on the Iberian romance
languages, but his findings have considerable implications for the history of European strophic
poetry in general, including troubadour poetry and, possibly, its musical performance.
Anglès evaded the discussion of the possible implications of Stern’s discovery by saying
that although Stern’s study opened news possibilities for the study of Spanish music, he [Anglès]
could not bring himself to discuss it.40 He cautioned, however, that the first Muslim troops to
occupy the Iberian Peninsula at the beginning of the eighth century were formed primarily by
“Berbers” (his term) and only a few Arabs. Therefore, “everything indicates that] during the first
two centuries of Arab domination, the Arabic culture, not very flourishing, and the Christian
[culture] of the indigenous Spanish, which was much richer than that of the invaders, existed

Samuel Miklós Stern, “Les vers finaux en espagnol dans les muwashshas hispano-hebraiques,” AlAndalus, 13, no. 2 (1948): 299-343. Muwashshaḥāt developed a unique expression in al-Andalus. The
andalusian muwashshaḥ was thoroughly studied in Ibn Sanac al-Mulk’s twelfth-century anthology Dar altiraz fi cammal al-muwashshaḥāt (“The House of Brocade[:] on the making of muwashshaḥāt”). See Ibn
Sana' al-Mulk, Dar al-tiraz fi 'amal al-muwashshaḥāt, 2nd ed., ed. Jawdat al- Rikabi (Damascus:
Maktabat Dar al-Fikr, 1977). According to Dwight Reynolds, Dar-tiraz remains the most important extant
medieval work on the musical history of the muwashshaḥ. Dwight F. Reynolds, “Musical Aspects of Ibn
Sana’ al-Mulk’s Dar al-tiraz” in Muwashshaḥ: Proceedings of the Conference on Arabic and Hebrew
Strophic Poetry and its Romance Parallels (London: School of Oriental and Asian Studies, University of
London, 2004), 211.
38 Stern, “Les vers,” 303.
39 Stern, “Les vers,” 331.
40 Anglès, La música, III, 435–436.
37
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juxtaposed”41 (my italics). Anglès’s problematic assumptions about Berber and Arabic culture
are but one example of how nationalistic and Eurocentric narratives shaped both the scholarly
debate on the emergence of the troubadour tradition in particular and the historiography of
Western music in general. Marius Schneider, for example, also demonstrated his European
cultural exceptionalism when he asserted that “similarities between Arabic and Spanish music
are due to common Mediterranean elements that can never be explained by an Arabic
contribution, given that [the Arabs] during the Middle Ages were, musically, the least developed
of the Mediterranean races.”42 In the end, though, the value of Anglès’s and Schneider’s work
should not be dismissed because of their nationalism, neither should their bias be ignored.
Starting around the mid-twentieth century, the debate around the emergence of the
troubadour tradition turned to the potential connections between the Occitanian poets and
contemporaneous sacred Latin repertoires. In 1955, Jacques Chailley addressed the topic in his
article “Les premiers troubadours et les versus de l'école d'Aquitaine.” Making a number of
circumstantial connections between the two repertoires, Chailley argued that the Aquitanian
versus was in full bloom by the time William IX began writing his poems. He further claimed
that the characteristics of the versus – variable meter, with or without refrain, and musically
close to Gregorian models – opened the way for the first troubadours, who were familiar with
the genre due to “the context of their habits and their education.” 43 Chailley asserted that the
musical and literary similarities between the Latin versus and the songs of the troubadours
cannot be mere coincidence. He did not discuss what the “context and habits” of the first
troubadours were, or the characteristics of their literary and musical expression. For musical

“Las primeras tropas que ocuparan España a principios del siglo VIII eran formadas propriamente de
berberes mas que de árabes; todo señala que durante los dos primeros siglos de la dominación árabe la
cultura árabe, no muy floresciente, y la cristiana de los indígenas hispanos, mucho más rica que la de los
invasores, convivíran yuxtapostas.” Anglès, La música, 438.
42 “Semejanzas entre la musica árabe y española son elementos mediterrâneos comunes que nunca son
explicables por la aportación árabe, ya que éstos em la Edad Media representaban, musicalmente, la parte
más retrasada . . . de la raza mediterrénea.” Schneider, “A propósito del influjo árabe,” 60.
43 Chailley, “Les premieres troubadours,” 213–214.
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evidence, he declared that the melody of the versus Annus novus in Gaudio was similar to that
of Pos de chantar by William IX. The immediate issue with Chailley’s assertion is that the
melody for Pos de chantar is preserved as an incomplete contrafactum in a late thirteenth- early
fourteenth-century manuscript (only music for one and a half verses was notated in the
manuscript).44 In addition, the two melodies have only the first three notes in common (see
figure 1.1, and musical example 1.1 below).

Figure 1.1: On the right, contrafactum of William IX’s Pos de chantar (Chigi, f. 81r, detail); on
the left, Aquitanian versus Annus novus in Gaudio (Latin 1139, f. 36r, detail)
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Musical example 1.1: Comparative transcription of Pos de chantar and Annus novus in Gaudio
Despite the speculative nature of his evidence, Chailley swiftly asserted that there are “points of
contact” between the versus and the troubadour lyric in terms of subject matter and expressed

The melodic fragment is part of the Provençal play Tragaedia de sancta Agnetis preserved in MS Chigi,
folios 68r –85v. The fragment can be found at folio 81v. For digital access to the manuscript, see
https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Chig.C.V.151.
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feelings. He adds that it is “futile to look for the origins of courtly love in the tropes or verses [of
these texts]” and that “[understanding] whether or not [courtly love] was born from the contact
with the Arabic civilization, . . . [from the] the Christian and feudal chivalry, or [from] the whole
of the civilization at the time, it is helpless in accounting for the constitution of a musical poetry
formed from the beginning with its melodic style, its rules or uses of versification, its metric or
strophic patterns.”45 Chailley’s study thus stands in line with Anglès in the sense that Chailley
was convinced from the outset that the troubadour tradition was a product of a purely Western
poetic-musical context.
From this point onwards, the overall question of the emergence of the troubadour
tradition died out for a while. In 1968, Peter Dronke published the first edition of Medieval
Lyric,46 which he framed within a Latin context, both religious and secular. Almost two decades
passed until scholars started to address the question again. When they did, most of these studies
reported on new connections between the Andalusi and other European cultural traditions.
In 1983, the ethnomusicologist Józef Pacholczyk discussed evidence of a possible link
between the Moroccan nūba (pl. nubāt)47 and European secular music, particularly in terms of
form. Pacholczyk used examples of the current nūba tradition and compared their form with the
forms of the songs of troubadours and trouvères.48 Pacholczyk addressed the relevance of using
the Moroccan musical tradition for studying the Andalusi medieval musical practice. Citing the
“Nous pourrons trouver entre la lyrique des premiers Troubadours et celle des Versus des points de
contact épisodiques quant aux sujets traités ou aux sentiments exprimés . . . il serait vain de rechercher
dans les tropes ou les versus une origine quelconque des thèses ou théories de l'amour courtois; par
contre, que celles-ci aient pris naissance ou non au contact de la civilisation arabe, ou de la chevalerie
chrétienne et féodale ou de l'ensemble de la civilisation du temps, cela est impuissant à rendre compte de
la constitution d'une poésie musicale formée dès l'origine avec son style mélodique, ses règles ou usages
de versification, ses schémas métriques ou strophiques. C'est ici que l'apport des versus nous paraît
considérable. Chailley, “Les premieres troubadours,” 215.
46 Peter Dronke, The Medieval Lyric (London: Hutchinson, 1968).
47 A nūba is a sequence of monophonic songs akin to a suite or a song cycle, unified by melodic mode. The
repertoire of Andalusi nūba consisted of 24 suites, one for each hour, each in one of the 24 melodic
modes. Each nūba was to be performed at a specific hour of the day. Józef Pacholczyk, “The Relationship
Between the Nawba of Morocco and the Music of the Troubadours and Trouvères,” The World of Music
25, no. 2 (1983): 8. The nūba (modern spelling of nawba) will be discussed in more detail in chapter
three.
48 Pacholczyk, “The Relationship,” 7.
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Algerian ethnomusicologist Alexis Chottin, he notes that when Andalusi Muslims fled the
Iberian Peninsula for North Africa (between the twelfth and the fifteenth centuries), they
brought with them the repertoire of Andalusi nubāt. Importantly, with this exile, new additions
to the genre came to a halt; and with that, the Andalusi repertoire has been preserved orally in
Morocco through the generations, with only eleven nubāt (or parts of them) still being known.
That musicians go to great lengths to learn and preserve this genre, travelling long distances to
meet with a “music master” when they forget one (or part of one) of these pieces, demonstrates
the importance of the repertoire for the Moroccan musicians. Additionally, the poetry of these
nubāt is in muwashshaḥ form and in Andalusi dialect, a language no longer understood in the
Maghreb.49 For these reasons, the Moroccan nūba may be a good model for researching (some
of) the features of the Andalusi musical tradition.
From the analysis of the formal aspects of one of the extant nubāt, Pacholczyk concluded
that there is significant formal similarity between the nūba and the French forms fixes,
particularly the rondeau and the virelai. Pacholczyk further notes that despite the formal
resemblance, which, he believes, precludes “the possibility of independent origin . . . no musical
evidence exists to establish the direction of the influence,” mainly because it is not possible to
accurately date the Moroccan nubāt. However, he posits: “considering the general trend of
cultural influence, the influence of the nūba on the fixed forms is much more likely.”50
Regardless of the direction of influence, it is difficult to imagine that the peoples of the
Mediterranean basin did not engage in cultural exchange when they engaged in trade.51 In fact,
such exchanges must have been of some significance, at least for Christian Iberia, for they are
featured in iconography.

Pacholczyk, “The Relationship,” 8, 10. Pacholczyk cites Alexis Chottin’s Tableau de la musique
marocain (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1939), particularly pages 98, 99, and 101.
50 Pacholczyk, “The Relationship,” 13.
51 For more on medieval trade in the Mediterranean, see, for example, Robert S. Lopez and Irving W.
Raymond, Medieval Trade in the Mediterranean: Illustrative Documents (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2001).
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In 1986, the Hungarian music historian Zoltán Falvy alied iconography with history,
musical anlaysis, and literary criticism to investigate the connection between Mediterranean
Culture and Troubadour Music.52 In this study, Falvy looked at the Cantigas de Santa Maria
and at the output of troubadours Gaucelm Faidit and Peire Vidal to discuss the ways in which
the cultures of the Mediterranean helped to define European secular monody. His main purpose
was to contribute to the discussion of both the historical and the performance-practice aspects
of that repertoire. Falvy considered that the Andalusi theory covered only one of several aspects
of the cultural exchange between the cultures of the Mediterranean and Europe. He proposed
that there was a Near Eastern culture – rather than a strictly Arab one – that “developed in
several layers out of the cultures of several peoples and ethnic groups” and that grew out of
constant contacts and exchanges between the cultures of North-Africa, al-Andalus, and all the
European regions that bordered the caliphate.53 The multiculturalism of the region, Falvy
argued, is seen in the illuminations of the Cantigas de Santa Maria. The representational
nature of these illuminations projects an image of the multiculturalism not only of Alfonso X’s
court, but of the Iberian society at large. Christians, Muslim, and Jewish musicians (identified
by both the details of the background, as well as by their apparel) are represented throughout
the Cantigas.54 The diversity of these representations also focuses on aspects of class, as all
social classes appear as the subjects of illuminations. What is particularly interesting is what we
might call the “negative” evidence of instruments as determinants of class. Simply put, we see
the same instruments being played by both noble and plebian musicians.
The majority of the instruments depicted are associated with Near-Eastern musical
practice,55 pointing to the probable familiarity of the society at large with these instruments and
their use in both courtly and popular domains. It also recalls Farmer’s and Ribera’s arguments
Zoltán Falvy, Mediterranean Culture and Troubadour Music, trans. Mária Steiner (New York:
Pendragon Press, 1986).
53 Falvy, Mediterranean Culture, 11.
54 Falvy, Mediterranean Culture, 53.
55 Falvy, Mediterranean Culture, 53, 55.
52
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about the introduction of a significant number of Near-Eastern instruments in the Iberian
Peninsula during the first centuries of the Muslim occupation. Falvy also posits that, because
musicians are rarely depicted singing in the Cantigas, these instruments were used for the
accompaniment of monophony. Falvy concludes that since there are no additional musical lines
notated for the instruments in the manuscripts, it is reasonable to assume that they doubled the
vocal line, a performance practice that is a defining characteristic of the folk repertoires of
North-Africa still today.56
Falvy’s conclusion fails to consider two possibilities. The first is that the accompaniment
could have been improvised, which would explain the lack of additional musical lines. The
second possibility has to do with the context of the Cantigas’ performance. Manuel Pedro
Ferreira has recently posited a range of performative modes and contexts that Alfonso X
envisioned for the Cantigas. These included both vocal, unaccompanied renderings within an
ecclesiastical setting and instrumental performances in other contexts. In the depiction of
instrumentalists, particularly in the context of the illumination that precedes the first Cantiga,
where they are juxtaposed to singing clergy, Ferreira sees the graphical representation of “the
idea of ulterior circulation that was intended to occur in reality, giving further kinds of life (both
vocal and instrumental) to the CSM.”57 Moreover, there is evidence in the text of the Cantigas
that instrumentalists could also sing the songs.
One of the many questions that remained unanswered with regards to the contacts
between al-Andalus and the rest of Iberia and South France was the language barrier. All the
candidates for the Andalusi roots of the troubadour tradition were genres whose texts were in
Arabic, Hebrew, or Andalusi dialect. Moreover, how could the Andalusi poets and musicians
pass on their practices to the non-Arabic speaking troubadours? This was the argument upon

Falvy, Mediterranean Culture, 55.
Manuel Pedro Ferreira, “The Medieval Fate of the Cantigas de Santa Maria: Iberian Politics Meets
Song,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 69, no. 2 (2016): 322.
56
57
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which Samuel Stern, for example, based his refutation of the Andalusi theory.58 Yet, this
argument ignores that there was a large portion of the Iberian population that spoke Arabic.59
Furthermore, it commits the fallacy of assuming that knowledge of a language is needed in order
to imitate (or model one upon the other) a musical form, genre, or practice in general. But even
putting these reasoning gaps aside, there exists some evidence that early troubadours may have
known Arabic.
In 1990, Patrice Uhl reported on the version of William IX’s poem Farai un vers pos mi
sonelh that is preserved in troubadour manuscript C.60 This version of the poem contains three
lines at the end of the second strophe in a language other than Provençal. They read:
“Tarrababart / marababelio riben / saramahart.” Uhl takes a critical look at the arguments in
favor of the Andalusi theory and at the formal, metrical, and lexical differences of Farai un vers
among the four manuscripts that preserve it (V, N, N2, and C). Then, she posited that the verses
are written in Andalusi Arabic (she proposes a new translation), and that the topoi of the poem
– idolatry, sexual intercourse, and murder – point to a possible evocation of the Koranic legend
of the two fallen angels, especially when informed by the Andalusi verses. Uhl concludes that the
Andalusi Arabic verses in Farai un vers are not a “gratuitous effect, but a constituent feature of

Samuel Miklós Stern, “Literary Connections between the Islamic World and Western Europe in the
early Middle Ages: Did they Exist?,” in Samuel M. Stern, Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, ed. L. P.
Harvey (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 204–24.
59 As early as the eighth century, Christian clergymen openly complained of the decline of Latin in favor of
Arabic, and of the preference for the study of Arabic books rather than the scriptures demonstrated by the
younger generations. Bishop Álvaro of Cordoba was a loud voice in protesting this shift: “Who is there
among the faithful laity sufficiently learned to understand the Holy Scriptures, or what our doctors have
written in Latin? Who is there fired with love of the Gospels, the Prophets, the Apostles? All our young
Christians . . . are learned in infidel erudition and perfected in Arabic eloquence. They assiduously study,
intently read, and ardently discuss Arabic books . . . The Christians are ignorant of their own tongue; the
Latin race does not understand its own language. Not one in a thousand of the Christian communion can
write an intelligent letter to a brother. On the other hand, there are great numbers of them who expound
the Arabic splendour of language, and metrically adorn, by mono-rhyme, the final clauses of songs, better
and more sublimely than other peoples.” As quoted in Farmer, Historical Facts, 23.
60 Patrice Uhl, “Farai un vers, pos mi sonelh: la version du chansonnier C (B.N., Fr. 856), la cobla bilingue
et le problème du lati ou tarrababart saramahart dans Guillaume IX d'Aquitaine,” Cahiers de Civilisation
Médiévale 33, no. 129 (Janvier-Mars 1990): 19–42.
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the poem, functionally motivated at the stylistic, cultural and hermeneutical levels.”61 Despite
this conclusion, Uhl considers that, given the unconventional spelling used in the poem, William
IX did not necessarily know Arabic, and used, in transliteration, some lines of a zajal he knew or
heard.62
Soon after Uhl’s publication, George T. Beech discussed the historical evidence
demonstrating that William IX “knew much more about Islamic Spain than previously thought
. . . that Arabic speaking people formed part of the circle of relatives, friends, and acquaintances
in contact with him, and finally that he had friendly personal relations with the contemporary
Muslim king of Zaragoza.”63 By reconstructing the historiography of the so-called Eleanor-ofAquitaine vase,64 Beech demonstrated a strong bond of friendship between William IX and the
Muslim ruler of Zaragoza, Imad al-Dawla, whose court had continued his family’s great
patronage of the arts, poetry in particular.65 Beech addressed Patrice Uhl’s conclusion about
William IX having memorized the Arabic lines he used in Farai un vers. He considers it
doubtful that someone ignorant of a foreign language could borrow material without knowing its
meaning, and then incorporate it in a poem in a thematically and metrically consistent manner.
He thinks that it is conceivable that William IX knew just enough Arabic to be able to
understand a few words or phrases, leading him to borrow for his own poetry.66

“L'introduction d'une séquence en arabe dans la seconde cobla de la chanson se comprend mieux: ce
n'est pas un effet gratuit, mais un trait constitutif du poème, fonctionnellement motivé au triple plan
stylistique, culturel et herméneutique.” Uhl, “Farai,” 40.
62 Uhl, “Farai,” 41.
63 George T. Beech, “Troubadour Contacts with Muslim Spain and Knowledge of Arabic: New Evidence
Concerning William IX of Aquitaine,” Romania 13, no. 449–450 (1992): 17–18.
64 The Eleanor-of-Aquitaine vase is a small crystal vase, held at the Louvre. Eleanor of Aquitaine received
the vase from her grandfather, William IX, Duke of Aquitaine, and then gave it to her husband Louis VII
of France as a wedding gift. For a thorough discussion of the vase and its history, see George T. Beech,
“The Eleanor of Aquitaine Vase: Its Origins and History to the Early Twelfth Century,” Ars Orientalis 22
(1993): 69–79; George T. Beech, "The Eleanor of Aquitaine Vase, William IX of Aquitaine, and Muslim
Spain," Gesta 32, no. 1 (1993): 3–10.
65 Beech, “Troubadour Contacts,” 39.
66 Beech, “Troubadour Contacts,” 38.
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Even though the evidence Beech discussed does not definitely demonstrate William IX’s
proficiency in Arabic, his relationship with the ruler of Zaragoza, whose court privileged the
patronage of poetry, invites us to seriously consider the possibility that William IX borrowed
more than just a few lines of poetry. Beech acknowledged that, in itself, these facts do not
constitute undisputable proof that William IX knew Arabic and/or Arabic poetry, but that they
justify a re-positioning of the skepticism about such a possibility. Beech considered examples
that show that the people of Aquitania were neither ignorant nor uninterested in the habits and
culture of the people of al-Andalus. He also referred to the historical chronicle by Adémar de
Chabannes, an eleventh-century Aquitanian monk from the abbey of Saint Cybard who was
educated at Saint Martial of Limoges. That chronicle contains evidence that Muslims were held
captive in southern France as spoils of war. In the aftermath of a battle in Narbonne in 1020,
twenty Muslims were captured and taken to the abbey of Saint Martial. There, two were kept as
the abbot’s slaves and the others were distributed among neighboring lords.67
In recent decades, scholars have continued to add to the evidence that strengthens the
Andalusi theory. Manuel Pedro Ferreira has theorized about the connection between the poeticmusical forms of al-Andalus, particularly the zajal and muwashshaḥ, and the formes fixes.
Ferreira proposed that the zajal and the muwashshaḥ would probably follow an AB BBB AB
musical form (which he designates “Andalusian rondeau”), or occasionally the virelai-like AA
BBB AA (or a variation of it). He also noted that these musical forms, particularly the virelai,
coincide with the musical forms found in the Cantigas de Santa Maria. According to Ferreira,
many Cantigas follow the Andalusi rondeau form (although in its shorter version AB BB AB),
though the majority of them are organized in virelai form. Importantly, Ferreira noted that the
“Andalusian rondeau [was] virtually unknown elsewhere in the medieval Christian repertory
[apart from Alfonso X’s court],” and that “The favor given in the Cantigas to the virelai musical

Beech, “Troubadour Contacts,” 27. For the corresponding passage in the chronicle, see Adémar de
Chabannes. Chronique, ed. Jules Chavanon (Paris: Alphonse Picard et fils, 1897), 175.
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form, at a time when it was virtually ignored in France, suggests a connection of the virelai with
Iberian traditions.”68
Finally, the American Arabist and musicologist Dwight Reynolds has made several
important contributions. In “Musical Aspects of Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk’s Dār al-Ṭirāz,” Reynolds
analyzed the twelfth-century Egyptian treatise on the Andalusi muwashshaḥ – Dār al-Ṭirāz –
and its references to both musical instruments and to the performance of that genre.69
Comparing the information that Ibn Sanā’ al-Mulk provided in the treatise with the performance
practice of some muwashshaḥāt as they are still performed in Syria and Egypt, Reynolds
demonstrated that some of the characteristics mentioned in the medieval treatise, such as a
change of melody and meter at the transition from the stanza (bayt) to the tornada (qufl), are
still observed today. Additionally, he concluded that al-Mulk’s muwashshaḥāt were conceived
as songs and not only as poems. Significantly, Reynolds posited that most Andalusi
muwashshaḥāt “did not follow the classical Arabic meters and were composed to fit their music,
probably quite often an existing tune . . . ”70
In a later study, Reynolds provided new evidence of musical hybridization in al-Andalus,
something that had remained mostly unsubstantiated. According to Reynolds, the fourteenthcentury encyclopedic work Masalik al-absar (“The Paths of Perception”) by Ibn Fadl Allah alcUmari

contains biographies of hitherto unknown Andalusi and North African musicians. Some

of these biographies note frequent musical exchanges between emissaries from the Christian
kingdoms and Andalusi musicians. Reynolds highlights a particular example of a man, at the
court of al-Hakam,71 “who learned singing [tarab] from emissaries who came from the
Christians…he learned their art and learned it thoroughly. Then . . . an Iraqi singing-girl . . .

Manuel Pedro Ferreira, "Rondeau and Virelai: The Music of al-Andalus and the Cantigas de Santa
Maria," Plainsong & Medieval Music 13, no. 2 (2004): 138–139.
69 Reynolds, “Musical Aspects,” 211–227.
70 Reynolds, “Musical Aspects,” 224.
71 Al-Andalus had two great rulers by the name of al-Hakam: Hakam I, who was emir of Córdoba during
the ninth century, and Hakam II, who was the second caliph of Córdoba, and ruled during the second half
of the tenth century. It is unclear to which of the rulers the passage is concerned.
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taught him [Iraqi] singing until he became proficient and he [then] combined the Iraqi singing
with what he had gathered [from the Christians].”72 Christian sources corroborate this exchange
of musicians and musical knowledge. The Valladolid council of 1322, “condemned the custom of
employing Muslim and Jewish musicians to perform inside churches, particularly during
nightlong services where the singing of songs and the playing of instruments [did not conform to
the instituted practice for the vigils].”73 The whole of the evidence that Reynolds discusses in this
article leads him to conclude that the musical scene in al-Andalus was one where professional
musicians from a variety of different ethnic, religious, and regional origins performed music
from a variety of musical traditions for an equally diverse group of patrons. In the process,
Andalusi music “became a cosmopolitan tradition that incorporated influences from multiple
sources and developed innovative new forms by combining and hybridizing traditions.”74
Reynolds’s arguments and his range of historical evidence, which he has recently brought
together in The Musical Heritage of al-Andalus,75 are very enticing, but the degree to which this
hybrid musical culture impacted the troubadour tradition remains to be fully understood.
This scholarship overview shows a historiography of the emergence of the troubadours
that is rich, but it offers little consensus. To be sure, the task of reaching historiographical
consensus in this topic is not easy. Besides having to grapple with paucity of sources, writing a
historiography of troubadour emergence requires having to constantly avoid the slippery slope
of looking at medieval culture through current artistic values and/or through our own biases.

Ibn Fadl Allah al-‘Umari, Masalik al-absar fi mamalik al-amsar, ed. Fuat Sezgin and Eckhardt
Neubauer, Series C, Facsimile Editions (Frankfurt: Institute for the History of Arabo-Islamic Sciences,
1988-2001), 10:385, as cited in Dwight Reynolds, “Jews, Muslims, and Christians and the Formation of
Medieval Andalusian Music" in Musical Exodus: al-Andalus and its Jewish Diasporas, ed. Ruth F. Davis
(Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015), 11. Bracketed additions are original. A note of caution
regarding the term tarab that Reynolds translates as “singing”: tarab is a term difficult to translate as it
can refer to a number of aspects, from states of extreme emotion to a style of music and music
performance. Overall, it refers to a state of deep affect induced by music. For more on this topic, see, for
example, Ali Jihad Racy, Making Music in the Arab World: The Culture and Artistry of “Tarab”
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).
73 Reynolds, “Jews, Muslims, and Christians,” 19–20.
74 Reynolds, “Jews, Muslims, and Christians,”22.
75 Dwight Reynolds, The Musical Heritage of al-Andalus (London and New York: Routledge, 2020).
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Shutting down biases is extremely difficult (if possible, at all) but the technological advances of
recent decades can help combatting them.
One aspect that is common to the scholarship of the middle of the twentieth century is
that it was produced from one disciplinary perspective. From the late twentieth century on,
interdisciplinary approaches have become the norm, widening not only the readership of the
studies, but also our understanding of the troubadour tradition. The work that follows is
positioned in this interdisciplinary framework in a way that aims at combatting my biases by
seating at the intersection of musicology (broadly conceived), medieval studies, and digital
musicology. Over the next three chapters, I will compare sacred, secular, and culturally diverse
melodies using algorithms adapted from the field of genetics. The results of the comparisons will
provide clues for both thinking about the forces that helped to shape troubadour melody and
rethinking some of the ideas about medieval music, as well as about the current Andalusi
musical traditions of Morocco, that permeate the historiography.
In the following chapter, I will describe the two automated methods I used to compare
troubadour melodies with Andalusi and Saint Martial melodies – Pairwise Sequence Alignment
and Multiple Sequence Alignment – and demonstrate the accuracy of such methods to find pairs
of similar melodies and motivic recurrence among a melodic dataset.
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CHAPTER 2
WIDENING HORIZONS
NEW METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO AN OLD QUESTION

As discussed in the previous chapter, many studies devoted to the emergence of
the troubadour tradition have been tainted with methodological problems. From
unsubstantiated claims to rampant nationalism, from extrapolating conclusions based on
isolated case studies to equating of poetic similarity with melodic similarity,1 much of the
scholarship on the topic, as well-intended as it may have been, has contributed to raising
skepticism around the question. Studies focusing on the “origins” of the troubadour song have
been based on the problematic assumption that one seminal point can be determined for the
entire troubadour tradition, a tradition that is both poetic and musical. As Gerald Bond noted,
“as long as the belief in a true and single source for the complex phenomena [of the troubadour]
continues to be embraced, investigations of the origins will remain necessarily unsatisfactory.”2
Use of traditional philological and text-critical methodologies in the scholarship dealing
with the troubadours has contributed to perpetuate an historical narrative that is framed in a
narrow Eurocentric perspective (this topic will be discussed in more depth in chapter three).
According to this perspective, the troubadour tradition began with or soon before William the
IX, Duke of Aquitaine. From there, it spread to the Iberian Peninsula, Northern France,
Northern Italy, and Germany. The multiculturalism that characterized European society,
particularly in the Iberian Peninsula, during the centuries that preceded William IX’s activity, or
the exposure of Westerners to Middle-Eastern cultures during the military campaigns of the

See for example Ribera y Tarragó, La musica; Ribera y Tarragó, Historia de la música árabe; Samuel
Miklós Stern, “Les vers finaux en espagnol dans les muwashshas hispano-hebraiques,” Al-Andalus 13, no.
2 (1948): 299–343; Chailley, “Les premiers troubadours;” Zoltán Falvy, Mediterranean Culture.
2 Gerald A. Bond, “Origins,” in A Handbook of the Troubadours, eds. F.R.P Akehurst and Judith M. Davis
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 238.
1
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crusades has yet to be factored into troubadour historiography.3 Additionally, the great majority
of the studies engaged only with selected examples from Iberian and/or French sources, largely
owing to the paucity of musical sources from Medieval Islamic Iberia,4 and to a limited number
of musical examples from the first generation of troubadours. Maybe for this reason most
studies relied purely on comparative literature methodologies, thus focusing on poetic forms,
topoi, and alike. Despite the value of comparative literature studies, which help us understand
textual and formal relationships, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the music based on
those methods without engaging in broad speculation.
In sum, the scholarship on the origins of the troubadours has thus far been flawed, and
biased. These values have partially prevented a wide, comparative study of some of the extant
musical sources of the period to investigate the emergence of troubadour song. To be sure,
access to primary sources has, until recently, been one of the greatest challenges for
musicologists. But with the coming of the digital era manuscripts, prints, and other collections
are increasingly available online for free. Additionally, many other resources, such as finding
aids, are widely available on the web pages of most libraries, making the locating of material
much easier. And yet, this wider accessibility to primary and secondary sources has not yet
encouraged a large-scale study of the music of the troubadours, specifically a comparative study
between the repertoire of the troubadours and the liturgical, sacred, and secular repertoires
often referred as the sources of the troubadour tradition.

A rare exception to this status quo is the 10th edition of Burkholder et al.’s A History of Western Music,
which mentions some of the theories of the emergence of the troubadour tradition, including the
Andalusi. Peter Burkholder, Donald J. Grout, and Claude V. Palisca, A History of Western Music, 10th ed.
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2019), 74.
4 Although no notated music from al-Andalus is extant, there are a number of medieval sources in Arabic
that provide information about, and insight into its musical life. In his latest book, Dwight Reynolds
engages with these sources, offering a glimpse of the musical scene of medieval Muslim Iberia. See
Reynolds, The Musical Heritage, chapters 6, 7, 8, and 10 in particular.
3
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Comparative analysis of large datasets of musical pieces is a time-consuming task, which,
depending on the size of the sample, can take decades to tackle.5 In recent years, however, many
software tools for music information retrieval (MIR) have been developed. With the emergence
of projects such as the Music Encoding Initiative (MEI),6 music notation, once accessible
digitally in image formats only, can now be encoded in a computer-readable language. This
development opened the way to other initiatives of digital musicology, such as those of the
International Society of Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR), a non-profit organization
devoted to “advance the access, organization, and understanding of music information.”7 The
Josquin Research Project (JRP), for example, a well-known tool for the research and analysis of
Renaissance music among musicologists, is but one product of the emergence of MIR projects.8
Less period-specific resources also exist. As an interdisciplinary field of research drawing from
disciplines as different as music theory, library science, psychology, neuroscience, computer
engineering, or machine learning, music information retrieval is concerned with the
development of computational tools to aid our understanding of musical data. With this aim, the
International Society of Music Information Retrieval has fostered the development of multiple
open-source software tools for aiding the research and analysis of music.9 Thanks to these tools
it is currently possible to perform pitch detection, produce MIDI streams from live audio
(aubio),10 extract features from audio recordings, symbolic music encodings and lyrical

Bertrand Bronson, The Traditional Tunes of the Child Ballads: With Their Texts, according to the
Extant Records of Great Britain and America, 4 vols. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 19591972).
6 Music Encoding Initiative, https://music-encoding.org (accessed June 6, 2019).
7 The International Society for Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR), “About the Society,”
https://www.ismir.net/about/ (accessed June 6, 2019).
8 Founded by Stanford musicologist Jesse Rodin in 2010, The Josquin Research Project is an open-access
project that allows a continuously growing digital library to be fully searchable, from rhythmic and
melodic motives to tasks as complex as establishing the style of a composer. Jesse Rodin, “About,” The
Josquin Research Project, http://josquin.stanford.edu/about/ (accessed June 14, 2019).
9 The International Society for Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR), “Resources – Software Tools,”
https://www.ismir.net/resources/software-tools/ (accessed June 6, 2019).
10 Aubio, https://aubio.org (accessed June 6, 2019).
5
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transcriptions, apply machine-learning algorithms, or analyze metadata (jMIR),11 among many
other complex and large-data analytical tasks.12
Despite its abundance, many of these tools are not suited to successfully determine
melodic similarity. In fact, only one of the programs listed on the ISMIR’s page – jSymbolic 2.2
–reportedly allows for the analysis of melodic variation.13 However, jSymbolic is not apt to
determine similarity among melodies in a database. Similarity studies are not new to MIR, but
they tend to focus on similarity of genre, style, or artist (think of the on-point suggestions
Spotify can give you based on listening history, for example).14 Studies that focus on a more indepth comparison at the level of the note or of the chord are very scarce. This is because, as
Dimitri Bountouridis and colleagues observed, for these types of comparative studies to be
successfully performed, the data needs to be coded in a “proper-for-knowledge-extraction form,”
and “properly annotated and disambiguated corpora of note-to-note or chord-to-chord
relationships are extremely hard to find.”15
Alternatively, there are a number of algorithms used in bioinformatics that offer useful
models to perform large-scale melodic comparative analysis at the note level. In fact, systems of
music information retrieval may harvest important benefits by feeding into the knowledge of
bioinformatics. One of the algorithms most used in bioinformatics to investigate questions of
relationship is the Pairwise Sequence Alignment (PSA) algorithm, developed by Saul Needleman

jMIR, http://jmir.sourceforge.net (accessed June 6, 2019).
For a list of the most important software tools for music information retrieval, see the section
“Resources” on the ISMIR web page. https://www.ismir.net/resources/software-tools/ (accessed June 6,
2019).
13 Cory McKay, jSymbolic, http://jmir.sourceforge.net/index_jSymbolic.html (accessed June 6, 2019).
14 Paul Lamere, “Social Tagging and Music Information Retrieval,” Journal of New Music Research 37
(2008): 111–114; Adam Berenzweig et al., “A Large-Scale Evaluation of Acoustic and Subjective MusicSimilarity Measures,” Computer Music Journal 28 (June 2004): 63–76.
15 Bountouridis, Dimitrios et al. “Melodic Similarity and Applications Using Biologically-Inspired
Techniques,” Applied Sciences 7 (December 2017): 1242. https://doi.org/10.3390/app7121242 (accessed
April 27, 2019) [quote is found on PDF page 2 of 29].
11
12
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and Christian Wunsch in 1970.16 This algorithm arranges sequences of DNA or RNA in order to
align similar material between two sequences. The more nucleotides17 are shared among two
sequences the more closely related the sequences are. This methodology shows great potential to
be adapted for musical analysis, particularly for the types of large-scale comparative studies I
mentioned above. In the same way DNA can be understood a sequence of letters, melodies are
made of sequences of notes that can equally be represented by letters using what is known as
ABC notation.18 In fact, Patrick Savage used PSA to analyze the melodies associated with Francis
Child’s ballads, a collection of 305 British-American narrative songs. 19 Bertrand Bronson
collected as many as 4,125 melodies connected to Child’s poems, notated between 1575 and
1972.20 Savage demonstrated that the method of PSA could successfully be adapted for the
analysis of a large corpus of melodies, and for grouping them into families.21 I have adapted his
PSA script in order not only to group melodies into families but also to show how they relate to
one another.22 I tested the new script on a control dataset, and I will discuss the results in detail
below.
One of the caveats of the Pairwise Sequence Alignment approach is that it attempts to
find the best alignment between two sequences, i.e., the alignment that produces the largest
number of instances of shared material. Thus, it only considers as similar two sequences that
Saul B. Needleman and Christian D. Wunsch, “A General Method Applicable for the Search of
Similarities in Amino Acid Sequence of Two Proteins,” Journal of Molecular Biology 48 no. 3 (1970):
443–53.
17 Nucleotides (also called bases) are biological compounds that form the basis of both DNA and RNA.
There are five primary nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), thymine (T), and uracil (U).
These bases are the foundational units of the genetic code, with A, C, G, and T being found in DNA and A,
C, G, and U in RNA. James D. Watson et al., Molecular Biology of the Gene, 6th ed. (Cold Spring Harbor:
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, 2008), chapter 2, especially pages 28-30.
18 Chris Walshaw, ABC Notation, http://abcnotation.com (accessed June 6, 2019).
19 Savage, “Cultural evolution of music;” Patrick Evan Savage, “Measuring the Cultural Evolution of
Music: With Case Studies of British-American and Japanese Folk, Art, and Popular Music” (Ph.D. diss.,
Tokyo University of the Arts, 2016).
20 Savage, “Measuring Cultural Evolution,” 51.
21 Savage, “Measuring Cultural Evolution,” chapters 2 and 3, especially pages 42-43, 55-56; Patrick E.
Savage and Quentin D. Atkinson, “Automatic Tune Family Identification by Musical Sequence
Alignment,” in Proceedings of the 16th International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference,
Málaga, October 26-30, 2015 (ISMIR, 2015): 162-168.
22 I am grateful to Patrick Savage for his generosity in sharing his data and R script with me.
16
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share a considerable amount of material overall. This method is useful for finding sequences
with a high degree of similarity within a database or large dataset, but it lacks fine-tuned
precision and ignores information that, in a musicological context, would be relevant for
determining similarity, such as shared motives or contour.
Studies of genetics and evolution also search for short segments – also called motives –
shared among several sequences in order to understand homology. Algorithms for Multiple
Sequence Alignment (MSA) were developed to allow for the retrieval and analysis of motives,
and are designed to compare and align three or more sequences (as opposed to pairs of
sequences as in PSA). The MSA method is used to identify segments that are conserved among
all sequences of a dataset, and privileges the alignment of those sections over the rest of the
sequence.23 This aspect can be used to extract motivic recurrence in a melodic dataset, as
Dimitrios Bountouridis and colleagues have demonstrated.24 Therefore, I additionally used MSA
to perform a motivic search in my control dataset (also discussed below). The advantage of MSA
for my research question is that, knowing the motives that are potentially shared among the
melodies of my datasets (troubadours, Andalusi, and sacred Aquitanian), will better inform
conclusions about homology and will provide detailed information for theorizing about possible
troubadour proto-melodies (see chapter five).
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section, I will discuss my application
of the PSA method on a control dataset and demonstrate that it can successfully be applied to
monophonic music as a means of understanding general similarity and relationship between
melodies. I will argue that this method can greatly aid the interpretation of extant historical
evidence given that it is able to show correlations that would likely be missed in a manual
comparative analysis. The second part of the chapter shows the application of the MSA method,

Iain M. Wallace, Gordon Blackshields, and Desmond G. Higgins, “Multiple Sequence Alignments,”
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 15 (2005): 261–266.
24 Bountouridis et al., “Melodic Similarity,” 1242.
23
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and demonstrates its potential for procuring musical motives, studying melodic homology, and
understanding the ways in which melodies change. This has important implications for studies
in the emergent field of evolutionary musicology, and on scholarship dealing with unwritten
musical traditions.

2.1 Pairwise Sequence Alignment of a Control Dataset
The method of Pairwise Sequence Alignment is built to recognize and analyze sequences
of letters, since it is written to compare segments of DNA or RNA, which are codified in that
manner. As noted above, the ABC notation makes it possible to represent melodies as letter
sequences. This type of notation has specific ways of denoting the particular octave of a pitch.
For example, middle C is represented by the capital letter C. To write the same note one octave
below, the same letter should be followed by a comma ( C, ); to write the note one octave above
middle C a lower-case C ( c ) is used; another octave above is represented by a lower case C
followed by an apostrophe ( c’ ), and so on. Given the nature of the PSA algorithm, the comma
and the apostrophe would be treated as individual symbols, which would induce a significant
degree of error into the analysis. For this reason, the melodies were encoded using an
adaptation of the ABC notation that assumes octave equivalence and enharmony.
The adoption of octave equivalence raises important questions about its impact on
melodic contour and, consequently, on melodic similitude and recognition. Since the same
criteria will be applied to all melodies, similarity will not be significantly impacted. If two
melodies are alike and if they are both encoded using octave equivalence, they will remain
identical. In more practical terms, and considering the role of perception in the transmission of
melodies, the research on the impact of octave equivalence in the learning and recognition of
pitch sequences has produced contradictory results. Early studies noted that octave equivalence
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affected melodic recognition,25 but this conclusion did not hold when the subjects of the studies
were musically trained. In an experiment that involved musician and non-musician subjects,
David Allen reported that octave equivalence did not affect the ability of the musician subjects to
recognize two similar pitches. Conversely, the non-musicians rated as more similar two notes
that were closer in frequency than the same pitch in an adjacent octave.26 Krumhansl and
Shepard replicated Allen’s experiment and reached the same conclusion. However, Howard J.
Kallman reached inconclusive results after conducting similar experiments to Allen. In
Kallman’s study, subjects (assumed to be non-musicians, given that Kallman does not specify)
showed some ability for octave equivalence when the manipulation of pitch frequency was kept
to a minimum. When the manipulation of the stimuli consistently involved large intervals, the
subjects were not able to recognize similarity between notes of the same pitch class.27
In a way, this points to the role of context in the perception of octave equivalence. This
was the conclusion of a study by Carol L. Krumhansl on the effects of tonal context in pitch
similarity judgments. By analyzing the results of a series of pitch similarity judgment tasks of
subjects with musical training, Krumhansl concluded that both the relationship of tone
frequency and its function in the tonal scale factored into the perception of similarity.28 More
recently, Marisa Hoeschele, Ronald G. Weisman, and Christopher B. Sturdy demonstrated that
the audibility of octave equivalence is dependable on a series of conditions ranging from musical
training to hearing ability. For example, Hoeschele and colleagues observed that subjects with
absolute pitch (AP) perceived octave equivalence 90% or more of the time. Non-AP, musically
trained subjects demonstrated various grades of accuracy for the same task, depending on the

Diana Deutsch, “Octave generalization and tune recognition,” Perception & Psychophysics 11
(1972): 411–412.
26 David Allen, “Octave discriminability of musical and non-musical subjects,” Psychonomic Science 7
(1967): 421–422.
27 Howard J. Kallman, “Octave equivalence as measured by similarity ratings,” Perception &
Psychophysics 32 (1982): 37–49.
28 Carol L. Krumhansl, “The psychological representation of musical pitch in a tonal context,” Cognitive
Psychology 11 (1979): 346–374.
25
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length of their musical training: the longer the training the more accurate the perception of
octave equivalence.29
In conclusion, recent studies indicate that, to a greater or lesser degree, people perceive
octave equivalence, particularly when provided context. The same seems to have been true for
our medieval counterparts. The French music theorist and composer Hucbald (ca. 850-930)
discussed octave equivalence in the context of scale systems. He considered that a high octave
was equivalent to boys’ voices while a lower octave was equivalent to men’s voices, so when
performed together they would blend.30 People’s ability to perceive octave equivalence, along
with the fact that two identical melodies will remain identical if encoded under the same criteria,
supports my decision of adapting the ABC notation for octave equivalence.
The adapted ABC notation uses capital letters for unaltered pitches and non-capital
letters for flatted ones. Since the adapted notation system assumes enharmony, all alterations
are flats, e.g., if a melody contains an f-sharp, that note would be coded as “g”, i.e., g-flat.31
Additionally, all melodies were transposed so that all began on C, although maintaining their
original interval sequence. To test the methodology, I used a control sample of twenty-four
melodies from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries that included melodies I knew were related
to one another, as well as melodies that were unlikely to be related to any of the other melodies
in the sample. I divided the dataset into two subsets of different sizes: one subset containing
eight melodies, and a second subset containing eighteen melodies. I used these two subsets to
test for robustness of the method independent of size. The algorithm was run three times: once
on each subset, and once on the entire dataset. Since I included melodies that I knew were

Marisa Hoeschele, Ronald G. Weisman, and Christopher B. Sturdy, “Pitch Chroma Discrimination,
Generalization, and Transfer Tests of Octave Equivalence in Humans,” Attention, Perception &
Psychophysics 74, no. 8 (November 2012): 1742-1760, https://doi.org/10.3758/s13414-012-0364-2.
30 Charles M. Atkinson, The Critical Nexus: Tone-system, Mode, and Notation in Early Medieval Music
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 154.
31 This coding method was previously used by Patrick Savage in his study of music evolution. See Savage,
“Measuring Cultural Evolution,” 163.
29
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related to one another (namely contrafacta32 of an original melody), if the methodology were
applicable to melodies, it should be able to group the contrafacta together.
The first subset analyzed contained eight melodies dating from the twelfth and thirteen
centuries.33 This subset included two original troubadour melodies and their respective known
contrafacta. The elements of the sample were Rei glorios (Giraud de Bornelh); Rei glorios sener
(anonymous contrafactum of Rei glorios); Can vei la lauzeta mover (Bernart de Ventadorn);
and its five contrafacta: Plaine d’ ire et desconfort; Amis quelx est mieuz vaillanx; Quisquis
cordis et oculi (sometimes named Si quis cordis et oculi) by Philip the Chancellor; Li cuers e vait
l’euil plaignant, also attributed to Philip the Chancellor; and Sener mil gracias ti rent. Using
this small sample of melodies allowed me to control the efficiency of methodological adaptation.
If the algorithm was written correctly, the two Bornelh melodies should be grouped together, as
should the Ventadorn melodies, and the two families should be visibly set apart from one
another.
In specific terms, the methodology works the following way: the algorithm first
determines the number of pairing combinations in the sample. For the eight melodies in subset
1 there are 28 possible pairings. For the alignment to be performed in the most effective way,
several factors need to be considered and weighted, namely changes, gaps, or extensions in the
letter sequences being compared. Gaps and extensions in the letter sequences are evaluated
through a Gap Opening Penalty (GOP) and Gap Extension Penalty (GEP), respectively. The
PSA algorithm was written to find the alignment that requires the least number of gaps or
extensions, but the values of GOP and GEP need to be specified manually in the corresponding
line of code. In order to determine what values resulted in the most accurate alignment, I
manually aligned the two Bornelh melodies, since I was able to determine through the reading

The term contrafactum (pural, contrafacta) refers to the usage of an existing melody to set a text
different from its original without making significant changes to the melody. This was a practice very
popular during the medieval period.
33 The analysis was performed using R, a programing language and free software for data analysis and
graphics. https://www.r-project.org.
32
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of the notation which notes had been inserted and deleted. I then tested the automated
alignment of the same pair of melodies using different values for the GOP and the GEP. The
values that produced an alignment identical to my manual alignment were a GOP of 2 and a
GEP of 10. In future studies, additional manual vs. automated alignments of more contrafacta
melodies should be conducted to further optimize these GOP and GEP values. Figure 2.1 shows
the manual alignment and the results of the algorithmic alignment.
Once the alignment is performed, the degree of dissimilarity is calculated based on the
number of pitches that are not conserved between each pair of melodies. That degree of
dissimilarity, called distance, is then converted into a distance matrix and used to inform the
distribution of the elements of the dataset into families. The values of distance range from 0 to 1,
with 0 representing no dissimilarity and 1 representing maximum dissimilarity. For example,
the distance between one melody and itself is 0; conversely, the distance between two
completely unrelated melodies is close to 1. There are several ways of displaying the results of
analyses such as these. For the purposes of my study, which seeks to understand the
relationships among the elements of a large corpus of melodies, the clearest and most
meaningful way of reading and showing results is a heatmap and the corresponding
dendrogram. A heatmap shows the distance values as a color-coded matrix. In the color-coded
matrix, the red diagonal line shows the intersection of a melody with itself. Because a given
melody is equal to itself, the distance is equal to 0, i.e. the percentage of similarity is 100%. The
lighter the color, the greater the distance (or the lower the similarity). The dendrogram shows
the hierarchical relationship between the members of the dataset. The heatmap that resulted
from the analysis of control subset 1 is shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Step-by-step representation of the process used to determine the values for the gap-opening penalty and gap-extension
penalty.
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Figure 2.2: Heatmap of the Pairwise Sequence Alignment of the control subset 1.
As expected, the members of the Bornelh family and of the Ventadorn family were
correctly clustered together. It is possible to see from the difference in color that Rei glorios
sener, despite being related to the original Rei glorios verais lums, is less similar than expected
for a contrafactum. However, given the temporal distance that separates the two melodies, the
difference is understandable (musical example 2.1 shows a transcription of the two melodies.
The example is annotated to denote the differences in structure, as well as the shared material).
Giraut de Bornelh was active from 1160 to 1199. His planh on the death of Richard Coeur-deLion is his latest known piece, dating to 1199. After that, no registers of activity were found.34
Thus, Rei glorios must have been written during the second half of the twelfth century. The
contrafactum, Rei glorios sener, is found in a Provençal drama on the martyrdom of Saint Agnes
dated to the second half the thirteenth century.35 The degree of dissimilarity between the two
melodies is thus understandable, given the span of roughly a century that separates them.

Aubrey, The Music, 10.
Verónica da Rosa Guimarães, “Hidden Meanings: Troubadour Contrafacta in the Provençal Drama
Tragedia de Sancta Agnetis (Master thesis, University of Connecticut, 2016) chapter 2, especially pages
23–29.
34
35
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Musical example 2.1: Transcription of Rei glorios verais and its contrafactum.
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Regarding the Ventadorn melodies, the heatmap shows some interesting results that
question our current understanding of the relationships between some of the melodies. To the
Ventadorn family belong Can vei la lauzeta mover (Ventadorn), Plaine d’ ire et desconfort
(unkown), Amis quelx est mieuz vaillanx (unknown), Quisquis cordis et oculi (Philip the
Chancellor), Li cuers e vait l’euil plaignant (Philip the Chancellor), and Sener mil gracias ti rent
(unknown). Of all the contrafacta, Plaine d’ire is the most similar to the original Can vei la
lauzeta mover. In turn, however, Plaine d’ire is practically identical to Quisquis cordis et oculi.
This result questions Philip the Chancellor’s source, suggesting that Quisquis cordis was
modeled on Plaine d’ire and not on Can vei la lauzeta. Additionally, the close proximity between
the three melodies – Can vei, Plaine, and Quisquis cordis – suggests that Can vei la lauzeta and
Plaine d’ire may have started to circulate in writing earlier than the mid-thirteenth century, the
dating of the earlier troubadour manuscripts.36
As seen in the heatmap, the other very similar pair in the Ventadorn family is Li cuers
and Amis quelx est. This result once again invites reflection about Philip the Chancellor’s output.
Lis cuers is thought to be Philip’s reworking of Quisquis cordis to accommodate his translation
of the Latin text into French.37 However, even though the similarity of Lis cuers and Quisquis
cordis is evident, the former is nearly identical to Amis quelx est. The dendrogram shows that
Plaine d’ire and Quisquis cordis, and Lis ceurs and Amis quelx est are more related to one
another than they are to Can vei la lauzeta. This raises the question if Philip the Chancellor
wrote all four of those melodies, although modeled after Ventadorn’s piece.
Finally, Sener mil gracias ti rent appears in the Tragedia di Santa Agnetis, the same
Provençal drama on the martyrdom of Saint Agnes in which Rei glorios sener appears. In the
The potential role of scribes in this similarity should also be considered. It is possible that copying
errors may have altered the melody and, thus, the existing similarity is but a chance-based event. In order
to clarify this, one would have to trace back the chains of transmission of the melodies, if possible, in
order to determine the degree of scribal intervention. That is out of the scope of this chapter.
37 Nadine Henrard, Le théâtre religieux médiéval en langue d’oc (Genève: Diffusion Libraries DROZ S. A.,
1998), 490.
36
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drama, a rubric informs the reader that Sener mil gracias is to be sung “to the sound of Quisquis
cordis et oculi” (“facit planctum in sonu Si quis cordis et oculi”).38 Thus, it would be expected for
the two melodies to be very similar. The results of the automated analysis revealed otherwise.
The heatmap shows that Sener mil gracias is closer to Plaine d’ire and to Lis cuers (in this
order) than to any other melody, despite the degree of similarity not being very high. Given the
rubric in the manuscript, it is possible that the author of the play may have had in mind a
melody by Philip the Chancellor. If that were the case, the model for Sener mil gracias was most
probably Plaine d’ire. This points back at the relationship between Plaine d’ire and Quisquis
cordis, and strengthens to the hypothesis that Philip the Chancellor wrote at least these two
melodies. The results of the analysis of this subset of control melodies showed that the PSA
method can successfully be used to understand relationships between melodies, at least when
applied to a small sample.
Since I wanted to test the method in larger datasets, I analyzed a group of seventeen
other melodies. This group included the melodies for Cadenet’s alba S’anc fuy bela and its
contrafactum Virgem madre groriosa (Cantiga de Santa Maria [CSM] 340), the tenth-century
Marian hymn Ave maris stella, the eleventh-century sequence Victimae paschali laudes, a
traditional ghazal from the middle east, Bornelh’s Leu chansonet evil, Non puesc sofrir, Rei
glorios, and Sieus quier cosselh, Cardenal’s Un sirventes, Comtessa de Dia’s A chantar, and the
six extant cantigas d’amigo by Martin Codax – Ondas do mar de Vigo, Mandad’ei comigo, Mia
irmana fremosa, Ai Deus se sab’ora, Quantas sabedes amar, Ai ondas que eu vin veer. Once
again, the choice of having two songs related to one another (Cadenet’s S’anc fuy bela and CSM
340) allowed me to continue verifying the algorithm’s ability to recognize related melodies. As
figure 2.3 illustrates, the method of Pairwise Sequence Alignment continued to perform well in a
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Chigi, f. 74v. http://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Chig.C.V.151.
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dataset twice the size of the first one, as it successfully paired together Cadenet’s song with its
contrafactum, the CSM 340.

Figure 2.3: Heatmap of Pairwise Sequence Alignment of the control subset 2.

Interestingly, Bornelh’s alba Rei glorios was also grouped together with those two songs, and
with the ghazal. Giraud de Bornelh was part of the third generation of troubadours, the
generation that was active between ca.1160 and 1210. This period was “the beginning of the
‘golden age’ of the troubadours.”39 Cadenet was part of the following generation, spanning the
years of ca.1180 to 1240.40 Thus, it is plausible to consider that Cadenet may have based his
S’anc fuy bela on Bornelh’s Rei glorios. As a matter of fact, the results confirm the suggestions
by Hendrick van der Werf and Elizabeth Aubrey about the similarity of Bornelh’s and Cadenet’s
songs. Van der Werf observed at the end of his transcription of Cadenet’s song that “there is
some similarity in melodic contour between verses 1, 2, 3, and 9 of [Cadenet’s] song, and verses

39
40

Aubrey, The Music, 9-10.
Aubrey, The Music, 16, 21.
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1, 2, 3, and 5 in Guiraut de Borneill's alba ‘Reis glorios’.”41 Elizabeth Aubrey pointed out that
Cadenet’s melody is “strikingly reminiscent of Guiraut de Bornelh’s alba, enough to suggest that
Cardent’s melody may have derived at least partly from Guiraut’s.”42 Musical example 2.2 shows
a transcription of the three melodies (Rei glorios, CSM 340, and S’anc fuy bela).
There were other interesting results emerging from the analysis of subset two, namely
the great similarity among most songs by Martin Codax (numbers 12 through 17), and the
pairing of the Comtessa de Dia’s A chantar and Bornelh’s Non puesc sofrir. The results
concerning the cantigas by Martin Codax are very curious. As the heatmap shows, his melodies
are very similar to one another. Numbers 12 and 17, and 14 and 16 are particularly similar (their
distance value is 0.4 and 0.41, respectively). This is not to say that Martin Codax practiced
contrafacture of his own songs, but it could point to common melodic gestures present in all his
cantigas. According to Manuel Pedro Ferreira, Martin Codax’s melodies share narrow ranges
and repetitive melodies, where the same melodic idea is used in consecutive verses and/or
reutilized in the refrain.43 Thus, the method of Pairwise Sequence Alignment proves to be a
useful tool for inquiries about musical style, as well.
The pairing A chantar and Non puesc sofrir is an example that illustrates the caution that must
exist when using methods of computational analysis, and the particular caveats regarding PSA.
The Comtessa de Dia was part of the third generation of troubadours and trobairitz. She
flourished at the end of the twelfth century or beginning of the thirteenth century,44 making her
a contemporary of Bornelh’s, who flourished between ca.1160 and 1200.45 Borrowing between
Bornelh and the Comtessa de Dia would, therefore, be plausible. However, upon looking at the

Hendrik van der Werf, The Extant troubadour Melodies: Transcriptions and Essays for Performers
and Scholars (Rochester: Hendrik van der Werf, 1984), 77*.
42 Aubrey, The Music, 105.
43 Ferreira attributes these characteristics to the proximity of Martin Codax’s music to popular models.
Manuel Pedro Ferreira, “Martin Codax: a história que a música conta,” Medievalista online 24 (Julho –
Dezembro 2018), https://medievalista.iem.fcsh.unl.pt/index.php/medievalista/article/view/89 (accessed
October 5, 2019).
44 Aubrey, The Music, 15.
45 Aubrey, The Music, 10.
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Musical example 2.2: Transcription of Rei glorios, Virgen madre groriosa (CSM 340), and
S’anc fuy bela.46

The transcription of CSM 340 is based on the transcription by Andrew Casson available on his website
“Cantigas de Santa Maria for Singers,” accessed October 5, 2019,
http://www.cantigasdesantamaria.com/csm/340#music/r.
46
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musical notation of the two melodies, it becomes apparent that they cannot be considered
similar in musical terms (see musical example 2.3).47 In fact, they begin in opposite motions: the
melody for Non puesc sofrir ascends while A chantar’s descends. Furthermore, there are very
few melodic gestures in common throughout. To be sure, the distance value of the two melodies
is 0.51 (i.e., they are 49% similar), but this is not immediately apparent from the heatmap. These
two melodies provide a useful example to illustrate my argument about using the method of
Pairwise Sequence Alignment for musical analysis. It is a method with enormous potential for
studying and learning connections in the repertoire that could be difficult to grasp otherwise.
But above all it is a historiographic aid. As such, it does not obviate the need to look for
historical and musical evidence that supports the outcomes of the algorithmic analysis. In this
aspect, musicologists who find this method useful for their research questions are a few steps
ahead of evolutionary biologists and geneticists when it comes to reconstructing history: for the
most part, musicologists have a historical narrative to map on to.
The Bornelh–Comtessa de Dia pair also makes apparent the need to define melodic
similarity. If two melodies that are ca. 50 percent similar at the numerical level can be unrelated
at the notation level, how to determine a threshold of similarity when reading PSA results? And
what constitutes similarity even at the notation level? From the many analyses I performed for
this dissertation, I concluded that pairings whose distance was above 0.45 (i.e. 55% or less
similar) showed no similarity at the notation level. In addition, I considered as similar melodies
that began in analogous ways, and shared motivic material. It should be noted that these
criteria, which are bound to the capabilities of the PSA method, fail to identify melodies of
identical contour. For example, if among a dataset there are two melodies that differ only in the
first interval – one begins with C-D and the other with C-E, for example – and then progress in

I followed Hendrick van der Werf for the transcription of A chantar. Werf, The Extant Troubadour
Melodies, 21*.
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Musical example 2.3: Musical transcription of Non puesc sofrir and A chantar.
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the same way, the results of PSA will indicate that those two melodies are not similar because
the sequence of pitches is not identical.This is another important caveat of the method whose
consequence is to not identify pairs of melodies that are considered similar in musical terms
despite not sharing the same pitch sequence. Studies of melodic contour, for example, can help
mitigate these unwanted consequences.48 One way of performing such studies is to use a method
of local alignment, instead of one of global alignment. Methods of global alignment – like the
one used in the control analyses above – are useful to study the overall similarity of a pair of
melodies. But Peter van Kranenburg, Anja Volk, and Frans Wiering have shown that they are
not effective at identifying local features that are often used to manually group melodies into
families – such as final and mid cadences, accented pitches, and contour – and that methods of
local alignment outperform global ones in the task.49 Therefore, methods of local alignment can
be used to broaden the scope of melodic identity studies.
The final step of the testing of the control was to run the algorithm on the entire dataset,
i.e. all twenty-four melodies previously analyzed in subset 1 and subset 2. Again, the expectation
was that the results of the previous analysis would be replicated. As figure 2.4 demonstrates, the
PSA algorithm continued to work from the entire control dataset, grouping together the
melodies that had previously been identified as related. As expected, the Ventadorn family
(melodies 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) was grouped together, showing Quisquis cordis, Plaine d’ire, and
Li cuers as practically the same melody. Additionally, Cadenet’s S’anc fuy bela and CSM 340 are

The parameters of melodic similarity have been an area of great focus in the development of
computerized analytical tools. Pitch direction, pitch contour, or intervallic contour are the most common
criteria, but determining similitude criteria can be difficult. Aspects of cognition, perception, and cultural
context must be considered, and bringing together multiple notions of melodic similarity often presents
challenges. For an overview of these issues, see Walter B. Hewlett and Eleanor Selfridge-Field, eds.
Melodic Similarity: Concepts, Procedures, and Applications, Computing in Musicology 11 (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1998), especially 1–64. For a shorter and more recent review, see Valerio Velardo, Mauro
Vallati, and Steven Jan, “Symbolic Melodic Similarity: State of the Art and Future Challenges, Computer
Music Journal 40, no. 2 (2016): 70–83.
49 Peter van Kranenburg, Anja Volk, and Frans Wiering, “A comparison between global and local features
for computational classification of folk song melodies,” Journal of New Music Research 42, no. 1 (2013):
1–18.
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also correctly paired, as is Rei glorios and its late thirteenth-century contrafactum Rei glorios
sener. The similarities among Martin Codax’s cantigas and the Comtessa de Dia’s A chantar
and Bornelh’s Non puesc sofrir also appear in this heatmap. Finally, the ghazal is paired with
Bornelh’s Rei glorios and its contrafactum, a result replicated in the analysis of subset 2 (figure
2.3 above). This result is particularly interesting because it provides evidence that PSA can
perform well in datasets of cross-cultural repertoires.
The ghazal is a type of ode that has its roots in pre-Islamic poetry but that it came to
fruition as a genre of Arabic poetry during the Umayyad dynasty (661-750). It rapidly became
the most well-known poetic genre of the time. Its themes, which initially spoke of longing for the
homeland, changed to address the pain of longing for the beloved, as well as to engage with
erotic descriptions of the object of desire. Like all poetry, the ghazal was often sung.50 The
musical traditions of the Middle East and North Africa are deeply rooted in oral transmission,
and the melodies of the ghazal are not an exception. The melody I have included in the control
dataset appears in Jordi Savall’s album Jérusalem. This album brought together musicians from
across the Middle East and Spain to make a call for peace. The ghazal appears repeatedly
through the album in different arrangements, and sung in Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin.
According to the liner notes, the melody of this ghazal was “handed down by oral tradition that
has been kept alive to the present day in almost all Mediterranean cultures.”51
Relying on musical oral traditions to assess melodic similarity can be challenging due to
the dynamic nature of those traditions. This dynamic nature is particularly at play in Middle
Eastern and Mediterranean traditions because of how improvisation and ornamentation are key
components of the performance practice of these oral traditions.52 Nevertheless, this should not

David Jalajel, A Short History of the Ghazal, access October 20, 2019,
http://www.ghazalpage.net/prose/notes/short_history_of_the_ghazal.html.
51 Jérusalem, al-Darwish (Galileia), Hespèron XXI, La Capela Real de Catalunya dir. Jordi Savall, Alia Vox
AV SA9863 A+B, 2008: 108.
52 George Dimitry Sawa, “Oral Transmission in Arabic Music, Past and Present,” Oral Tradition 4, nos. 1–
2(1989): 254–265.
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Figure 2.4: Heatmap of Pairwise Sequence Alignment of the control dataset.

interfere with the performance of the PSA algorithm because two different performances of the
same melody share, nonetheless, a considerable amount of material: The core melodic sequence
upon which they are derived is the same. In essence, the two versions are contrafacta of the
same melody, and that is successfully identified by the PSA method, as shown above. This will
be discussed in more detail in chapter three.
As this control study demonstrates, computational analysis of melodies is a fruitful
methodological tool to understand connections between and among repertoires that would
otherwise be difficult to establish. The particular case of the Pairwise Sequence Alignment tested
here is applicable to monophonic music in particular, and I think it is a tool with potential for
studying complex aspects of textual/musical variations of a single piece, such as aspects of
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mouvance,53 for example. Significantly, tools of computational analysis offer tantalizing
opportunities for large-scale, comparative studies of other types of repertoires. Using the results
of automated analyses to aid the interpretation of historical sources offers the possibility of
engaging with a far greater number of sources than it is feasible to study manually, thus allowing
for a broader understanding of large corpora. Importantly, automated analysis reduces the
degree of bias inherent in manual analyses, which are often influenced by individual
experiences, and/or the theoretical preferences and positions of the analyst, however
unconscious. This is not to say that computational analysis is free from bias. The need to set the
specific parameters manually is enough to introduce bias, but its weigh is considerably lighter
than that potentially introduced in a manual analysis.

2.2: Assessing Motivic Recurrence through Multiple Sequence Alignment
Although the method of Pairwise Sequence Alignment (PSA) is effective at revealing
pairs of similar melodies, it is not designed to identify motivic recurrence, an aspect that it is
important for understanding melodic composition and style. Such limitation of PSA are due to
the algorithm being designed to find the best alignment for a pair of sequences in its totality
rather than to find short segments common among various sequences. The method designed to
perform this task is the Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA). The MSA method identifies
sequence segments – i.e. motives – that are the same across the members of a dataset, and
aligns the sequences based on the shared motives. Like PSA, MSA algorithms open gaps in the
sequences in order to align similar material. When applied to homologous sequences, MSA also

Paul Zumthor coined the term mouvance in 1972 to refer to instability of troubadour lyric across
manuscripts. This instability, he noted, is more prevalent in the poems of earlier troubadours and
connected with (near) anonymity. Such instability is less common in the poems of late-medieval French
poets such as Guillaume de Machaut or Charles d’Orleans. See Paul Zumthor, Essai de poétique
médiévale, Collection Poétique (Paris: Seuil, 1972), chapter 2. It should be noted that troubadour lyric
started to be written down at some point during the thirteenth century, accounting from the current
dating of the manuscripts. This means that the poems of two generations of troubadours had been
circulating orally for circa 100 years before they were written. Conversely, Machaut, for example, oversaw
the compilation of his own works.
53
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shows the ways in which they changed over time.54 These capabilities of MSA can be very useful
for melodic analysis.
To test the method’s ability to retrieve musical motives, I performed a Multiple Sequence
Alignment of the complete control dataset used in the Pairwise Sequence Alignment.55 Figures
2.5 shows the MSA of the control dataset. Although there are many melodies in the dataset that
are not related to one another (I established that a priori, as discussed above, and as confirmed
by the PSA), the method of MSA nevertheless groups closely related melodies precisely because
these share many motives. This is demonstrated in the clustering of the Ventadorn family seen
at the bottom of alignment (green box in figure 2.5). It is possible to see that there are many
motivic sections shared by most melodies of the dataset (signaled in yellow in figure 2.5). This
may indicate that there were general melodic idioms that defined the melodies of this period.
As an additional exercise to see the types of change that occurred in the melodies of the
Ventadorn family, I performed a MSA of control subset 1, which included that melodic family
plus Bornelh’s Rei glorios verais and its contrafactum Rei glorios sener. As figure 2.6 illustrates,
the melodies were grouped as expected: the Ventadorn family clustered together and the Rei
glorios pair together as well. Importantly, it is possible to see how related melodies changed.
Specifically, repeated notes may be ornamented with an upper neighbor (noted in pink); one
note may be repeated (noted in red); or a unison may replace a major second (noted in blue).
The ability to identify these types of melodic change has important implications for studies
dealing, for example, with unwritten musical traditions, since it provides a framework for
theorizing about patterns of melodic change.

Supratim Choudhuri, Bioinformatics for Beginners: Genes, Genomes, Molecular Evolution, Databases,
and Analytical Tools (London: Academic Press, 2014), 140.
55 The software tool used was R (which I also used for the Pairwise Sequence Alignment) and the program
AliView, an open-source MSA viewer and editor developed by the program of Systematic Biology at the
University of Uppsala. The advantage of AliView is its speed and the ability to perform well with large
alignments. MSA is a computational heavy task that can become prohibitive when performed in large
datasets. AliView provides a solution to this issue. Anders Larsson, “AliView: a fast and lightweight
alignment viewer and editor for large data sets,” Bioinformatics 30, no. 22 (2014): 3276-3278.
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Figure 2.5: Multiple sequence alignment of control dataset.
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Figure 2.6: Multiple sequence alignment of control subset 1.

Figure 2.5 (continued): Multiple sequence alignment of control dataset.

In the course of this chapter, I have discussed two methods of algorithmic analysis –
PSA and MSA – that, although originally developed to be used in genetics, can successfully be
applied to musical enquiry. As I hope I have demonstrated with the analysis of the control
dataset, the repurposing of the PSA and MSA algorithms to study melodic similarity and motivic
recurrence can lead to results that aid musicologists to interpret the historical record.
Importantly, those analytical methods have the potential to chance historiography by pointing
to evidence that can contribute to disentangle unsolved or debatable research questions, such as
those related to troubadour song.
As I discussed in chapter one, despite the effort of many scholars who dedicated their
research to understanding the emergence of the troubadour tradition, no musical evidence has
been shown to support neither the Andalusi theory nor the Saint Martial theory. I think that one
central reason for this lacuna is that a large-scale comparative study of melodies would have
been hard and extremely time-consuming to achieve manually. With the widespread access to
computers, a variety of software tools, and open-access databases that currently exists,
musicologists can now utilize these tools to venture into such a comparative study. The potential
for automated analysis to aid the study of music and the (re)writing of historiography is
enormous. This is because of (1) the reduced personal bias; (2) the level of analytical precision
that can be achieved; and (3) the ability to screen and study large quantities of data in an
acceptable timeframe.
The possibilities of algorithmic melodic analysis will become apparent during the
remaining of the dissertation. In the following chapter, I will test the Andalusi theory of
emergence by using PSA to compare all extant troubadour melodies with a sample of 158
Moroccan Andalusi melodies. The results suggest that the musical worlds of Occitania and al Andalus were not as strictly separated as some musicologists have argued.
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CHAPTER 3
SOUNDS FROM AFAR
THE ANDALUSI THEORY

3.1: Historical Context
In 711 A.D. the north African Commander Ṭāriq ibn Ziyād sailed across the strait of
Gibraltar heading for Hispania, and leading an army of circa seven thousand men, mostly
Amazigh.1 Ṭāriq, an Amazigh client of the Arab governor of north-west Africa, Mūsá ibn Nuṣayr,
debarked his army at the foothills of what is known today as “The Rock of Gibraltar,” effectively
initiating the Muslim invasion of the then-Visigoth Iberian Peninsula2 (See map 3.1 below for
geographic reference). With the Visigoth rule of the Peninsula shattered by internal conflict, the
Muslim army, reinforced with five thousand additional men, swiftly moved into the heart of
Andalusia, heading for Córdoba. Within a year, Málaga, Toledo (the capital of the Visigoths),
Córdoba, and a few small towns around those urban centers had capitulated, most without
much resistance.3 In the summer of 712, Mūsá ibn Nuṣayr crossed the strait with a force of
eighteen thousand mostly Arab soldiers, and marched towards Sevilla, taking Carmona on the
way.

Amazigh is the current designation for the ethnic peoples of North Africa. These peoples are commonly
referred to as “Berbers,” but the term is viewed today as pejorative, especially by the Amazigh themselves.
The term “berber” comes from the Greek barbaroi, which means barbaric. It appeared frequently in
Roman accounts to refer to the peoples outside of the Empire. Barbaroi was assimilated into Arabic and
became barbar, meaning “jabber.” “Berber” was also used in the Arabic historical chronicles of the
conquest of North Africa by Arab Muslim armies in the seventh century. It took circa six centuries until
medieval Arab historian and philosopher Ibn Khaldun elevated the status of the native peoples of North
Africa by arguing they were a nation. The European colonial waves of the nineteenth century revived the
old term to distinguish the native peoples from the Arab population of the region. Today, these peoples
are pushing back against the designation “Berber” and are calling themselves Amazigh (lit. “free man”; pl.
Imazighen; fem. Tamazight). The fight of the Amazigh against discrimination and to regain their identity
is explored in Bruce Maddy-Weitzman, The Berber Identity Movement and the Challenge to North
African States (University of Texas Press, 2011). For his discussion of the terminological shift, see pages
1–10 (especially page 2).
2 W. Montgomery Watt and Pierre Cachia, A History of Islamic Spain (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1965), 13–14.
3 Bernard F. Reilly, The Medieval Spains (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993),
52; Watt and Cachia, A History, 9.
1
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Map 3.14: Iberian Peninsula and Southern Occitania in early eighth century. The map shows the
most important cities in the region and the date of the most significant conquests by Muslim
armies in the twenty years following the arrival in Gibraltar, in 711.
After taking Sevilla, Nuṣayr continued north towards Mérida, one of the last Visigoth
strongholds. Mérida resisted Nuṣayr’s siege until June 713, when it fell. After the capture of

Map adapted from the stock of Medieval Iberia maps on Wikimedia Commons. The original file was
published under a the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license, and it can be
found at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Invasionisl%C3%A1micaespa%C3%B1a.svg#filelinks.
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Mérida, Nuṣayr and Ṭāriq joined forces in Toledo. During 714, Nuṣayr took Zaragoza and
probably sent exploratory expeditions as far north as Narbonne. He then moved West into the
Asturias. Ṭāriq had already taken Léon and Astorga, and he may have gone as far north as
Tarragona.5 At the end of the year, Nuṣayr and Ṭāriq were summoned to Damascus by al-Walīd
I, the Umayyad caliph. Nuṣayr’s son, cAbd al-cAzīz, continued the expansion through the Iberian
Peninsula. When cAbd al-cAzīz was assassinated in 716, practically the entire Peninsula was
under Muslim control.6 After cAbd al-cAzīz’s death, military incursions further north continued,
culminating in 732 with the Battle of Tours (also known as Battle of Poitiers) where the Muslim
army was defeated by Charles Martel’s forces. The Muslim army retreated to Narbonne and
there is no evidence they ventured north ever again. However, they captured Arles and Avignon
in 734, only to lose the cities to Charles Martel again four years later. Narbonne remained under
Muslim control well into the second half of the eighth century (possibly until 759) when Pepin
the Short recaptured it.7
For forty-five years from the death of cAbd al-cAzīz, the new, farther-west Islamic domain
was ruled by a series of governors whose appointments sometimes came from Damascus,
sometimes from the caliph’s representative in North Africa; many times, the governor was
simply recognized after disputes for the position.8 When the Umayyad prince cAbd al-Raḥmān
arrived at the port of Almuñecar (near Málaga) in 755, he was already taking advantage of the
fractured leadership of al-Andalus. cAbd al-Raḥmān reached al-Andalus at the end of a journey
that began with him fleeing Damascus to survive the attack of the Abbasids, who slaughtered his
entire family in 750. As the only survivor of the Umayyad dynasty, cAbd al-Raḥmān had
ambitions to continue the Umayyad rule this time in al-Andalus. Therefore, he refused to submit
to the governor Yūsuf al-Fihrī, and war broke out. Many of the Arabs and Amazigh living in al-

Watt and Cachia, A History, 15; Reilly, Medieval Spains, 52.
Watt and Cachia, A History, 10–11.
7 Watt and Cachia, A History, 21–22.
8 Reilly, Medieval Spains, 52–53.
5
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Andalus rallied around cAbd al-Raḥmān, and the two factions battled on the banks of
Guadalquivir (al-Wādī al-Kabīr, meaning “the great river/valley”) near Córdoba’s city walls, on
May 14, 756. cAbd al-Raḥmān’s forces crushed Yūsuf al-Fihrī’s. The Umayyad prince entered
Córdoba and, in July, proclaimed himself emir, effectively declaring the separation and
independence of al-Andalus from the Eastern Caliphate.9
cAbd

al-Raḥmān initiated the transformation of al-Andalus into a prosperous, thriving,

multi-religious, and multicultural land where knowledge was nurtured, and the sciences and the
arts played prominent roles. The multiculturalism of al-Andalus and the importance of poetry
and music for its cultural life have been the drivers of all studies that set out to demonstrate the
debt (south) European poetry and music owed to Andalusi culture. While scholars have
discussed enticing poetic similarities, specific evidence of musical connections has remained
elusive and tangential. And yet, as Dwight Reynolds noted in the opening of his book The
Musical Heritage of al-Andalus, “Perhaps the single most remarkable and enduring
contribution of [al-Andalus] society . . . has been in the field of music.”10 This chapter will shed
additional light on the musical heritage of al-Andalus, which likely extended from Occitania to
Morocco.

3.2: Scholarly Context
As I detailed in the first chapter, troubadour studies have been an active field of research
since the sixteenth century, but the study of connections between the troubadours and the
poetic-musical traditions of al-Andalus was particularly active during most of the twentieth
century. The majority of the studies that have been published explore connections at the textual
level, but nonetheless conclusions were often extended to the entire corpus of the troubadour

Mahmoud Makki, “The Political History of al-Andalus,” in The Legacy of Muslim Spain, ed. Salma
Khadra Jayyusi (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 3–87, especially 19–20.
10 Reynolds, The Musical Heritage, 1.
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tradition, i.e., to both the poetry and the music, and no specific musical examples to support a
connection between the troubadours and al-Andalus has been brought to light. It should be
noted that, even with the challenges imposed by the lack of notated music from al-Andalus, a
few studies have explored creative ways for testing potential musical connections between the
music of the troubadours and medieval Muslim Iberia. Of particular note is a study by Manuel
Pedro Ferreira that hints at connections between some of the rhythmic modes the tenth-century
Arab scholar al-Fārābī (d. 950) described in his Kitāb al-mūsīqā al-kabīr (“The Great Book of
Music”), and the rhythmic notation found in some of the Cantigas de Santa Maria.11 Still,
specific melodic connections between the music of the troubadours and the music of al-Andalus
have not been discovered.
This chapter examines the results of the Pairwise Sequence Alignment method applied
here to the comparison of all extant troubadour melodies with a sample of Andalusi melodies.
The results of the analysis revealed three melodic concordances between the two repertoires that
constitute, to my knowledge, the first evidence of musical connections between the troubadours
and al-Andalus. Specifically, the three melodic pairings occurred between melodies transmitted
with two poems by Bernart de Ventadorn – Can par la flor and La dossa votz – and one poem
by Monge de Montaudon – Ara pot ma dona –, and three Andalusi melodies preserved in the
oral tradition of Morocco. The use of current musical traditions to investigate historically distant
traditions is not without its pitfalls, and I do not assume cultural stagnation on the part of the
North African musical traditions here or anywhere else. I will address the related issues in the
course of this chapter.

3.3: Sources of Andalusi Music
The music of al-Andalus was an oral tradition, much like the Middle Eastern traditions

11

Ferreira, “Andalusian Music.”
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from which it was derived. As Owen Wright noted, “the exclusively aural transmission of the
repertoire meant that even if techniques of notation were known to theorists, for the practising
musician they were superfluous, and consequently no notated record remains.”12 This makes
seemingly impossible a musical comparison between Andalusi music and the music of the
troubadours. However, apart from the “number of important individuals connected with
Andalusi music and poetry [who] are known to have traveled in North Africa” from the ninth
century onwards, there were also large-scale migrations from al-Andalus into the Maghrib from
the 1250s onwards. These people, who fled al-Andalus as Christian armies progressively seized
the territory, brought with them their musical culture, which they continued to preserve in
exile.13 To these people (and to their descendants), Andalusi music became an anchor for an
identity that was geographically displaced. The performance and transmission of this music,
thus, became essential for the preservation of identities, assertion of selves, and the construction
of heritage for the next generations.14 As in al-Andalus, the musical corpus was learned,
performed, and transmitted orally.
Across the Maghreb and the Levant today, there are a number of musical traditions
known generally as al-mūsīqā al-andalusiyya (Andalusi music), which are thought to have
come from the music of al-Andalus. This music has evolved into a number of regional and
national traditions known as āla (“instrumental music”) in Morocco, șanca (“work of art”) in

Owen Wright, “Music in Muslim Spain,” in The Legacy of Muslim Spain, 555.
Carl Davila, “The Andalusi Turn:”155.
14 The idea of al-Andalus as a culturally rich place, where the three Abrahamic religions lived together in
(relative) harmony as served as a nostalgic reference for many people across the Maghrib and the Levant.
The construction of Arab-Andalusi identities has resulted in different musical expressions through those
regions, with all reclaiming prime ownership of the repertoire. For a detailed discussion of the ways in
which the nostalgic remembrance of al-Andalus feeds constructions and reconstructions of identity
through North Africa and the Levant, see Jonathan Shannon, “Performing al-Andalus, Remembering alAndalus: Mediterranean Soundings from Mashriq to Maghrib,” The Journal of American Folklore 120,
no. 477 (Summer, 2007): 308–334; Jonathan Shannon, Performing al-Andalus: Music and Nostalgia
across the Mediterranean (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2015). For the various contexts in
which Andalusi music is performed today across North Africa and the Levant, see Dwight Reynolds,
“Musical ‘Membrances of Medieval Muslim Spain,” in Charting Memory: Recalling Medieval Spain,
Hispanic Issues 21, ed. Stacy N. Beckwith (New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 2000), 229262.
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Algiers, ġharnāţī (“from Granada”) in Western Algeria, and ma’lūf (literally, “familiar,”
“customary”) in Eastern Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya.15 In Tunisia during the 1930s the entire
repertoire of ma’lūf was transcribed into Western musical notation.16 In Morocco, the great
majority of that corpus was recorded in the 1960’s. These recordings have recently been the
source of a notable preservation project by an international, multi-institution team of
musicologists, performers, and computer scientists lead by Xavier Serra of the Music
Technology Group of the University Pompeo Fabra, Barcelona. Serra’s team created an opensource database that is comprised of the digital version of the 1960’s recordings, their
transcription into Western music notation, as well as the indexing of all metadata of the
recordings and of the scores.17 Thanks to Serra and his team’s work, the āla repertoire is now
available to researchers and performers worldwide, and it was my source of Andalusi music for
this study.18
One word of caution is necessary at this point to highlight the issues associated with
using twentieth-century recordings and transcriptions of a repertory that reportedly has
circulated, mostly unwritten, for centuries. The most important thing to keep in mind is that the
music one accesses today – being it in early recordings, musical transcriptions. or by engaging
with the musicians themselves – is a “modernized” repertoire in the sense that it bears the
marks of twentieth- and twenty-first-century impulses, like recording, transcribing, or

Ruth F. Davis, Ma’lūf: Reflections on the Arab-Andalusian Music of Tunisia (Lanham, MD: The
Scarecrow Press, 2004), 2.
16 Davis, Ma’lūf, v.
17 Mohamad Sordo, Amin Chaachoo, and Xavier Serra, “Creating Corpora for Computational Research in
Arab-Andalusian Music,” Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Digital Libraries for
Musicology, London, September, 2014 (New York: Association for Computing Machinery, 2014): 1–3,
https://doi.org/10.1145/2660168.2660182 (accessed February 22, 2020); Rafael Caro Repetto et al. “An
Open Corpus for the Computational Research of Arab-Andalusian Music,” in Proceedings of the 5th
International Conference on Digital Libraries for Musicology, Paris, September 2018 (New York:
Association for Computing Machinery, 2018): 78–86, https://doi.org/10.1145/3273024.3273025
(accessed June 4, 2020). The database can be accessed at https://compmusic.upf.edu/corpora. Lyrics can
be accessed at https://zenodo.org/record/3337623#.XtkfJMZS924, and the recordings and music xml
files at https://zenodo.org/record/1291776#.WyeYnZ9fjCI.
18 I am grateful to Xavier Serra and Rafael Caro Repetto for sharing the latest version of their corpus with
me.
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introducing different instruments to the ensembles or pieces to the repertoire. It is therefore
imperative to fight the temptation of taking current performance practices of Andalusi music as
a source of information for any historical period other than the present. Another crucial aspect
to be aware of is that the performance practice of the current Andalusi musical repertoire
involves vocal and instrumental improvisations of the base-line melody. The melodies are thus
dynamic and change from performance to performance. This poses challenges for musical
transcription, as several decisions must be made before any attempt. Which version of the
melody will be transcribed? Will the improvisations be included? If these are not included, what
are the criteria to determine what was improvisation and what was the base-line melody? Serra’s
team clarified in their 2018 paper that improvisations were not included in their transcriptions
because “the focus [of the musical transcriptions] is set on the stock of melodies transmitted
orally that form the core of the al-āla tradition and that . . . are shared by all the orchestras.”19
I disagree with this decision by Serra et al. If the goal was to provide a musical
transcription of the recordings, its full contents should have been transcribed. This is for two
reasons: 1) accuracy in relation to the sound recordings; and 2) to diminish as much as possible
editorial intervention into a musical practice that is dynamic. How did Amin Chaachoo (the
musicologist who transcribed the recordings) determine which portions of the melodies were
shared by all orchestras? Based on what reference? Therefore, before I encoded the Andalusi
melodies for analysis, I listened to the recordings and annotated the scores accordingly. To be
sure, this confirmed my disagreement with the transcription criteria, as accuracy was rarely
found. After correcting and annotating the transcriptions, I encoded only the vocal sections for
analysis. I made this decision based on the idea that, despite the way a song is performed – a
capella, with instrumental accompaniment, with instrumental interludes between verses, etc. –
the melody to which each segment of text is sung constitutes the melody of the song.

19
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3.4: The Caveats of Probing the Past with the Present
The use of contemporary oral-tradition repertoires or performance practices to
understand centuries-old musical traditions is consistently faced with justified criticism, mainly
because of the assumption implied in the approach that those repertoires have remained fixed
for centuries. If we add to this assumption the fact that often the research question pertains to
European repertoires or practices, and the oral tradition that serves as the past-accessing tool is
from European-colonized communities, the approach becomes even more problematic. The
study that, to me, has remained a clear example of these troubling implications of colonialism
and cultural superiority is Benjamim Bagby’s “Imagining the Early-Medieval Harp.” In this
article, Bagby argues that the mbira is a useful model for theorizing about the performance
practice of the early-medieval harp. In his words, “In twelfth-century Wales or Cornwall, just as
in the Shona lands of Zimbabwe today, it was [the Welshman’s tuning] spell which proved
music's power in a tribal society, and the almost magical function of instruments, be they a small
harp or a mbira.” 20 The equating of tribal and medieval here is disconcerting. Assumptions such
as these must be continuously opposed and cannot be justified because they are factually and
methodologically wrong, and ethically reprehensible.
The flaws in Bagby’s methodology of using a mbira to extrapolate the performance
practice of the medieval harp are evident. The two instruments are remarkably different in
making and technique, and there is no evidence that the two are connected. In fact, Bagby
admits that he used the mbira for his study because he came across Paul F. Berliner's book The
Soul of Mbira, which “made ideas about the mbira accessible.” Moreover, he adds, “Detailed
studies of African harps would surely provide yet more welcome input, but the essential
differences would not be that great.”21 Bagby’s sweeping generalizations about the two African

Benjamim Bagby’s “Imagining the Early-Medieval Harp” in A Performer’s Guide to Medieval Music, ed.
Ross W. Duffin (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000), 343.
21Bagby, “Imagining,” 341.
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musical instruments should be unsettling to anyone aware of the condescension and cultural
reductionism openly present in Bagby’s criteria and statements. And this is where the ethically
reprehensible aspect of his assumptions begin.
Bagby’s troubling parallel between the music-making of the Shona people of present-day
Zimbabwe and a potential instrumental practice from medieval Europe is an example of what
Johannes Fabian has called “denial of coevalness,” i.e., “a persistent and systematic tendency to
place the referent(s) of anthropology in a Time other than the present of the producer of
anthropological discourse.”22 This is a device central to the politics and discourse of colonialism,
whether articulated within disciplinary or societal frameworks, and it is often played out in
discourse by classifying certain elements of a society as “archaic,” “monolithic,” or certain styles
as “savage,” “primitive,” or “tribal.23
The scholarship focusing on the emergence of the troubadours, particularly the studies
that argued for the popular or sacred roots of the tradition, frequently engaged in such denial of
coevalness, and employed the type of terminology that is its mark. Higinio Anglès, for example,
based his opposition to the Andalusi theory in the superiority of Western culture, as noted
above: “during the first two centuries of Arab domination [of the Iberian Peninsula] the Arabic
culture, not very flourishing, and the Christian [culture] of the indigenous Spanish, much richer
than that of the invaders, occurred juxtaposed.”24 It is difficult not to think of Edward Said’s
Orientalism here, particularly in his sense of Orientalism as a Western method of
characterization based on binary opposition. Accordingly, two types of ideas, concepts, peoples,
cultures, periods, etc. are presented and contrasted as a way of demonstrating the superiority of
one over the other. The result inevitably places all things Western above everything and

Johannes Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1983; repr. 2014), 31.
23 Fabian, Time and the Other, 30.
24 “Todo señala que durante los dos primeros siglos de la dominación árabe la cultura árabe, no muy
floreciente, y la cristiana de los indígenas hispanos, mucho más rica que la de los invasores, convivirían
yuxtapuestas.” Anglès, La música, 438. Emphasis added.
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everyone else, and justifies the colonial domination over non-Western societies.25
Historically, the study of music from non-Western societies by Western scholars has in
large part fallen on anthropological assumptions of the type discussed above. In the process,
Non-Western musics were/are forced into Western concepts and judged lesser when they do not
fit the model. Stephen Blum discussed some of the issues that emerged from applying European
musical terminology to African music starting in late nineteenth century.26 Blum writes that,
One of the more common ways of distinguishing either “folk” or “primitive” music was
by the apparent absence of relatively developed and autonomous “systems” and
“languages”. . . Similarly, “low level of musical culture” tended to emphasize the “narrow
range of consciousness” . . . that had prevented a human group from organizing and
utilizing a set of musical resources.27
Blum’s article reads as a critique of the ethnomusicological method: despite looking at nonWestern musics in context, (early) ethnomusicologists conceptualized and described such
musics through a Western lens. It is once more the imposition of the West and the
institutionalization of otherness.
Kofi Agawu articulated a similar criticism in his book Representing African Music.
Agawu wrote that, from its inception as comparative musicology to the field-work discipline as it
is known since the 1950s, ethnomusicology “has invested considerable stock in the production of
cultural differences and notions of otherness.”28 Furthermore, “the acts of naming, representing
others in our language and notational systems, and laying down the terms for subsequent
discourse betray ethnomusicology's collusion with colonialism.” Agawu’s critique points to the
ethics of disciplinary division (and of methodology, by extension) within the field of music

Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 31–112 (especially 31–49, for the
contextualization and discussion of the binary opposition).
26 Stephen Blum, “European Musical Terminology and the Music of Africa” in Comparative Musicology
and Anthropology of Music, eds. Bruno Nettl and Philip V. Bohlman (Chicago and London: The Chicago
University Press, 1991), 3–36.
27 Blum, “European Musical Terminology,” 13. Blum quotes E.M. von Hornbostel, “African Negro Music,”
Africa 1 (1928), 38.
28 Kofi Agawu, Representing African Music: Postcolonial Notes, Queries, Positions (London: Taylor &
Francis Group, 2003), ProQuest Ebook Central (accessed April 26, 2021), 284, 288.
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research. This issue is well beyond the scope of this project, but it will suffice to note that the
elitist views that govern the disciplinary division of music research – musicology focuses
primarily on Austro-German music and ethnomusicology focuses on a carefully-selected “rest” –
and the methodological conservatism that has dominated the field as a whole, stand in stark
opposition to the seemingly egalitarian agendas the various disciplines try to project. I would
argue that, if there is true interest in Music research, space must be allowed for building bridges
between current disciplines, cultures, centers of expertise, and modes of creating, sharing, and
preserving knowledge.
One such bridge should connect the written and the unwritten traditions of knowledge,
not in the sense of writing down an unwritten tradition, but by creating a space where the two
operate in equal terms. The impulse to connect writing to civilization has been central to the
politics of social stratification and imperialism since antiquity. “The connection between the
emergence of great empires and the emergence of written texts in the ancient world is not
accidental but integral.”29 The modern notion of “oral tradition” is still rooted in these same
power structures. The need for classifying the modus operandi of a culture as “oral” is, in and of
itself, a sign of the bias of Western culture towards writing because it immediately establishes a
dichotomy between orality and literacy, as if the two were mutually exclusive. Writing and
orality have always happened in tandem and responded to one another. Scholarship in medieval
music has been particularly fruitful at addressing this relationship.30 Thus, the bias is not
productive particularly because it has barred the access to unwritten traditions of the past.
It should be clear at this point my preoccupation with fighting the problematic

Jonathan A. Draper, “Orality, Literacy, and Colonialism in Antiquity,” in Orality, Literacy, and
Colonialism in Antiquity, ed. Jonathan A. Draper (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2004), 1.
30 On this topic, see, for example: Leo Treitler, “Oral, Written, and Literate Process in the Transmission of
Medieval Music, Speculum 56, no. 3 (1981): 471–491; Leo Treitler, With Voice and Pen: Coming to Know
Medieval Song and How It Was Made (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003); Peter Jeffery, ReEnvisioning Past Musical Cultures: Ethnomusicology in the Study of Gregorian Chant (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press 1992); Susan Boynton, “Orality, Literacy, and the Early Notation of Office
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assumptions still associated with oral traditions. But, as this chapter will demonstrate,
embracing orality as a dynamic mode of creation, preservation, and transmission of knowledge
– much like writing is – is extremely fruitful. Contemporary musical traditions are indeed useful
sources for probing into historical research questions, provided adequate methodologies are
used, and judgements of value, character, or progress are completely shut down. This approach
can be particularly fertile when there is evidence of connections between the two musical
communities under study, as in the case of al-Andalus and the contemporary North-African
region. As I will show, a comparative inquiry between the extant notated music of the
troubadours and the Andalusi music preserved in the current oral traditions of Morocco offered
tantalizing new information.
In 1992, Owen Wright declared that “certain legitimate inferences [about the music of alAndalus] can be drawn from the modern successor traditions in the Maghrib, but it would be
vain to expect these to contain, as if mounted behind exhibition glass, perfectly preserved
specimens of the Andalusi music of five or more centuries before.”31 I agree with Wright that one
cannot (and must not) expect a tradition to remain untouched through centuries of practice,
growth, and creativity of its performers. Nonetheless, that does not mean a melody cannot be
preserved orally through centuries, and across musical cultures, without suffering alterations
that render it unrecognizable.32 As Janice Kleeman noted:
Most of the music in the world is, in fact, transmitted without notation, and such music
is frequently passed on, relatively unchanged, for long periods of time . . . The identity of
Wright, “Music in Muslim Spain,” 555.
There has been a considerable amount of research effort put into the question of oral transmissibility of
music. See, for example, Bertrand H. Bronson, “Melodic Stability in Oral Transmission,” Journal of the
International Folk Music Council 3 (1951): 50–55; Bronson, The Traditional Tunes of the Child Ballads;
Janice E. Kleeman, “The parameters of musical transmission,” The Journal of Musicology 4, no. 1 (19856): 1–22; John Spitzer, “‘Oh! Susanna’: Oral Transmission and Tune Transformation,” Journal of the
American Musicological Society 47, no. 1 (1994): 90–136 [Spitzer’s study also provides a remarkable
demonstration of the interactions between written and oral transmission of music]; Savage, “Measuring
the Cultural Evolution of Music;” Savage, Cultural Evolution of Music; Berit. D. Janssen, “Retained or lost
in transmission? Analyzing and predicting stability in Dutch folk songs” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Amsterdam, 2018), Uva–Digital Academic Repository, https://hdl.handle.net/11245.1/4d49dc85-56dc46fb-ac54-9d4a624b7376; Daniel Shanahan and Joshua Albrecht, “Examining the Effect of Oral
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a musical item composed and transmitted orally is established through "overlearning,"
continual repetition and eventual storage of information in the Long-Term Memory. It is
the process by which we learn and remember “The Star-Spangled Banner.”33
If the poetic-musical tradition from Medieval Iberia travelled to North Africa and was preserved
and cultivated in the oral traditions of that region, as the historical record indicates, it is
plausible that the repertoire of the Andalusi music of North Africa still cultivated today retains
significant reminiscences of the music of Medieval Iberia. The preservation medium for the
Andalusi poetic-musical tradition in North Africa has been the nūba, a suite-like genre whose
origins can be traced back to al-Andalus.

3.5: The nūba
The musical legacy of al-Andalus is found today in the contemporary nūba traditions of
North Africa. Carlo Davila explains that the Andalusi nūba “shows the migration of an erudite
poetic-musical form [from al-Andalus] into local cultural circumstances, producing a number of
poetic-musical traditions that are distinct but clearly related to one another.”34 An Andalusi
nūba (pl. nūbāt) is a sequence of monophonic songs, analogous to a suite or a song-cycle,
unified by melodic mode and following prescribed rhythmic-metric patterns. The vocal sections
are preceded by an instrumental prelude that serves to establish the melodic and the rhythmic
modes.35 The texts come from the literary forms of qaşīda (written in classical Arabic),
muwashshaḥ (written in a mixture of classical Arabic and dialect) and zajal (written in dialect).
Although both melodies and texts have survived through oral tradition, the texts have been
collected throughout the centuries in collections called, in Morocco and Algeria, kanānīsh (sing.
kunnāsh, “notebook”), and in Tunisia and Libya safā’in (sing. safīna, “vessel”). The themes of
the texts are typically about love, wine, and nature, subjects “whose meanings were traditionally
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exploited, particularly in Sufi contexts, for their ambiguity: love may be both worldly and divine,
nature has heavenly associations, and wine can be the elixir of paradise.”36
Each nūba takes the name of the melodic mode (ţabc, pl. ṭubū’ 37) of its pieces. For
example, nūba ramal al-māya is made of pieces that are composed using the melodic mode
ramal al-māya. Each nūba has five movements (miyāzīn, sing. mīzān) based on five rhythmic
modes (awzān, sing. wazn), which identify each one of the movements. For example, the first
mīzān of a Moroccan nūba is called basīṭ because it is based on the rhythmic mode basīṭ. Thus,
to refer to a specific mīzān of a specific nūba, one must use the name of the mīzān followed by
the name of the wazn upon which the nūba is based. For example, basīṭ ramal al-māya refers
to the first movement of the Moroccan nūba based on the melodic mode ramal al-māya. The
sequence of miyāzīn varies among North African traditions, and there are also some differences
in terminology. Table 3.1 systematizes the sequence and name of miyāzīn as found in the nūba
traditions of Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia.38
Table 3.1: The sequence and names of the various movements (miyāzīn) of the nūba as
practiced in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia.
Morocco
basīṭ
qāyim wa-niṣf
bṭāyhī
darj
quddām

Algeria
mṣaddar
bṭāyhī
darj
inṣirāf
khlāş

Tunisia
bṭāyhī
barwal
darj
khafīf
khatm

Each mīzān begins with an instrumental, free-metered introduction played either by the
entire ensemble, or, less frequently, by a solo instrumentalist. This introductory section is
named bughiyah or mshālyah in the Moroccan tradition, dā’irih or taqcīd al-ṣanā’ic in Algeria,
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and istiftāḥ in Tunisia. It serves to present the mode (ţabc), as well as the thematic material of
the vocal pieces that will follow. This free-metered opening leads to an instrumental section in
fixed rhythm – called tūshiyah (Morocco and Algeria) or mṣaddar (Tunisia) – that then gives
way to the five miyāzīn.39 Each mīzān is made up of a varying number of songs, which are
delivered one after another, without formal interruption. The usual performance practice of
each song is based on an alternation between the vocal performance with instrumental
accompaniment and the instrumental performance of each verse or hemistich of the poem. In
some cases, a solo instrumental improvisation or a vocal unmetered improvisation (inshād) is
performed halfway through the mīzān.40 A characteristic common to all miyāzin is an increase
in tempo as the movements progresse. There is also a simplification of the rhythmic modes as
the nūba itself progresses. As Habib Hassan Touma explained, “[As] the tempo [of] which
formal section [mīzān] increases, the awzān [modes] assume an ever more simple [sic.]
rhythmic structure.”41
The contents of a given mīzān vary with each performance. “Each main section
theoretically consists of up to forty stanzas, from which a selection is performed. Not until just
before each performance does the ensemble select the text to be sung.”42 This results in
considerable variation in both content and length of a nūba performance. For example, while in
Algeria some nubāt may take half an hour to be performed in its entirety, in Morocco, the
performance of a representative sample of all sections of a nūba may require as much as two or
more hours to complete. Therefore, in order to adapt to contemporary expectations,
all the nūba traditions offer both long- and short-form performance options, responding
to audience tastes and varying performance contexts. In Algeria we find a “classical”
nūba of considerable length and complexity alongside two shorter and simpler types of
nūba; in Morocco, one movement (mīzān) from a nūba and even a single phase
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(marḥala) of a single mīzān have become accepted performance practices.43
Thus, the nūba as composition has a fluidity that stems from its roots in the oral tradition and
from the adaptation to different contemporary performance contexts.44
The formation of the nūba ensemble is neither standardized across the North African
traditions today, nor it has been through history. In Tunisia, where Andalusi music has been
closely connected to Sufi brotherhoods, the typical performance practice in that context involves
“a male chorus singing in unison accompanied by hand clapping and/or percussion such as the
darbūka (vase-shaped drum), naqqārāt (pair of small kettle-drums), bandīr (frame drum with
snares on the underside), or ṭār (tambourine).”45 Outside the Sufi brotherhoods, the ensembles
incorporate instruments beyond percussion. Until the 1930s, these ensembles included “a rabāb
. . . an cūd carbī (short-necked North African lute with four strings), naqqārāt, ṭār, and one or
more solo singers. The instrumentalists doubled as chorus.”46 During the course of the twentieth
century, nūba ensembles reflected Egyptian and European influences. Instruments such as the
cūd

sharqī (short-necked lute with five or six strings), qānūn (plucked zither), nāy, and Western

instruments like the harmonium and the mandolin were introduced.
A more dramatic change in the formation of the nūba ensemble in Tunisia occurred in
mid-1930s when the Rashidiyya Institute created a type of ensemble that was much larger than
usual, and comprised of
several violins, two or three cellos, one or two double-bass (usually played in pizzicato),
darbūka, ṭār, and naqqārāt, an arbitrary smattering of traditional Arab melody
instruments such as the cūd carbī, cūd sharqī, nāy, rabāb, and qānūn (one or more of
each type), and a separate male and female chorus.47

Davila, “The Andalusi Turn:” 159.
For a discussion of the different performance contexts of the nūba across North Africa and the Levant,
see Reynolds, “Musical ‘Membrances,” 229–262, especially 237–259.
45 Davis, Ma’lūf, 7.
46 Davis, Ma’lūf, 7.
47 Davis, Ma’lūf, 7. The Rashidiyya Institute was created in Tunis in 1934 with the goal of preserving and
promoting the traditional music of Tunisia. Among the many initiatives of the institute was the creation of
the ensemble described above. For a complete history of the Rashidiyya Institute and ensemble, and their
impact in the tradition of Andalusi music in Tunisia (ma’lūf), see Davis, Ma’lūf, chapter 3.
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This much larger, westernized ensemble has since the 1930s become the standard ensemble for
the performance of Andalusi music of Tunisia (ma’lūf).
The size and make up of nūba ensembles in Morocco also suffered changes that reflect a
Westernization of the groups. Philip Schuyler informs that,
In Morocco, up to the nineteenth century, the nūba ensemble probably consisted of a
small group of instruments of contrasting sonority. The rbab (rabāb; a boat-shaped
bowed lute with two heavy strings) sketched the principal points of the melody. One or
two plucked lutes, an cūd ramal (small, four-string lute) or gunibrī (a three-string semispiked lute with a hollowed-out, teardrop-shaped body), provided embellishment in a
higher register. The ṭār (a small tambourine about 15 cm in diameter) controlled the
rhythm and tempo.48
In the nineteenth century, the European violin (kamanja) and the Egyptian cūd were added to
the ensemble. The Egyptian cūd eventually replaced the cūd ramal. By the twentieth century,
due to the continuous influence of European and Egyptian orchestras, the size of the nūba
ensembles grew to
as many as a dozen violins and violas and three or four cūd. Some ensembles have added
cellos, nāy (end-blown reed flute), piano or saxophone. A derbuga (darabukka, a gobletshaped drum) usually supplements the more delicate sound of the tār. A single rbab
remains the theoretical heart of the ensemble, often played by the leader himself, but the
sound is largely drowned out by the rest of the instruments.49
The changes the nūba ensembles underwent through the twentieth century may raise
questions about intended alterations to the music itself. Such questions are not unfounded, as
there are examples, particularly in the Tunisian, Libyan, and Algerian traditions, of ensemble
directors or musicians altering melodies and texts,50 or composing melodies anew and
attributing them to the Andalusi tradition.51 Conversely, in Morocco the oral tradition and the
written record have maintained a balance that makes radical alterations or additions to the

Philip Schuyler, “Kingdom of Morocco.”
Ibid.
50 See Davis, Maʾlūf, 79-87.
51 See Philip Ciantar, The Maʾlūf in Contemporary Libya: An Arab Andalusian Music Tradition
(Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2012), 50; Jonathan Glasser, “Edmond Yafil and Andalusi Musical Revival in
Early 20th-Century Algeria,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 44 (2012): 671–92,
particularly 679.
48
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repertoire very difficult. The Moroccan source for the texts of Andalusi music is the Kunnāsh
(“notebook”) by the eighteenth-century Moroccan scholar Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥusayn al-Ḥāʾik
(d. after 1788?).52 As Davila reports, the Moroccan tradition relies heavily on a balance between
the authoritative source of texts – the Kunnāsh al-Hā’ik – and the masters of the oral tradition.
Contrarily to what happens in other North African nations, in Morocco “the oral method of
transmission remains the norm and in their control, despite government efforts to create
institutions for preserving the tradition . . . Very few songs not found in one print version or
another of [the Kunnāsh al-Hā’ik] ever come to be regarded as authentic.”53 Thus, if Andalusi
music formed the basis of its diaspora throughout North Africa, the Moroccan al-āla is the one
that shows the most likelihood of having retained a version of Andalusi melodies. And, in fact,
despite the fluidity in content, length, context, and ensemble formation the nūba shows across
North-Africa, the Moroccan tradition did retain melodic material that dates back to Andalusi
practice, as I will demonstrate below.
3.6: Old Question, New Methods
As noted above, evidence of musical exchange between the troubadours and al-Andalus
has remained elusive, despite one century of research devoted to the Andalusi theory. There has
not been, for example, a comparative study involving the extant melodies of the troubadours
and the Andalusi repertoires of North Africa, the only surviving corpus of melodies that
reportedly came from al-Andalus. In a 1983 article, Jozef Pacholczyk hinted at the potential of
the Moroccan Andalusi repertoire as a source of inquiry, but the study did not create research
momentum. 54

Davila, “The Andalusi Turn:” 154. The original manuscript of the Kunnāsh has been lost. There are
several copies in private collections in Morocco, in the Royal library of Morocco, and in the general
libraries at Rabat and Tangier. It is possible also to access a facsimile edition of a private copy belonging
to the family of the Spanish scholar Fernando Valderrama Martínez through the virtual library of
Andalucia: http://www.bibliotecavirtualdeandalucia.es/catalogo/es/consulta/registro.cmd?id=1017969
(accessed 7 August, 2020).
53 Davila, “The Andalusi Turn:” 160.
54 Jozef Pacholczyk, “The Relationship Between the Nawba of Morocco and the Music of the Troubadours
and Trouvères,” The World of Music 25 (1983), 13. Pacholczyk’s source for the study was a transcription
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The reasons for not taking the Andalusi repertoires as a reliable musical source to study
the potential musical networks between al-Andalus and the troubadour tradition probably rest
on a number of factors: the oral nature of the Andalusi repertoires; the temporal distance
between the two musical traditions; and on the complex ways in which the nostalgia of alAndalus has fed different claims of authenticity, identity, and heritage through the North
African region. Additionally, the lack of large-scale comparative studies ultimately stems from
the Herculean task that it would be to manually compare hundreds of melodies. The issues
involved in a comparative study of this nature are indeed multifaceted, but they are not
unsolvable, as I will show.
There are two premises that must be accepted before proceeding. The first premise is
that repertoires such as that of the troubadours offer two veins of enquiry: poetry and music. To
demonstrate musical connections between Andalusi culture and the troubadours, one cannot
rely on comparison of isolated poems and extrapolate conclusions about the music. That is
because shared poetic form does not imply a shared melody (or other musical features). Take
Petrarchan sonnets, for example: the three sonnets Liszt set to voice and piano are musically
different even though the poems have the same structure and analogous rhyme schemes.
Similarly, by the practice of contrafacture, a given melody is not bound to one single text, and it
can be used to sing multiple poems without the new texts having to follow the structure, form, or
even meter of the original poem. In fact, contrafacture, which was very common during the
medieval period, often leads to alterations to the original melody to accommodate the new
poem. Therefore, to research a potential link between Andalusi culture and the troubadour
tradition, music and text need to be investigated separately first before any overall conclusions
can be drawn.
The second premise is that, without testing, is not possible to assert that the Andalusi

by French ethnomusicologist Alexis Chottin, found in Chottin’s Corpus de Musique Marocaine, from
1931.
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repertoires of North Africa are not useful sources for investigating the music of al-Andalus and
its potential links with the troubadours. There is historical evidence demonstrating the influx of
migrants from al-Andalus into North Africa from the ninth century onwards. These group
migrations were central for the establishment of Andalusi communities throughout the
Maghrib.55 The notion that these people brought their music with them and kept practicing it
seems logical. Given the oral practice and transmission of the repertoire, it must be expected
that the melodies that survive today are somewhat different from the ones that sounded in alAndalus, but perhaps not so changed as to not resemble their sources. As Patrick Savage
demonstrated, the patterns of melodic change among oral traditions are consistent and,
therefore, predictable. Specifically, Savage showed that smaller intervals are more likely to be
altered during oral transmission than large intervals because smaller intervals are more easily
reproduced and less likely to be perceived as different; additionally, it is much more common to
insert or delete notes in a melody than it is to substitute them. In fact, the insertion and/or
deletion of notes to accommodate a new text is “a major functional mechanism of folk song
evolution,” according to Savage.56 It is, thus, plausible to consider that the Andalusi repertoires
of North Africa still retain altered versions of melodies that have once circulated in al-Andalus.
Departing from these two premises, I have used the method of Pairwise Sequence
Alignment described in detail in chapter two to compare some of the Andalusi melodies
circulating in Morocco with all extant melodies of the troubadours. As detailed above in the
section “Sources of Andalusi Music,” my source for the Andalusi melodies was the database put
together by Xavier Serra and his team. This database includes recordings and scores of most
movements of the eleven nubāt that survive in Morocco. For the purposes of this study, I have
used only the songs found in different recordings of the first movement – bāsiṭ – of all eleven

Davila, “The Andalusi Turn:” 156.
Savage, “Measuring the Cultural Evolution of Music,” 73. For a full discussion of the patterns of melodic
change, see chapter 3.
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Moroccan nubāt. According to al-Ha’ik, the modes ramal al-māya, işbahān, raşd, gharībat alḤusayn, ḥijāz al-kabīr, and cushshāq were either created or widely used in al-Andalus.57 For this
reason, the nubāt based on these modes were particularly interesting to compare with
troubadour songs. The other five nubāt – al-māya, raşd al-dhaīl, istihlāl, ḥijāz al-mashriqī, and
ciraq

al-cajam – were included to test not only for melodic (dis)similarity but also to test how

reliable al-Ha’ik can be as a source for mode provenance. The results point at al-Ha’ik’s
Kunnāsh as a reliable source of information for the provenance of modes. Most importantly, the
results show that the āla tradition does preserve at least three melodies from al-Andalus.

3.7: Troubadour and Andalusi Musical Parings
The whole dataset used for this study has a total of 458 melodies (the 300 complete
melodies preserved with troubadour poetry, and 158 Andalusi melodies. Among the 300
troubadour songs are included 17 which are transmitted without attribution). To assure a better
computational performance and to investigate possible generational relationships, I have
divided the dataset into thirty-two subsets in which the songs by troubadours of generations 1
and 2, generation 3, generation 4, and generations 5 and 6 were compared with the Andalusi
melodies. The troubadour songs transmitted without attribution were included in all subsets.
Table 3.2a shows the distribution of troubadour songs by generation.58 The list of subsets, as
well as the number of melodies of each one, is detailed in table 3.2b.
Table 3.2a: List of troubadours and trobairitz by generation and respective number of extant
melodies for their poems.
Generation
1
1

Troubadour/Trobairitz
William IX, Duke of Aquitania
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja

No. of extant melodies
1 (incomplete)
4

Fernando Valderrama Martínez, El cancionero de al-Hā’ik (Tétuan: Editora Marroqí, 1954), 85–86, 93,
118, 126, 133–134, 151.
58 The number of songs includes both contrafacta and versions of the same melody found in different
manuscripts. For the generation of each troubadour/ trobairitz, I followed Elizabeth Aubrey’s division.
See Aubrey, The Music, 6–25.
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1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
?

Marcabru
Bernard de Ventadorn
Peire d'Alvergne
Peire d'Alvergne
Richart de Berbezill
Arnaut Daniel
Arnaut de Maroill
Comtessa de Dia
Berenguier de Palazol
Bertran de Born
Folquet de Marseille
Gaucelm Faidit
Gui d'Uisel
Guillem Magret
Guillem de Saint Leidier
Guiraut de Bornelh
Jordan de Bonel
Peire Vidal
Raimbaut de Vaqueiras
Raimon Jordan
Aimeric de Peguillan
Albertet de Sestaro
Cadenet
Guillem Ademar
Monge de Montaudo
Peire Raimon de Toloza
Peirol
Perdigo
Pistoleta
Pons de Capdoill
Raimon de Miraval
Uc Brunet
Aimeric de Belenoi
Blacasset
Pons d'Ortafas
Uc de Saint Circ
Daude de Pradas
Guiraut Riquier
Matfre Ermengau
Pierre Cardenal
Anonymous

4
24
2
1
7
2
6
1
8
2
22
28
4
2
1
5
1
18
8
5
5
2
2
1
1
1
21
3
2
5
26
1
1
1
1
3
1
47
1
3
17
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Table 3.2b: List of subsets used for the comparative melodic analyses of troubadour vs. Andalusi
melodies.
Number of
Number of
Total Number of
Subset Contents
Troubadour
Andalusi
Melodies in the
Melodies
Melodies
Subset
T1&2 vs. ramal al61
43
104
māya+iṣbahān+raṣd
T3 vs. ramal almāya+iṣbahān+raṣd

128

43

171

T4 vs. ramal almāya+iṣbahān+raṣd

86

43

129

T5&6 vs. ramal almāya+iṣbahān+raṣd

75

43

118

T1&2 vs. māya+istihlāl

60

26

86

T3 vs. māya+istihlāl

128

26

154

T4 vs. māya+istihlāl

86

26

112

T5&6 vs. māya+istihlāl

75

26

101

T1&2 vs. raşd al-dhayl

61

14

75

T3 vs. raşd al-dhayl

128

14

142

T4 vs. raşd al-dhayl

86

14

100

T5&6 vs. raşd al-dhayl

75

14

89

T1&2 vs. gharībat al-Ḥusayn

61

19

80

T3 vs. gharībat al-Ḥusayn

128

19

147

T4 vs. gharībat al-Ḥusayn

86

19

105

T5&6 vs. gharībat al-Ḥusayn

75

19

94

T1&2 vs. ḥijāz al-kabīr

61

14

75

T3 vs. ḥijāz al-kabīr

128

14

142

T4 vs. ḥijāz al-kabīr

86

14

100

T5&6 vs. ḥijāz al-kabīr

75

14

89

T1&2 vs. ḥijāz al-mashriqī

61

13

74

T3 vs. ḥijāz al-mashriqī

128

13

141

T4 vs. ḥijāz al-mashriqī

86

13

99

T5&6 vs. ḥijāz al-mashriqī

75

13

88

T1&2 vs. ciraq al-cajam

61

4

65

84

T3 vs. ciraq al-cajam

128

4

132

T4 vs. ciraq al-cajam

86

4

90

T5&6 vs. ciraq al-cajam

75

4

79

T1&2 vs. cushshāq

61

16

77

T3 vs. cushshāq

128

16

144

T4 vs. cushshāq

86

16

102

T5&6 vs. cushshāq

75

16
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T = Troubadour Generation
According to al-Ha’ik, modes māya, istihlāl, ḥijāz al-mashriqī, and ciraq al-cajam were
created either in more recent times in Morocco (istihāl) or by particular people in the Middle
Eastern region.59 Conversely, al-Ha’ik connects the creation and/or usage of modes ramal almāya, iṣbahān, raṣd, gharībat al-Ḥusayn, ḥijāz al-kabīr, and cushshāq to al-Andalus.60 Finally,
al-Ha’ik does not mention directly the provenance of mode raşd al-dhayl, but he notes that “it is
derived from [mode] dhayl, which was invented by Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥārith, who conceived
the mode al-raṣd.”61 Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥārith, known as al-Khushanī – full name Abū
cAbdallāh

Muḥammad ibn Ḥārith ibn Asad al-Khushanī – was a tenth-century biographer,

jurist, judge, and poet. He was born in Qayrawān, Tunisia in early 900s, and moved to Córdoba,
Spain in 923. In Córdoba, he completed his legal training and later gained the patronage of the
then-prince and future caliph al-Ḥakam II. Al-Khushanī remain at the service of al-Ḥakam until
the caliph’s death in 976, and then practiced medicine and alchemy, and continued living in
Córdoba where he died circa 981.62 Thus, the mode raṣd al-dhayl probably originated in al-

Valderrama Martínez, El cancionero, 98–99, 111–112, 138–139, 144–145.
Valderrama Martínez, El cancionero, 85–86, 92–93, 116–118, 125–126, 132–134, 150–152.
61 “.ﻂ ﻃﺒﻊ اﻟﺮﺻﺪ3ﻨ1ﻄﻪ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺑﻦ اﻟﺤﺎرث وﻫﻮ اﻟﺬی اﺳ3ﻨ1 اﺳ،ﻞ-“ ”وﻫﻮ ﻓ&ع ﻣﻦ اﻟﺬEs una derivación de al-dhayl,
que inventó Muḥammad b. ak-Ḥārith, que es quien ideó el modo al-raṣd.” Valderrama Martínez, El
cancionero, 105. Translation from the Spanish is mine.
62 Ch. Pellat, “al-K̲hus̲hanī,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, eds. P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis,
C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs, http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_4348
(accessed, 20 October 2020).
59
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Andalus, as well.
Thus, if al-Ha’ik’s sources for the provenance of the modes were correct, no meaningful
melodic pairings should emerge from the comparison of the troubadour melodies with the basīt
of nubāt al-māya, al-istihlāl, ḥijāz al-mashriqī, and ciraq al-cajam. Similarly, if modes ramal
al-māya, iṣbahān, raṣd al-dhayl, raṣd, gharībat al-Ḥusayn, ḥijāz al-kabīr, and cushshāq were
created and/or widely used in al-Andalus, and if troubadour and Andalusi traditions had some
degree of musical connection, the seven nubāt based on those modes would be the best
candidates to investigate such connection. The comparative analysis between the extant
melodies of the troubadour and the melodies of the bāsiţ section of all Moroccan nubāt revealed
three melodic parallels between the two musical traditions. These are: a) Can par la flor
(Bernart de Ventadorn) and Yā Muḥammad (nūba ramal al-māya); b) La dossa votz (Bernart
de Ventadorn) and Hal lī min mudāwī (nūba gharībat al-Ḥusayn); and c) Ara pot ma dona
(Monge de Montaudon) and Yā akhi qum (nubā raṣd al-dhīl). Note that the Andalusi melodies
all came from the nubāt whose origin and/or practice al-Ha’ik placed in al-Andalus.
In addition to checking the notation to confirm the results, I assessed if the similarity
between these melodic pairs was higher than expected by chance for random sequences of
similar length and content. This assessment, which is automated and known as random
permutation test, is done by randomly reshuffling the sequences of each pair (at least) 100 times
and recalculating new similarity values for the reshuffled sequences. “If fewer than 5 out of 100
random [similarity values] are greater than or equal to the original [one] (i.e., P < .05), this can
be taken as evidence that . . . the two melodies are significantly more similar than chance.”63 I
performed the random permutation test for 100, 1000, and 10,000 permutations. In each one of
the tests, the probability that the alignments of the three pairs be due to chance was less then 1
percent (P < .01). This confirms that the similarity of the melodic sequences of each one of the

Savage, “Measuring the Cultural Evolution of Music,” 45. See also Savage and Atkinson, “Automatic
Tune Family Identification,” particularly 164-165.
63
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three melodic pairs is significantly above chance.

3.7.1: Pair 1 – Bernart de Ventadorn’s Can par la flor and the Andalusi Yā Muḥammad
The melody for Bernart de Ventadorn’s poem Can par la flor was matched with the
Andalusi melody for Yā Muḥammad, from bāsit ramal al-māya. As musical example 3.1 shows,
the two melodies share essentially the same melodic gestures through the first half of the song
and again at the end, despite diverging in the central section. The repeated G at the opening of
Yā Muḥammad is ornamented with an upper neighbor and an anticipation (F) in Can par la
flor. The second phrase is equally similar between the two melodies, with Can par la flor’s
showing an identical upper-neighbor ornamentation of the A and the G, to then turning
upwards at E, point at which Yā Muḥammad descends to D. The following two musical phrases
(second system in musical example 3.1) are a reiteration of the first two, although here, while
Can par la flor repeats the previous material literally, the Andalusi melody cadences with a
sequence of descending-third motives (circled in dark red, orange, and brown in musical
example 3.1). These motives, which stand out in a melody that, overall, moves stepwise, will
reappear towards the end in both melodies. The G-E-F motif appears, transformed, in Can par
la flor at the end of verse six and verse eight. In the two instances, the first interval is a fourth –
A-E-F – rather than a third (dotted-red circle in musical example 3.1). This transformation
emphasizes the repeated A that precedes the G-E-F motif in Yā Muḥammad (and in Can par la
flor), while maintaining the downward skip of the original motif. The motif F-D-E appears in
Can par la flor toward the end of verse seven. It should be noted that the entire descending
third sequence is never found in Can par la flor’s melody, and it is only partially repeated in Yā
Muḥammad at the end of the last musical phrase.
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Musical Example 3.1: Comparative transcription of the melodies for Yā Muḥammad and for
Ventadorn’s poem Can par la flor. Green note heads denote shared melodic material.
The two melodies diverge after musical phrase four, although both share the ascending
perfect fifth interval between the last note of phrase four and the beginning of the next phrase
(phrase five in Can par la flor and phrase 7 in Yā Muḥammad). In reality, Can par la flor’s
phrases five and six have no parallel in Yā Muḥammad. This could potentially be because the
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two poems have different poetic-musical structures.
Figure 3.1 shows a scheme of the poetic-musical organization of the two texts.64 The
Andalusi poem has seven verses in total, organized in a couplet-tercet-couplet sequence, while
Ventadorn’s stanza is an octave organized in two couplets and a quatrain.

yā muḥammad yā jawharah ‘iqdī yā hilāl al-tamām a/a’ A
al-maḥabbah qad hayyajat wajdī wafnānī al-gharām b/b’ B

A

a Can par la flor iosta.l vert fuelh
b E vei lo tems clar e sere

ant askartanī ‘alá sukrī min ladhīdh al-sharāb
thumm khāṭabtanī kamā nadrī fafahimt al-khiṭāb
thumm shāhadt wajhak al-badrī ‘ind raf‘ al-ḥijāb

b/b’ B
b/b’ B
b/b’ B

A

a E aug lo chans d’auzels pel bruelh
b Que.m adossa.l cor e.m reve

nilt s’lī wamuntahá qaṣdī wabalaght al-marām
qad shughift bidurrat al-majd tāj al-rusl al-kirām

a/a’ A
b/b’ B

B

c
d
e
f

Mais l'auzel chanton a lauzor
Ieu plus ai de ioi en mo cor
Dei ben chantar car tug li mei iornal
Son joi e chan que no pens de ren als

Figure 3.1: Poetic-musical organization of Yā Muḥammad and Can par la flor. The color-coded,
lower-case letters denote the individual musical phrases; upper-case letters indicate the largescale musical organization. Lower-case letters of the same color signify same or similar musical
material; same color, darker shade signifies same or shared musical material but different
labeling to accommodate text organization, e.g. the “b” in dark blue on the second and fourth
verse of Can par la for denotes musical material that is shared with “a/a’” in Yā Muḥammad.
Different color indicates exclusive musical material.
The musical form of Yā Muḥammad is AB BBB AB – a projection of the rhyme scheme and
verse organization – while Can par la flor is organized in AAB form. It must be noted that the
forms of the Andalusi poems presented here (and elsewhere in this work) refer to the form of the
poems used in the 1960s recordings of the āla repertoire and encoded for analysis according to
the criteria described above. This clarification is important because of the dynamic nature of this
repertoire. Carl Davila has discussed how the performance practice of al-āla often diverges from
the written versions of the texts. Texts can be shortened or lengthened by the addition of
meaningless syllables (e.g. la-la-la), but these alterations are not fortuitous or a consequence of
carelessness. They are rather due to “the demands of musical composition and presentation
[that] at times carr[y] more weight than the formal or semantic characteristics of the poetry

64

Only one stanza of each poem is studied here.
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itself.”65
The difference in poetic structure provides an opportune entry point for theorizing about
the process of contrafacture. The musical material of Yā Muḥammad is fully presented in the
first two verses (systems one, two, and five in musical example 3.1; first couplet in figure 3.1).
The remainder of the stanza draws on a part or the whole of that material. Consequently, if Yā
Muḥammad were the model for Can par la flor, the former would have to be adapted to fit the
poem of the latter. The additional verse of Ventadorn’s stanza prevents an AB BBB AB
organization, and thus forces musical divergence to accommodate the extra verse. Thus, because
insertion of musical material is one common way of creating melodic variation, it can be argued
that the melody for Can par la flor was carved out of Yā Muḥammad. And yet, the contrary is
equally plausible. Given the level of musical repetition present in Yā Muḥammad, it would be
equally easy to depart from Can par la flor and simply delete material accordingly to fit the
poetic structure of Yā Muḥammad. Hence, although the similarity of the two melodies is
difficult to deny, it is not possible to ascertain the direction of contrafacture without additional
evidence.

3.7.2: Pair 2 –Bernart de Ventadorn’s La dossa votz and the Andalusi Hal lī min mudāwī
A second melodic pair emerged from the comparison between the melodies of the
troubadours and the Moroccan Andalusi repertoire. In this case, the melody for La dossa votz –
another poem by Bernart de Ventardorn – was paired with Hal lī min mudāwī, from bāsit
gharībat al-Ḥusayn. As musical example 3.2 demonstrates, La dossa votz and Hal lī min are
very similar. The music for the first four verses of Ventadorn’s poem has nearly exact parallels in

Carl Davila, “Andalusian Strophic Poetry Between the Spoken and the Written: The Case of the
Moroccan Andalusian Music,” in Proceedings of the Conference on Arabic and Hebrew Strophic Poetry
and its Romance Parallels, School of Oriental and African Studies [SOAS], London, 8-10 October 2004
(London: School of Oriental and African Studies, 2006), 103. Carl Davila has explored performance
practice of the āla repertoire in more depth in The Andalusian Music of Morocco. Al-Āla: History, Society
and Text (Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 2013).
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the music covering the first three verses of Hal lī min. The two melodies share three motives
that appear repeatedly through the compositions, either literally or in transposition (circled in
solid and dotted lines, respectively, in musical example 3.2). These three motifs – marked in red,
orange, and purple in the score above – are the building blocks of the first musical phrase in Hal
lī min mudāwī (a1) and of the first and second phrases in La dossa votz (a and b). The red motif
– A-b-A-G-F – is also fundamental for phrase d (verse 7) of Hal lī min mudāwī where it appears
in sequential transposition. The last motivic transposition in the sequence – b-C-b-A-G – is the
central motif of phrase d (verse 6) of La dossa votz, and the only shared material between the
two musical phrases. The purple motif – F-G-A-F-G – shows a similar mapping: it first appears
at the end of phrase a1 in Hal lī min mudāwī and at the beginning of phrase b in La dossa votz,
and then again in phrase e as the only shared material between the two melodies. Finally, the
orange motif – b-A-G-F-G – appears interlocked with the red motif at the beginning of both
melodies, and then repeated in the following phrase of each melody (a and a1’, respectively). The
orange motif is then used in Hal lī min mudāwī as the only thematic material of section B and B’
(verse 5 and 11).
As in the previous pair, the two melodies have different overall structures: AAB for La
dossa votz and AA’BCCB’ for Hal lī min mudāwī. These differences in musical structure project
the different poetic forms of each poem. As shown in figure 3.2, Hal lī min mudāwī has eleven
verses, which, based on the rhyme scheme, can be grouped in an initial quatrain, a couplet, a
quatrain, and a final monostich. Ventadorn’s poem is an octave.66 Despite the differences in
poetic form, the first four verses of the two songs map almost perfectly onto each other in terms
of musical structure. Then, the last four verses of Ventadorn’s poem share melodic material with
verses six, seven, and eight of Hal lī min mudāwī. Verse five and eleven of Hal lī min mudāwī,
and the closing verse of La dossa votz have exclusive musical material.

The space between verse 4 and 5 of La dossa votz in figure 2 does not reflect the structure of the stanza.
Rather, it stems from the privileging of musical structure.
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Musical Example 3.2: Comparative transcription of the melodies for Bernart de Ventadorn’s La
dossa votz and the Andalusi Hal lī min mudāwī, showing music-poetic form, and motivic
material. The motives in doted lines denote transpositions of the original motif of the same
color. Green noteheads denote shared melodic material.

hal lī min mudāwī al-hawá
qlbī bi-al-hawá ānkawá
najmī fī al-hawá hawá
‘alá faqd man ahwá

yudāwī saqāmī ‘ājilan
waḥibbī tarāh mā’ilan
wadam‘ī tarāh hāṭilan
yakun biwṣālī ‘ājilan

a1
a1’ A
a2
A’
a2’

bughyatī

munyatī

b

‘ālij yā ṭabīb suqmī wadā’ī

‘asá ‘an qarīb nablugh munā’ī c

La dossa votz ay auzida
del rossinholhet salvatge
que m’es dins lo cor salhida
si que tot lo cossirier

c
d
B
e
f

e.l maltratz c’amors me dona
me levia e m’assazona
et auria.m be mestier
autre joi a mon dampnatie

B

‘ālij yā ṭabīb qulaybī al-ka’īb
biwaṣl al-ḥabīb
fasayajma‘ min ghayr raqīb
fī rawḍin ‘ajīb muna‘‘am khaṣīb yaqūl al-adīb
qawlī mā ābda‘uh ya‘jabnī al-arīb

d
e C
d
e C

al-zahar mu’tabar

b B’

lilnnaẓar liman ḥaḍar

a
b
a
A
a
A

Figure 3.2: Poetic-musical organization of Hal lī min mudāwī and La dossa votz. As in figure
3.1, the color-coded, lower-case letters denote the individual musical phrases; upper-case letters
indicate the large-scale musical organization. Lower-case letters of the same color signify same
or similar musical material; same color, darker shade signifies same or shared musical material
but different labeling to accommodate text organization; and different color indicates exclusive
musical material. Same-color low-case letters in italics denote sections where musical material
is shared with variations.
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Any reconstruction of the borrowing process here is as speculative as it was in the
previous melodic pairing. Seemingly, verses five and eleven are musically and structurally the
most different. Musically, although the phrases are a reiteration of the green motif, this motif
can surely be interpreted as being part of the red motif, therefore losing its singularity.
Structurally, the verses are metrically much shorter than the rest. Thus, verses five and eleven
are arguably expendable in a borrowing process. This would shorten the melodic material of Hal
lī min mudāwī to nine musical phrases. Such melodic material is found in all but the last verse
of La dossa votz either literally or motivically. Therefore, it is plausible to consider that the
melody for La dossa votz was modeled on the melody for Hal lī min mudāwī. However, it is also
possible to argue for a borrowing process in the reverse direction. If one considers that the
verses of the Andalusi poem have at least one hemistich, and that the shared material between
the two melodies occurs at the beginning of the verses through roughly half-way into the
Andalusi melody, one could posit that the melody for La dossa votz was the basis for Hal lī min
mudāwī. This would explain the longer musical phrases and the exclusive musical material,
which would have been composed to accommodate the hemistich verses, and the verses of
contrasted meter.

3.7.3: Pair 3 – Monge de Montaudon’s Ara pot ma dona and the Andalusi Yā akhī qum
The last significant result of my comparative analysis coupled the melody for Monge de
Montaudon’s poem Ara pot ma dona and the melody for Yā akhī qum from nūba raṣd al-dhaīl.
Of the three melodic pairings revealed in this chapter, the melodies of this pair have seemingly
the most differences between them. At first sight, both melodies have relatively similar
beginnings but then diverge. However, upon closer scrutiny it becomes evident that they share
a significant quantity of motivic material throughout, as marked in musical example 3.3. The
melody for Ara pot ma dona is built around an ascending, stepwise motif from D to G that
resolves down to F (circled in green on the score). This motif begins musical phrases one
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through four, and links two additional motives in phase five. Note that in phase two, the
ascending D–G motion resolves to E rather than to F, but I consider this to be a variation of the
original motif (thus the lighter green color used to note it in the score). In Yā akhī qum the
green motif is present at the beginning of the two musical phrases of the song (1a/2a; 1b/2b).
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Musical Example 3.3: Comparative transcription of the melodies for Monge de Montaudon’s
Ara pot ma dona and the Andalusi Yā akhī qum, showing music-poetic form, and motivic
material. The motives in lighter shade show variations of a motive in a darker shade of the same
color. Dotted lines denote transpositions of the original motif of the same color. The green
noteheads indicate shared melodic material.
One of the defining characteristics of the melody for Ara pot ma dona is that all but the
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last two musical phrases close in a similar manner: a descending, stepwise motion from F to C,
or a variation of it (motif circled in orange and the variation in light orange). This motif also
appears in Yā akhī qum, often with the same closing function. Note that the first iteration of that
motif in Yā akhī qum is a variation where the D is ornamented with an upper neighbor.
Precisely the same variation is found at the close of phrase four in Ara pot ma dona. The green
and orange motives are connected in Yā akhī qum by a third melodic gesture circled in purple in
musical example 3.3. Referencing the initial motivic material, this motif also begins an
ascending, stepwise motion on D but it extends it to A, resolving down to G. Although it is used
as a connecting element only in Yā akhī qum, the purple motif is found in Ara pot ma dona at
the beginning of musical phrases six and eight.
As with the other two pairs, Yā akhī qum and Ara pot ma dona have noticeably different
poetic-musical organizations, which may partially inform some of the melodic divergences. As
figure 3 illustrates, while Ara pot ma dona is a nine-line stanza, Yā akhī qum is a couplet.

A

yā akhī qum tar al-nasīm ‘alīlan bākir al-rāḥ wal-mudām shamūlā a / a b A
fī rīāḍin ta‘ānaq al-zahr fīh

A

mithl mā ‘ānaq al-khalīl al-khalīlā a / a b A

B

a
a’

Ara pot ma dona saber
qu’ieu no chant ni.m deport ni.m solas
a’’ pel jent estieu ni per la flors dels pratz
a’’’ qu’ela sap be que mays a de dos ans
qu’ieu non chantiey ni fon ausitz mos chans
b
a’’’’ tro c’a leys plac que per son chauzimen
volc qu’ieu chantes de leys seladamen
c
a’’’’’ per que yeu chant e m’esfors con pogues
d
so far e dir c’als avinens plagues

Figure 3.3: Poetic-musical organization of Yā akhī qum and Ara pot ma dona. The color-coded,
lower-case letters denote the individual musical phrases; upper-case letters indicate the largescale musical organization. Lower-case letters of the same color signify shared musical material;
different color indicates exclusive musical material.
The overall structure is AAB in the former, and AA in the latter. The ‘b’ phrase in Yā akhī qum,
with its alternating between b-flat and b-natural, does not have a real parallel in Ara pot ma
dona. Nevertheless, the initial gesture of the phrase – A-b-A-G-F – appears at the beginning of
musical phrase ‘b’ in Ara pot ma dona (phrase 5).
Like in the previous two examples, I cannot ascertain the direction of the borrowing. It is
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possible that some of the motifs of Yā akhī qum were reworked to fit the structure of Ara pot.
After all, the melody of six of the nine verses of the latter are essentially (re)iterations of, or
variations on two of the three motifs identified in the ‘a’ section of Yā akhī qum. But if the
melody for Yā akhī qum were the model for Ara pot ma dona, why isn’t its most distinguishing
‘b’ phrase included in the troubadour melody? The ‘b’ phrase in Yā akhī qum is a puzzling
section musically and it invites a number of considerations. On the one hand, it may point to
contrafacture within the āla tradition itself. This is because the ‘b’ phrase does not have text and
it is sung to “la-la-la” syllables, which indicates that the text of Yā akhī qum was not long enough
to cover all the melodic material. The melismatic setting of the text adds to that notion.67 On the
other hand, we must remember that the melodies I am comparing are melodies that circulate
currently. Assuming that the melody of Yā akhī qum is a version of an older melody that may
have circulated in al-Andalus, the ‘b’ phrase could be the result of centuries of improvisation,
reworking, and reusing of melodic ideas. If this is the case, it is possible that the version of the
melody that circulated in al-Andalus did not include the ‘b’ phrase, which opens the possibility
that Yā akhī qum was modeled out of Ara pot ma dona.
Although it is not possible to determine which melody served as the model for which in
any of the pairings discussed above, the results are nevertheless significant for the current
historiography of the troubadours, of al-āla, and of al-Andalus.

3.8: Implications for Troubadour and al-Āla historiographies
The musical similarity between Can par la flor and Yā Muhammad, La dossa votz and
Hal lī min mudāwī, and Ara pot ma dona and Yā akhī qum carries important implications for
troubadour historiography, the historiography of the music of al-Andalus, and the
historiography of al-āla (the Andalusi music of Morocco). Until now, no musical evidence had

The results of my comparative analysis confirm a high degree of contrafacture within the al-āla
tradition. The same melody is found across multiple nubāt with different texts.
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been reported to support the idea of musical exchange between the Andalusi and the troubadour
traditions. This has complicated theories of the emergence of the troubadour, particularly the
Andalusi theory. The results I reported above provide, for the first time, evidence of musical
exchange between al-Andalus and Occitania.

3.8.1: Historical Connections
Bernart de Ventadorn was a troubadour of the second generation – ca. 1140 through 1175
–, who flourished between 1147 and 1180.68 Little is known with certainty about his biography,
but judging from the wide transmission of his songs, he was one of the most acclaimed
troubadours among all generations.69 Thus, it is possible that his songs circulated not only
through France but also in al-Andalus. Aḥmad al-Tīfāshī (d.1253) reported that the Andalusi
scholar ibn Bājja, best known by his Latinized name Avempace (c.1085-1139), combined the
musical style the musician Ziryāb brought to al-Andalus from Baghdad with “the song of the
Christians,” thus creating a musical style distinctively Andalusi.70 It is not clear to which

I use the chronology for the generations of the troubadours as found in Aubrey, The Music, chapter 1.
For Bernart de Ventadorn, see page 9.
69 One of the aspects most frequently used to assess the popularity of a troubadour is the number of
manuscripts in which his songs survive. Relatedly, the manuscript propagation of a troubadour’s songs
leads to greater instability of transmission, particularly when the work is transmitted anonymously. This
occurrence is known in troubadour studies as mouvance. For an in-depth discussion of how the rate of
transmission relates to textual instability, see Amelia E. Van Vleck, Memory and Re-Creation in
Troubadour Lyric (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), chapter 4, especially 76–80. For the
concept of mouvance, see Paul Zumthor, Essai de poétique médiévale, Collection Poétique (Paris: Seuil,
1972), chapter 2, the seminal study on the topic.
70 Carl Davila, “East Winds and Full Moons: Ramal al-Māya and the Peregrinations of Love-poetry
Images,” The Journal of North African Studies 19, no. 1 (2014): 9. The quotation is from Ahmad b. Yūsuf
al-Tīfāshī, in Al-Ţarā’iq wa al-alhān al-mūsīqiyya fī al-Ifrīqiya wa al-Andalus (Chapters 10 and 11 of AlMut’at al-asmā’ fī ‘ilm al-samā’), ed. Muh.ammad b. Tāwīt al-Ţanjī, Abhāth 21, vols. 1–3 (1968), 115,
quoted in Davila, “East Winds,” 9. Ahmad al-Tīfāshī (1184–ca.1253) was a Tunisian scholar who wrote on
topics as diverse as mineralogy, physiology, sexuality, and hygiene. He also wrote the encyclopedia AlMut’at al-asmā’ (now mostly lost) in which he reported on the music of North Africa and al-Andalus. He
traveled widely throughout the Arab world. For a closer look at al-Tīfāshī and some of his scholarship, see
"Al-Tīfāshī, Shihāb Al-Dīn Abu’l-ʿAbbās Aḥmad Ibn Yūsuf" in Complete Dictionary of Scientific
Biography, Vol. 13 (Detroit: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2008), vol. 13, 407–408, Gale eBooks,
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX2830904324/GVRL?u=cuny_gradctr&sid=GVRL&xid=8cdd8bb8
(accessed August 24, 2020); Samar Habib, "Nuzhat al-Albāb Fīmā Lā Yujad Fī Kitāb (Aḥmad ibn Yūsuf alTifāshī)," in Global Encyclopedia of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) History,
ed. Howard Chiang et al., (Farmington Hills, MI: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2019), vol. 2, 1157-1160, Gale
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“Christian” songs in particular al-Tīfāshī was referring. But the adjective “Christian” may simply
indicate music that is not from the Muslim world, in which case it could be anything circulating
in the Iberian Peninsula at the time. In any event, given ibn Bājja’s life span, his musical
creations preceded Ventadorn’s activity, which could indicate that the new Andalusi musical
style reached Occitania prior to Ventadorn’s flourishing period. If that were the case, Can par la
flor and La dossa votz could be testimonies of a performance of Ventadorn’s poems to Andalusi
melodies.
Monge (Monk) de Montaudon (fl. 1180-1210) was a troubadour of the fourth generation
– ca. 1180–1240. Although his identity is not known, his vida notes that “he was a member of a
minor noble family of Vic, a town northeast of Aurillac in Auvergne, and that he became a monk
at the Benedictine abbey in Aurillac.”71 The same source informs that he received, at his request,
the priory at Montaudon. Judging from the places mentioned in his poetry, Monge travelled
widely across the Auvergne region, as well as through Languedoc and Catalonia. He was at the
service of the Dauphin d’Alvernhe, Maria de Ventadorn, and Alfonso II of Aragon.72
The Monge’s connection to Alfonso II of Aragon raises the possibility of his contact with
the musical culture of al-Andalus. During his reign, Alfonso II devoted a great deal of energy to
fighting the rulers of al-Andalus alongside Alfonso VIII of Castille, to whom he owed
allegiance.73 This meant that the Christian kings spent significant time mingling in Andalusi
culture, like those before them. For example, Zaragoza was one of the taifas (independent
Muslim-ruled principalities) of al-Andalus until 1118, when Alfonso I of Aragon and Navarre
took the city after a four-year siege.74 Some years after, in 1174, Alfonso II of Aragon was

eBooks,
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3662300263/GVRL?u=cuny_gradctr&sid=GVRL&xid=02e8459f
(accessed August 24, 2020).
71 Aubrey, The Music, 17.
72 Aubrey, The Music, 17.
73 Reilly, The Medieval Spains, 133–139, especially 134–136.
74 For a history of the taifa of Zaragoza, see, for example, Fernando Andú Resano, El esplendor de la
poesía en la taifa de Zaragoza (Zaragoza: Mira Editores, 2007), 163–178. For a history of the taifas, see
David Wasserstein, The Rise and Fall of the Party-kings: Politics and Society in Islamic Spain, 1002–
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knighted and got married to Sancha of Castille at the then-court of Zaragoza.75 During the
Christian conquests, Andalusi culture was among the spoils of war. It was common for Christian
military leaders to keep Andalusi girls who then “became lute-playing singers and concubines.”76
It is thus possible that Alfonso’s wedding celebrations included culturally diverse music and
musicians. Additionally, with the increased Christian incursions into al-Andalus, and its
consequent weakening from the eleventh century onwards, many Muslim rulers attempted to
secure their (political and possibly physical) survival by offering tributes to the Christian kings,
as well as investing in diplomatic missions that often include proposals of marriage. As Roger
Boase noted, “these diplomatic and marital links with Christian states were arranged through
the mediation of ambassadors, the majority of whom were poets.”77 Taking all of the above into
account, it is plausible that Monge de Montaudon came in contact with Andalusi music during
the time he was in the service of Alfonso II of Aragon.

3.8.2: Music–Text Relationship
One other aspect that must be considered is the relationship between text and music in
both Andalusi and troubadour traditions. As I mentioned above, in the current al-āla
performance practice the texts are subordinated to the music and are thus often adapted to its
musical purposes. This indicates that the poems are often sung to existing melodies. In the
context of Romance lyric, the process seems to be somewhat analogous. Sofia Lannutti posited
that poetry and music were the result of independent creative processes in which poets and
musicians embraced different roles: writing poetry and performing a poem to a melody (old or

1086 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985). For a general history of the politics of al-Andalus, see
Mahmoud Makki, “The Political History of al-Andalus,” in The Legacy of Muslim Spain, 3–87.
75 T.N. Bisson, The Medieval Crown of Aragon: A Short History (New York: Oxford University Press,
1986; repr. Great Britain, 2000), 36.
76 Roger Boase, “Arab Influences on European Love-Poetry,” in The Legacy of Muslim Spain, 465.
77 Boase, “Arab Influences,” 464.
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new), respectively. In this sense, “poetry precedes music and it is, therefore, independent.”78
Additionally, in Occitan treatises on lyric poetry, music is referred to as one of the ways to
perform poetry.79
Lannutti’s suggestion defies the generalized notion that the output of the troubadours
was invariably sung, and that poetry and music were bound to one another. Hendrick van der
Werf, Elizabeth Aubrey, John Stevens, Leo Treitler, and Manuel Pedro Ferreira all discussed
romance lyric based on those presumptions.80 But Lannutti’s argument is very plausible,
particularly considering the manuscript evidence and the societal organization of the time. Of
the twenty-five manuscripts that preserve troubadour lyric only four (R, G, W, and X) include
music. This indicates that there was probably a greater interest in engaging with the poetry
alone. In addition, the manuscripts with music provide additional clues that suggest that a poem
was not conceived to carry one specific melody. Take, for example, Peire d'Alvernhe’s Dejosta.ls
breus jorns. This song is preserved in manuscripts X and R with very different melodies (see
musical example 3.4). By the time the manuscripts were compiled – mid-thirteenth century for
MS X and late thirteenth or early fourteenth century for MS R81 – the poem circulated with at
least two different melodies. The outputs of Folquet de Marseilla and Thibaut de Champagne
provide many more additional examples of this occurrence.

Maria Sofia Lannutti, “Dir so, trobar vers, entendre razo. Poetry and Music in Medieval Romance
Lyric, Philomusica on-line 16, no. 2 (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.13132/1826-9001/17.1896 (accessed
November 10, 2018), 93. Guillaume de Machaut quickly comes to mind as someone who defies Lannutti’s
view. However, she discusses the case of Machaut’s poetry and music in the article and notes many of his
poems do not contain music (even formes fixes poems).
79 Maria Sofia Lannutti, “Ars e scientia, actio e passio: Per l’interpretazione di alcuni passi del De vulgari
eloquentia”, Studi medievali 41 (2000): 1–38. See particularly pages 10–13.
80 Hendrick van der Werf, The Chansons of the Troubadours and Trouvères: a Study of the Melodies and
their Relation to the Poems (Utrecht: Oosthoek, 1972); van der Werf, The Extant Troubadours Melodies;
Hendrick van der Werf, “Music,” in A Handbook of the Troubadours, 121–164; Aubrey, The Music; John
Stevens, Words and Music in the Middle Ages: Song, Narrative, Dance, and Drama, 1050-1350
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), chapter 1; Leo Treitler, “The Troubadours Singing Their
Songs,” in The Union of Words and Music in Medieval Poetry, eds. Rebecca A. Baltzer, Thomas Cable,
and James I. Wimsatt (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991), 15–48; Manuel Pedro Ferreira, Aspectos
da Música Medieval no Ocidente Peninsular, vol. 1 (Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional - Casa da Moeda /
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2009), 150-74 (pages available at http://www.academia.edu/4996843/).
81 Aubrey, The Music, 35, 46.
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Musical example 3.4: Comparative transcription of the melodies for Peire d'Alvernhe’s
Dejosta.ls breus jorns as preserved in manuscripts R and X.
This points to a performance culture that was dynamic. If a poem was written exclusively as a
song, i.e., poetry intended to always be sung, the poem would have been associated with a
melody from the beginning (regardless of whether the melody was newly composed or not), and
the transmission likely would have included the two components of the song. Finally, it should
also be considered that both the performers of romance lyric and the circumstances of its
performance are difficult to determine. However, as Hendrick van der Werf pointed out that
nobility and other people of high social rank did not perform in public or for remuneration
because those activities were considered demeaning.82 We know that some troubadours were not
part of the nobility and, in those cases, one can consider they would sing their poems (for

82

van der Werf, The Chansons of the Troubadours and Trouvères, 19.
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example Marcabru and, as I will discuss below, Peirol). But for the many poets of noble rank, it
is conceivable – if not likely – that they recited their poems during private gatherings.
None of the above is meant to argue that lyric poetry was not sung. Rather, it is intended
to suggest that (1) romance lyric was not exclusively sung; (2) that the creative processes for
poetry and music were separated events; and (3) to question assumptions of single authorship
for both poetry and music. What the evidence suggests is that “the authorial attributions [in the
manuscripts] apply only to the poetic text and not to the melody.”83 Therefore, although the
poems Can par la flor and La dossa votz are by Ventadorn, and Ara pot dona is by Monge de
Montaudon, the melodies with which the poems were transmitted may not be. Since the
melodies cannot be undoubtedly attributed to the troubadours, it is conceivable that they could
have travelled from al-Andalus to Occitania where they circulated associated with the
performance of Ventadorn’s and the Monge’s poems. The reverse is also possible, however, and
the particular melodies associated with the musical performance of troubadour poetry may have
reached al-Andalus where, then, adopted (and adapted) to sing Andalusi poetry. Ultimately, the
pairing of the melodies for Can par la flor and Yā Muhammad, La dossa votz and Hal lī min
mudāwī, and Ara pot ma dona and Yā akhī qum call for a rethinking of troubadour
historiography, particularly at the musical level.
The above melodic pairings also have a significant impact on the current historiography
of al-āla, the Andalusi musical tradition of Morocco. Carl Davila has argued that the “standard
narrative of the history of al-āla,” which puts the Andalusi music of Morocco in the direct
lineage of the courtly music of al-Andalus, is “historically unverifiable,” and that “no chain of
evidence directly links the music itself to Islamic Spain.”84 My findings challenge Davila’s claim
because they provide a musical link for the first time thus establishing a historical connection
between al-āla and al-Andalus. The similarities between Can par la flor and Yā Muhammad, La
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Lannutti, “Ars e scientia,” 96.
Davila, “East Winds and Full Moons,” 10–11.
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dossa votz and Hal lī min mudāwī, and Ara pot ma dona and Yā akhī qum indicate that the
standard narrative of al-āla is not a just a way of “keep[ing] the image of the Andalusi golden
age alive in public discourses of national memory and identity.”85 The claim to Andalusi heritage
is historically and musically justified because for a melody from the āla tradition to be similar to
a troubadour melody it must have come to Morocco from al-Andalus, since there is no evidence
that the troubadours travelled to North Africa. Thus, the only plausible link between al-āla and
the troubadour traditions is al-Andalus.
Based on the results I discussed in this chapter, it appears necessary to rethink the ways
in which we conceive of the creative process of troubadour song. Contrary to our current
understanding, the evidence suggests that the troubadours and trobairitz were poets first and
musicians next. It is possible that the poetry circulated without music because the melodies
corresponding to each poem were widely known. But there are other clues that point to a more
varied performative context. Contrafacta, for example, were current practice in the medieval
period, and if an existing melody could be used to set a new text, then melodies were not strictly
bound to their original poems. What I consider even more revealing of the dynamic performance
of romance lyric is that numerous troubadour poems are preserved with distinctly different
melodies. Considering this, I suggest that the melodic pairs I discussed above provide additional
palpable evidence of the separation of labor in the composition of romance lyric Sofia Lannutti
theorized in 2017. Public and/or remunerated musical performances were activities out of the
bounds of nobles and other people of high social status for being considered demeaning. Thus, a
troubadour of noble or high social rank would likely recite their poetry and leave the musical
performance of the song to the jongleurs. The role of jongleurs in the musical composition and
performance of troubadour lyric is difficult to assess, but I would argue that it is not
unreasonable to consider them as important agents for those aspects of troubadour song. This
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does not necessarily exclude the troubadours from the musical composition and/or performance
of their poems, but it is becoming increasingly clear that the romanticized idea of the noble
knight singing his poem likely is not accurate.
The Andalusi-troubadour melodic pairs revealed in this chapter also provide support to
the claims of Andalusi heritage of al-āla and show the impact contemporary non-written musical
traditions can have on musical research of earlier historical periods. That heritage can be further
studied with continued comparative study of the melodies of the Moroccan nūba and the
troubadours. This link between al-Andalus and al-āla can also be an incentive to test the
Andalusi repertoires of other countries in North Africa. With the amount of intervention that
exists in the Tunisian and particularly the Libyan repertoires, studying possible links to alAndalus could help distinguish the newly added repertoire from the older one.
If any nationalistic views about the musical environment in which the troubadours lived
still existed, those are now much harder to maintain. The Andalusi-troubadour melodic pairs
make clear that there was musical exchange between al-Andalus and Occitania, a notion that
was thus far supported by medieval chronicles but not substantiated by musical examples. The
extent of that musical exchange is only starting to be understood and I hope the results of this
chapter propel further research.
Despite evidence of exchange between al-Andalus and Occitania, the possible
connections between the troubadours and the musical culture of Saint Martial of Limoges
remain to be tested. Nothing would have stopped multiple musical idioms to be absorbed into
the musical performance of troubadour lyric. Thus, in the next chapter, I will turn to the
repertoire of sequence, tropes, and versus from Saint Martial in search of pairings with
troubadour melodies.
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CHAPTER 4
THE TROUBADOURS AND THE SOUND OF ST. MARTIAL
THE SACRED AQUITANIAN THEORY

In 843, at the time of the Treaty of Verdun that resulted in the breaking of the Carolingian
empire into the West, Middle, and East Frankish kingdoms, churches and monasteries
throughout the region adhered, in general, to a unified liturgy based on the old Roman rite.1 This
general adherence to a common liturgy was in no small part due to Charlemagne’s investment in
educational programs to record and transmit the Carolingian liturgy as accurately as possible.
As Michael McGrade notes,
The Carolingian emphasis on literacy, musicianship and the accurate reproduction of
books all provided a solid foundation for the new liturgy, and the nineth-century canons
and monks who inherited the newly forged rite developed a wide variety of tools –
tonaries, theory treatises, and music notation itself – to preserve and pass down this
legacy.2
The Carolingian educational investment aimed at preserving the liturgy created, in turn, the
conditions for the invention of new, stylistically distinct pieces and, therefore, the expansion of
the repertoire Charlemagne and his successors seemingly wanted to ossify. Those new
compositions are sometimes collectively named “Frankish chant.”3 From this new body of chant
compositions emerged, in the ninth century, two important genres: the sequence and the trope.
By the late eleventh century, both the sequence and the trope were in decline, and a new type of
song – the versus – started to emerge. All three genres have been connected to the genesis of
the troubadour tradition in various studies.

James McKinnon has discussed how the adoption and practice of the Roman rite in the Carolingian
empire was not as universal as is usually assumed and narrated. See James McKinnon, The Advent
Project: The Later Seventh-Century of the Roman Mass Proper (Berkeley: University of California Press,
2000), 375–403.
2 Michael McGrade, “Enriching the Gregorian Heritage,” in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval
Music, eds. Mark Everist and Thomas Kelly (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 26.
3 McGrade, “Enriching,” 26.
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In his 1955 article “Les premiers troubadours et les versus de l’école d’Aquitaine,”
Jacques Chailley argued in favor of the theory that rooted the troubadour tradition in the
liturgical repertoires of the abbey of Saint Martial in Limoges, particularly its repertory of
versus.4 Chailley based his argument on similarities of poetic themes, versification, meter, or
topoi, in addition to the circumstantial observations about the period of cultivation of Saint
Martial versus coinciding with the period of poetic activity of Guillaume IX, Duke of Aquitaine –
deemed to be the first troubadour. His remarks about the music of the troubadours in general
were based on the only extant fragment of a melody for the poetry of Guillaume IX. He
determined that the fragment for Pos de chantar, transmitted in the Provençal drama
Tragaedia de Sancta Agnetis (Chigi, ff. 68r–85v), was similar to the melody of the versus
Annus novus in gaudio.5 This was enough evidence, despite the fact that the two melodies have
very little in common, as shown above in figure 1.1 and musical example 1.1 (see page 19).
Chailley’s study comes from a line of scholarship that began in the early twentieth
century and that connected the emergence of the troubadour tradition to the musical culture at
Saint Martial. As early as 1910, Jean Beck assertively noted that the supposition that the
Limousin monastic education had a major influence on the secular music of the same region
would “become a certainty, when we realize that the oldest musical compositions of the
troubadours are of religious inspiration.”6 Beck’s study precedes the discussion of the various
genres of troubadour song with an account of the emergence of prominent liturgical genres such
as the sequence and the trope (among other topics), dropping the quoted assertion along the
way. Beck does not directly state that troubadour song was rooteed in the sequence and/or the
trope (although he excuses himself at the end of the book for not having space left to discuss the

Chailley, “Les premiers troubadours.”
Chailley, “Les premiers,” 235–236.
6 “Il est naturel de supposer que l'enseignement des abbayes limousines (Saint. Martial, Saint-Leonard et
autres) Ii exerce une influence predominant sur Ia musique profane. Cette supposition deviendra une
certitude, quand nous aurons constaté que les plus anciennes compositions musicales des troubadours
sont d'inspiration religieuse.” Jean Beck, La musique des troubadours: Étude critique (Paris, 1910; repr.
Geneve: Slatkine, 1976), 23.
4
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lais, which he asserted “were a type of secular sequence.”7). But I suspect his study was the
catalyst for the sacred Aquitanian theory, as other scholars at the time read as much in the way
Beck framed the discussion of the troubadours. Two years after the publication of Beck’s study,
Fredrick Morris Warren was already supposing and asking his readers to suppose that “it was
the monks of St. Martial's of Limoges who gave the first Troubadour his musical education in
the last half of the tenth century.”8
Hans Spanke, who openly opposed the Arabic theory, also connected the emergence of
the troubadours to the musical culture of the abbey of Saint Martial, particularly to the genres of
the trope and the conductus.9 The theory of the medieval Latin origin of the troubadour was
cultivated alongside the sacred theory, and the two frequently overlapped. In fact, Spanke’s 1936
study seems very much like an integration of the sacred theory with his ideas relating the Saint
Martial versus and the troubadours.10 Spanke’s views were echoed by Jacques Chailley (as noted
above), and Peter Dronke.11 The musical output of the abbey of Saint Martial thus became
associated with the emergence of the troubadours.
The abbey of Saint Martial grew out of a small funerary chapel in a graveyard, situated a
short distance from Limoges’ village center. This cemetery was a popular pilgrimage site,
particularly between the fifth and the ninth centuries, because it was the resting place of many
early Christian martyrs. The funerary chapel, probably from the sixth century, stood around the
burial site of Saint Martial, the first bishop of Limoges. The chapel was under the care of a small

“Si nous disposions de plus de place, nous aurions pu parler des chansons pieuses, des lais qui sont une
forme profane des séquences religieuses.” Beck, La musique, 119.
8 F. M. Warren, “The Troubadour ‘Canso’ and Latin Lyric Poetry,” Modern Philology 9, no. 4 (1912), 475.
9 Hans Spanke, Beziehungen zwischen romanischer und mittellateinischer Lyrik mit besonderer
Berücksichtigung der Metrik und Musik (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1936). The evidence
Spanke discussed in this study was based on examples of literary forms and poetic meter that he
considered were echoed in the poetry of the troubadours. He does not provide musical examples. Spanke
lays down his general reasoning in the introduction of the study, pages 1–8. For an earlier and more
tangential connection between the troubadours and St. Martial, see Hans Spanke, “St. Martial-Studien,”
especially 283, 287.
10 Hans Spanke, “St. Martial-Studien.
11 Peter Dronke, Medieval Latin and the Rise of European Love-Lyric, 2 vols. (Oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1965); Peter Dronke, The Medieval Lyric (London: Hutchinson, 1968).
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group of clerics who were recognized as a religious community in early ninth century. The
community and the chapel became a Benedictine abbey in 848, and the relics of the saint were
moved to a shrine in the adjacent church for worship.12 The abbey’s library became a reference
in Limousin and the neighboring regions. By the thirteenth century it held over 450 volumes
covering liturgy, sacred texts, canon law, saint’s lives, classics, minutes of councils, and music
manuscripts.13 The contents of Saint Martial’s library were acquired in 1730 by the Bibliothèque
du Roi (the royal library), now the Bibliothèque nationale de France.14 The abbey’s music
manuscripts contain the repertoire of sequences, tropes, and versus that twentieth-century
scholars connected to the emergence of the troubadours. Those music manuscripts are Lat. 1121,
909, and 1119 for the tropes and sequences; the versus are preserved in Lat. 1139, 3549 and 3719
and Add. 36881.
I relied on the work of three scholars for transcriptions of the tropes, sequences, and
versus: Paul Evans, who included the transcription of all tropes found in Latin 1121 in his book
Early Trope Repertoire of Saint Martial;15 James Grier, who, in a recent critical edition of the
works of eleventh-century monk and musician Adémar Chabannes, transcribed the contents of
Lat. 909 (which contains sequences and tropes), as well as the pieces in Lat. 1121 and 1119 that
did not have concordances in Lat.909;16 and Leo Treitler, who offered in his doctoral
dissertation the only transcription I know of the thirty-three versus found in Lat. 1139, 3549,
3719, and Add. 36881.17

Charles de Lasteyrie, L'abbaye de Saint-Martial de Limoges: étude historique, économique et
archéologique précédée de recherches nouvelles sur la vie du saint (Paris: A. Picard et fils, 1901), 1, 33–
41.
13 Lasteyrie, L’abbaye, 338–340.
14 Lasteyrie, L’abbaye, 337.
15 Paul Evans, Early Trope Repertoire of Saint Martial de Limoges (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1970). Transcriptions on 127–273.
16 James Grier, ed., Ademari Cabannensis: Opera Omnia Pars II. Opera liturgica et poetica: Musica
cum textibus, 2 vols., Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaevalis 245, 245A (Turnhout: Brepols,
2012).
17 Leo Treitler, “The Aquitanian Repertories of Sacred Monody in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries”
(Ph. diss., Princeton University, 1967). Transcriptions on III, 25–47.
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Overall, the views of Beck, Chailley, Spanke, and Dronke (among others) contributed to
associating the sequences, the tropes, and the versus from Saint Martial of Limoges to the
emergence of the troubadour tradition. Despite the claims in favor of such links, no tangible
musical evidence has been found between the two repertories. In this chapter, I report on the
results of the comparative analyses between all the extant troubadour melodies and a set of
sequences, tropes, and versus selected from the manuscripts once held and/or produced at the
abbey of Saint Martial of Limoges (refer to the sections dedicated to each genre below for details
of the contents of each dataset). The results challenge the liturgical and Latin theories, and hint
at an incursion of secular musical idioms of the region into the religious repertoire, rather than
the other way around, as Jean Beck asserted.

4.1 Sequence
4.1.1 Definition
The sequence was a melismatic melody, of varying length, that was added after the verse
of the Alleluia of the Mass, in place of the repetition of the Alleluia.18 The first known reference
to the sequence is found in the preface to the earliest collection of sequences: the Liber
hymnorum by Nokter of St. Gall (c.840–912), probably completed in 884.19 Although it was not
officially considered part of the chant repertoire, the sequence “became firmly established in the
Roman rite of the Middle Ages.”20 The importance of the sequence is further attested by its
development, during the ninth century, into a genre with an independent musical structure
organized around a series of paired verses.21 The extant sources from ca. 925 through ca. 1100
preserved increasing numbers of sequences that highlight three geographic traditions: the

John A. Emerson, Jane Bellingham and David Hiley, “Plainchant: Expansion of the repertory,” in Grove
Music Online (2001), https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40099 (accessed April 15,
2021).
19 McGrade, “Enriching,” 33.
20 Lori Kruckenberg, “Sequence,” in The Cambridge History of Medieval Music, eds. Mark Everist and
Thomas Kelly (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 300.
21 Emerson et al., “Plainchant: Expansion of the repertory.”
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German tradition (the most unified of the three), the Anglo-French tradition, and the Italian
tradition. The Anglo-French tradition is subdivided into three groups: the Aquitanian, the
English, and the northern French.22 The term Aquitanian in this context refers to the type of
notation used, rather than being indicative of provenance. Geographically, Aquitanian traditions
were found in Aquitania, the county of Toulouse, Catalonia, and in most of Christian Iberia.23
For the purposes of this study, I will focus of on the Aquitanian tradition, specifically on the
corpus of sequences preserved in manuscripts Lat. 1121, 909, and 1119 produced at the abbey of
Saint Martial in Limoges.
4.1.2 Sources, Dataset, and Results
Manuscripts Lat. 1121, 909, and 1119, dated from 1027–1028, 1029, and circa 1050,
respectively, preserve approximately one hundred sequences.24 These have been transcribed by
James Grier in the critical edition mentioned above, and which I used to encode the sequence
melodies for analysis.25
The sequence dataset contained a total of 97 melodies, the total of the sequences in
Grier’s edition. To facilitate the computation and to investigate potential generational
connections, I combined the sequence dataset with the troubadour melodies grouped by
generation, forming a total of four subsets. The list of subsets, including partial and total
number of melodies, is shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: List of subsets and corresponding distribution of melodies of the comparative melodic
analysis of troubadour vs. sequences
Subset Contents
T1&2 vs. Sequences

Number of
Troubadour Melodies

Number of Sequence
Melodies

Total Number of
Melodies in the Subset

61

97

158

For a detailed discussion of the regional traditions, see Kruckenberg, “Sequence,” 318–342.
David Hiley and Janka Szendrei, "Notation: History of Western Notation" in Grove Music Online
(2001), https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.20114 (accessed September 2, 2021).
24 Grier, Ademari, xxix, xxxiii, liv.
25 Grier, Ademari, 225–252, 476–633.
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T3 vs. Sequences

128

97

225

T4 vs. Sequences

86

97

183

T5&6 vs. Sequences

75

97

172

T = Troubadour Generation
The results of the analysis did not reveal meaningful pairings between the troubadour
melodies and the sequences from Saint Martial. The lowest distance value for a troubadour–
sequence pair found was 0.396 (≈ 0.4) but this value did not translate in similarity at the
notation level. Most pairs had distance values above 0.5. After studying the distance values, I
checked the musical notation of all sequence–troubadour pairs with distances up to 0.46.26
Upon checking the notation, I did not find any meaningful melodic similarities. These results,
therefore, do not support a connection between the repertory of sequences from the abbey of
Saint Martial of Limoges and the musical tradition of the troubadours.

4.2: Tropes
4.2.1 Definition Issues and Genre Characterization
Tropes constitute one of the most important musical developments of the early medieval
period. In the centuries following the Carolingian standardization of liturgy, tropes were a
vehicle for the creative impulse of medieval church musicians. Tropes were additions to an
existing chant, and could be of three types: 1) musical, in which a melisma was added to the
original chant; 2) textual, where text was added to an existing melisma; or 3) a new verse (or
verses), consisting of both text and music, was added to an existing chant.27 This last type was

This threshold, which rounds up to 0.5, is the point from which I was not able to find any meaningful
notational parallels in any of the analysis I conducted for this dissertation.
27 Alejandro Enrique Planchart, "Trope," Grove Music Online (2001), accessed March 2, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.28456. The boundaries of the genre have been the
focus of scholarly debate for some time. On this topic, see Planchart, “Trope;” Léon Gautier, Histoire de la
poésie liturgique au Moyen Age: Les tropes (Paris, 1886); Jacques Handschin, “Trope, Sequence, and
Conductus,” in New Oxford History of Music, vol. II, 128–171 (Oxford University Press, 1954); Richard L.
Crocker, “The Troping Hypothesis,” The Musical Quarterly 52, no. 2 (1966): 183–203; Evans, Early
Trope, 1–15.
26
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probably what best defined the medieval practice of the genre, judging from the terminology
used and the characteristics of the tropes preserved in medieval sources. The manuscripts of the
tenth and eleventh centuries agree in the usage of the term tropus to designate pieces that
belong to two general groups: “additions to the antiphonal Proper chants of the Mass . . . and
additions to the chants of the Ordinary.”28 Planchart also notes the occurrence of additions to
some chants of the Office.29 In all instances, music and text were written anew. The texts could
either be related to a particular feast, in the case of the tropes of the Proper, or have a more
generic message and thus be used regardless of the liturgical calendar (the tropes of the
Ordinary).30 The tropes of the Proper were the most cultivated, and among these the Introit
tropes far outnumbered the other tropes of the Proper.31
The additions to the chant happened in two ways: preceding the official chant as a matter
of introduction, or as line-by-line interpolations in which one trope introduced each phrase of
the existing chant. Importantly, the music of the tropes was conceived in tandem with its text.
This aspect clearly sets tropes apart from other types of additions to the liturgy such as the
prosulae – new text added to an existing melisma – and the prosa – new text added to the long
melisma at the end of the Alleluia –, both of which are literary additions only.32 Furthermore,
Planchart states that
the repertorial distribution of chant sources from the 9th century to the 11th suggests
that in the Middle Ages the second of these categories, most often called ‘prosula’, was a
genre related to but quite distinct from that of tropes. Most tropers contain prosulas, but
often as a separate series; more telling, however, in manuscripts containing a gradual
and a troper (e.g. F-Pn 903 or I-Ra 123), the prosulas are copied in the gradual section,
while the tropes are in the troper section.33

Evans, Early Trope, 3.
Planchart, “Trope.”
30 For a detailed discussion of the texts of the tropes, see Evans, Early Trope, chapter 4.
31 Evans, Early Trope, 3–5.
32 Evans, Early Trope, 6–9.
33 Planchart, “Trope.”
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Poetic-musical tropes constitute the core of the genre, vastly outnumber the other types of
tropes in the extant manuscript sources.34
Thus, according to the evidence in the medieval sources, a trope is an original musical
composition in which new text and new music are created to complement an existing chant.
Additionally, the trope was a practice closely connected to the liturgy of the Mass, with a greater
emphasis on the sections of the Proper. These will be the types of tropes I will focus on.
A note about my criteria regarding the encoding of interpolating tropes is in order. If the
prefatory tropes raise no questions about their boundaries, the interpolating tropes challenge
the formal aspect of the genre. Is each line-interpolation a part of a whole or is each
interpolation a trope? The manuscript sources use the plural noun – tropi – in the rubric that
precedes a group of tropes. This indicates that medieval scribes conceived of each interpolation,
being it at the beginning of a chant or in between phrases, as one trope. This terminology aligns
with the notion of trope in literary theory, in which each figure of speech used in a work is
considered one trope.35 Figure 4.1 provides a few examples of tropi rubrics found in the first few
folios of manuscript Lat. 909, an eleventh-century Aquitanian troper-proser produced at the
abbey of Saint Martial in Limoges, south France.36 Thus, I followed the medieval notion of trope
to create the dataset for analysis, i.e. I treated each addition to the original chant as an
individual melody.

Andreas Haug, “Tropes,” in The Cambridge History of Medieval Music, eds. Mark Everist and Thomas
Kelly (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 270.
35 Chris Baldick, “Trope,” in The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms, 4th ed. (Oxford University Press,
2015):
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198715443.001.0001/acref-9780198715443e-1172 (accessed June 21, 2021).
36 For a detailed discussion of this manuscript, see Grier, Ademari, xxxiii–xlii.
34
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Figure 4.1: Examples of tropi rubrics found in the manuscript Lat. 909.

4.2.2 Sources and Dataset
The trope dataset includes the tropes preserved in manuscript Lat. 909, between ff. 42r
and 60v, and transcribed in James Grier’s Ademari Cabannensis: Opera Liturgica et Poetica.37
In addition, the Proper tropes found in Lat. 1121, between ff. 2r and 13v, and transcribed in Paul
Evans’s Early Trope Repertoire of Saint Martial de Limoges, were also included.38 Evans
transcribed all the tropes in Lat. 1121, but entering them all in the dataset could potentially add a
concerning degree of bias to the analysis. While having a large number of melodies may seem
desirable, a trope dataset that is significantly larger than the datasets of the other genres could
bias the results towards the trope group. Thus, to avoid this bias, the trope dataset was kept at a
total of 250 melodies.

Grier, Ademari, 4–75.
Evans, Early Trope, 129–162. Latin 1121 is an early eleventh-century troper-proser also created at the
abbey of Saint Martial in Limoges. The significance of Latin 1121 is that it is the earliest extant musical
source from Aquitaine that uses accurate heighted neumes above the text. For discussions of the
manuscript, see Evans, Early Trope, 48; Grier, Ademari, xxvi–xxxiii.
37
38
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Like the analysis procedure used previously, trope–troubadour datasets were combined
into eight different subsets: the tropes from Lat. 909 and 1121 were each added to the
troubadour melodies divided by generation. Table 4.2 shows the contents of the subsets
analyzed, including the discriminated and total number of melodies of each subset.
Table 4.2: List of subsets and corresponding distribution of melodies of the comparative melodic
analysis of troubadour vs. tropes
Subset Contents

Number of
Troubadour Melodies

T1&2 vs. Lat. 909

Number of
Trope Melodies

Total Number of
Melodies

61

83

144

128

83

211

T4 vs. Lat. 909
T5&6 vs. Lat. 909

86
75

83
83

169
158

T1&2 vs. Lat. 1121
T3 vs. Lat. 1121

61
128

166
166

227
294

T4 vs. Lat. 1121
T5&6 vs. Lat. 1121

86
75

166
166

252
241

T3 vs. Lat. 909

T = Troubadour Generation

4.2.3 Results and Discussion
The distance values of this analysis were generally above 0.4, as with the sequence
datasets. There are two possible explanations: a significant difference in length between tropes
and troubadour melodies, and/or a weaker degree of influence from this religious genre onto the
troubadours. Given the nature of the pairwise sequence alignment method – which will align
similar sections of two sequences even if it has to open gaps in one of them – comparing two
melodies of significantly different lengths will induce the opening of large gaps in the shorter
melody, in this case the trope melody. Consequently, and because there are penalties for both
opening and extending a gap, the distance value will be greater even when melodic pairings are
found. Despite this apparent caveat, the results I am about to discuss demonstrate that the
method can reveal accurate and insightful information despite differences in length.
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Upon running the algorithm for each one of the subsets individuated in table 4.2, I
studied the values of the corresponding distance matrices and checked all trope–troubadour
pairs with distances of up to 0.46 for notation similarities. After checking the notation, I found
two pairings of significant similarity: the trope Christus apostolico and Raimon de Miraval’s
Contr’amors vauc durs; and the trope Insurrexerunt contra me and Peirol’s Cora sue mi fes
doler.39
Pair 1 – Trope Christus apostolico and Raimon de Miraval’s Contra’amors vauc durs
The melodies of this pair (henceforth Miraval’s pair) are very similar. The Miraval pair
has a distance of 0.355, i.e. the melodies are approximately 64% similar to one another.40 In
terms of pitch sequence, the notation revealed interesting parallels between Christus apostolico
and Contr’amors. As musical example 4.1 shows, the first and the fourth phrases of Miraval’s
melody match the melody of the trope exactly (apart from the C towards the end of the trope’s
first line).41 In phrase three, the beginning of Contr’amors is a simplified version of the trope in
which the repeated C and D, and the passing tone E are omitted. In the second half of the same
phrase, the melody for Contr’amors ornaments the F and the D with an upper neighbor. Phrase
six shows evident parallels. Although the first pitch is different – the possibility of scribal error
comes to mind, if Christus apostolico was the model for Contr’amors – the two melodies
develop in analogous ways. The trope begins with the ascending gesture C-E-F. In
Contra’amors, the F is embellished but the melody rapidly meets the trope’s descending

My use of the possessive case to refer to troubadour melodies is merely a way of simplifying the
communication and does not imply my attribution of the melody to the troubadour. As discussed in
chapter three, troubadour song attribution in the manuscripts likely refers to the poetry. The performance
of the poems was left to jongleurs in most cases. For more on this subject, see Armand Machabey,
"Comment déterminer l'authenticité d'une chanson médiévale?" in Melanges offerts a Rene Crozet
(Poitiers, 1966), 2: 915-20; Lannutti, “Dir so, trobar vers.”
40 Note that, in this case, the length of the trope melody is close to the length of the troubadour melody,
and the distance value is lower.
41 To provide a clearer visualization of the pairing of the pitch sequence and to create an effective way of
referencing specific moments in the melodies, I organized the transcription of all musical examples
around the phrase/verse plan of the troubadour melodies. The beginning of each verse (if applicable) of
the religious melody is noted, also in numbers, at the point at which the new verse begins.
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stepwise motion from F to C, exactly. Christus apostolico and Contr’amors diverge noticeably in
phrase two and seven.
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Musical example 4.1: Comparative transcription of trope Christus apostolico and the melody for
Raimon de Miraval’s poem Contr’amors vauc dur. The shared material is notated in green
noteheads. The orange and purple boxes mark recurrent motives.
In phrase two, trope and troubadour melodies begin a major third apart. In this instance, the
pitch difference is harder to explain by scribal error given the size of the interval. A mistake like
this could happen following a change in clefs but that is not an explanation in this case.
Although there is a change in clef in the notation of Contr’amors, it occurs in the middle of
phrase two, in phrase three (twice), and in phrase seven (see figure 4.2 below). Additionally,
phrase two of Contr’amors lacks the ascending perfect fifth D-A found at the corresponding
place in Christus apostolico. Phrase seven has clear differences in range, contour, and shared
material.
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Figure 4.2: Detail of troubadour manuscript R, f.87r, showing the melody for Miraval’s poem
Contr’amors. Red circles mark the change in clef.
The parallels in pitch sequence do not extend to the structure of the melodies. The type
of melodic unity that is found in Contr’amors through the repetition of motivic material (boxed
in orange and purple in the musical example 4.1 above), is not present as consistently in
Christus apostolico. In addition, the two melodies of the Miraval pair are quite different in
terms of musical organization, as illustrated in figure 4.3.42 Contr’amors follows an abab’cde
phrase structure, projecting the larger AAB form found in many of Raimon de Miraval’s songs,
and typical of the troubadour melodies of his generation.43 By contrast, Christus apostolico has
only two lines of text that are set to two distinct musical ideas. Despite the differences in melodic
content and structure, the number of literal sections, as well as reworkings of melodic gestures
at corresponding places in the two melodies, cannot be ignored.

Following the criteria of the previous chapter, all formal analysis here will focus on one stanza of the
troubadour poem, since the songs are strophic.
43 Of the 22 extant melodies for Raimon’s poems, 10 (45%) follow the large-scale AAB form. This largescale melodic structure is found in 38% of all troubadour songs across all generations. See Aubrey, The
Music, 146 for a list of large-scale structures of troubadour melodies, as well its frequency; see pages 149,
151, 157–159,164–165, 169, 171–172, and 175 for a similar listing (except frequency) by generation,
including the non-attributed melodies.
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Contr’amors vauc durs er embroncx a A
per que mos chans es trop londas b
qu’ieu no soi tant leaguers ni vas
a
que ja lonjamens atenda
b’ A
so don devi esser segurs
c
que dona pus met sos jurs
d
B
no sap drutz en que s’enprenda
e

a Christus apostolico Marcialem culmine compsit
b Laudibus angelicis nos indecanamus ovanter

Figure 4.3: Scheme of the musical forms of Contr’amors and Christus apostolico.
The earliest extant written record of Aquitanian trope melodies dates from the early eleventh
century (Lat. 1121), and scholars have demonstrated that tropes were already a ubiquitous
practice by the ninth century.44 Thus, if the melodies are connected to one another as their
similarity indicates, the trope Christus apostolico may have served as the model for the melody
for Miraval’s poem Contr’amors vauc durs, rather than the contrary. It is also possible that both
melodies referred to a common source circulating orally.
Raimon de Miraval was a troubadour of the fourth generation who flourished between
1185 and 1229. He was a member of a family of minor lords, vassals of the Viscount of Béziers
and Carcassonne.45 The small castle Raimon shared with his three siblings in Miraval, north of
Carcassonne, was appropriated by crusaders ca.1209, during the Albigensian crusade.46 Among
Raimon’s patrons there were Raimon VI, Count of Toulouse and Viscount Raimon-Rogier of
Béziers; he also spent some time in the courts of Pedro II of Aragon and Alfonso VIII of Castile.47
His contemporaries recognized Raimon de Miraval as a skillful poet “in the art of verse and in
the art of love.”48 He was also a prolific poet. Of the 48 poems attributed to Raimon de Miraval,
22 are transmitted with melodies. This is one of largest extant collections of melodies associated

Paul Evans, “Some Reflections on the Origin of Tropes,” Journal of the American Musicological Society
14, no. 2 (1961): 119–130; Alejandro Enrique Planchart, “On the Nature of Transmission and Change in
Trope Repertories,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 41, no. 2 (1988): 215–249.
45 Aubrey, The Music, 18.
46 Theodore Karp, "Raimon de Miraval," Grove Music Online (2001), accessed March 29, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.50119.
47 Karp, “Raimon de Miraval.”
48 Margaret Louise Switten, ed. and trans., The Cansos of Raimon de Miraval: A Study of Poems and
Melodies (Cambridge, Mass: Medieval Academy of America, 1985), 2.
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with the output of a troubadour, second only to Guiraut Riquier’s,49 and points to the popularity
of both Raimon’s poetry and the melodies with which his poetry circulated. What remains
unclear is how and/or why Christus apostolico became the model for Contr’amors (if indeed
Contra’amors is based on Christus apostolico). If the trope repertoire served as the model for
troubadour song, how was that repertoire transmitted?
The systematization of the conventions of early notation may have facilitated the
transmission of trope melodies and texts, similar to what occurred with the chant repertoires.
However, as Alejandro Planchart has showed, the way chant and tropes were transmitted was
different and dependent on a distinct perception of status. The tropes did not have the same
standing as the chant repertoire did. This difference in status materialized into distinct
standards for the written records, thus affecting the transmission.50 While the writing of the text
and notation of the chant was seemingly an attempt at preserving the information as accurately
as possible,
In the case of the tropes, however, the written text and the notation created an object
that could be modeled and changed by those who received it. This helped to make the
tropes . . . one of the last repositories of the traditional non-Gregorian chant styles of the
locales where the pieces were used. [Importantly,] variants in the trope repertory range
from the changes that can be explained as a consequence of transmission, oral or
written, to those that reflect deliberate recasting of a work, a recasting that often
suggests working from a received model that was itself set down in writing.51
Thus, the trope repertoire not only retained both oral and written channels of transmission, but
it was also a favorite source of material for other tropes or, I suggest, other genres. This could
explain a borrowing of a trope melody to sing a troubadour poem. If the trope melodies were
sources of material for other melodies, it is possible that the melody of Christus apostolico
served as the catalyst for the melody with which Contr’amors circulated.

Karp, “Raimon de Miraval.”
Planchart, “On the Nature of Transmission,” 215–49, especially 219–220.
51 Planchart, “On the Nature of Transmission,” 220. My emphasis.
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If seen from a context of oral and written transmission, the differences in melodic makeup between Christus apostolico and Contr’amors could reflect the different text structures of
both pieces, but also bear witness to potentially three centuries of oral transmission of the trope
melody. Accepting this premise demands questioning the paths by which religious melodies
could reach the secular sphere. It would be unlikely for the laity to memorize a melody of a trope
that was sung on occasion during Mass. In the case of Christus apostolico, the trope was part of
the troped Mass for Saint Martial. Thus, it would have been sung once a year, on Saint Martial’s
feast. The plausible way for this melody to be known more widely was for it to have been heard
elsewhere, in other contexts.
Christus apostolico is transmitted in Lat. 909, a manuscript that, along with Lat. 1121, is
one of the most important Aquitanian troper-prosers.52 James Grier has identified Adémar de
Chabannes (989–1034) as the main scribe of Lat. 909. Although he was a monk at the abbey of
Saint Cybard (Angoulême), Adémar de Chabannes was educated at the abbey of Saint Martial in
Limoges, under the tutelage of his uncle, Roger de Chabannes, the abbey’s deacon and cantor.53
Adémar’s studies included musical notation and he seemed to have developed a professional
level of competence in it.54 Adémar was responsible for the complete production of most of Lat.
909, from text to rubrics, from music to decorations.55 He worked on the manuscript in Limoges
from May or June 1028 through the Fall of the same year and, during that time, he witnessed
the dedication ceremony for the new basilica at Saint Martial. Grier argues, based on Adémar’s
accounts of the event, that the basilica’s dedication ceremony was the catalyst for Adémar “to
adopt the pilgrims’ tales of Martial’s apostolic status and press for its official acceptance. His
chief vehicle for the promulgation of this absurd idea was a new liturgy for the saint that

Grier, Ademari, xxvi.
Grier, Ademari, xv.
54 Grier, Ademari, xv–xvi.
55 Grier, Ademari, xxxiii.
52
53
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acknowledged and celebrate his apostolicity.”56 Christus apostolico is part of Adémar’s apostolic
liturgy for Saint Martial.
Considering that Adémar based his entire agenda on folklore, it is possible that he
embraced not only the pilgrim’s tales but also their tunes. If this were the case, Christus
apostolico may be an example of a widely known melody outside the liturgical tradition that was
absorbed into the trope repertoire and transmitted as liturgical. If Christus apostolico is an echo
of a well-known melody, its similarity to Contr’amors places the troubadour melody in the same
sphere of secular musical traditions of the region rather than in a context of religious influence,
while challenging the strict division between religious and secular music through which these
two musical spheres are currently conceived.57 At the same time, it is possible that the repertoire
of tropes circulated more widely than it is assumed, and that certain melodies were reused. The
second melodic pairing provides a useful example for exploring this possibility.
Pair 2 – Trope Insurrexerunt contra me and Peirol’s Cora que mi fes doler
The second melodic match between Saint Martial tropes and troubadour melodies paired
Insurrexerunt contra me – a trope for the Introit Etenim sederunt from the feast of the birth of
Saint Stephen – and the melody for Peirol’s poem Cora que mi fes doler. This pair illustrates the
impact a significant difference in melodic length can have on the computation of a pair’s
distance. The computed distance of those two melodies is 0.43 (which equals to 57% similarity).
These values seem to signal a melodic pair with significant differences, particularly if we
remember the smaller distance value between Christus apostolico and Contra’amors (0.355).
However, as musical example 4.2 shows, the two melodies are more alike than the distance
value indicates.

Grier, Ademari, xxi.
Alfred Jeanroy suggested a popular origin for the poetry of the troubadours as well as for French poetry
in general. See Alfred Jeanroy, Les origines de la poésie lyrique en France au Moyen Age: études de
littérature française et comparée suivies de textes inédits (Paris: Honoré Champion, 1904). For a general
overview of his arguments, see pages xv–xxvii.
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Musical example 4.2: Comparative transcription of trope Insurrexerunt contra me and the
melody for Peirol’s poem Coras que mi fes doler as preserved in manuscript R. Green note
heads denote shared melodic material.
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The first two phrases of Coras match the melody of Insurrexerunt very closely. The first
phrase progresses in the same manner through roughly the mid-point (except the lower
neighbor tone in the trope line). There, Insurrexerunt descends from F to D via a sequence of
thirds, while Coras descends from E to C by step. While the first phrase of Coras articulates a
simpler version of the note sequence of Insurrexerunt, the second phrase matches the trope
nearly literally (apart from the lower neighbor in the trope line, once again). The absence in
Coras of the D found at the beginning of the trope melody could be due to a scribal error since
the version of the same song found in manuscript G begins the melody of the second verse on a
D.58 At this point, the two melodies diverge momentarily, developing in opposite directions and
outlining different ranges. But the end of Insurrexerunt is matched very closely in phrase five of
Coras. The end of Coras arguably also articulates a simplified version of the end of the trope
(the alignment is shown in square brackets in the last system of musical example 4.2). The last
phrase of Coras is a variation of its second phrase (thus marked b’’’ in the musical example),
while the end of Insurrexerunt has no parallel in the trope’s material.
Much like in the Miraval pair, Insurrexerunt and Coras have important formal
differences. The trope’s text is only one line that reads “Insurrexerunt contra me iudaeorum
populi inique.” The words Insurrexerunt and contra me are both set upon the motive D-C-D-FE-F although developing differently after its iteration. Then, iudaeorum and populi inique break
away from the initial motivic unity and take the melody to the top of its range before closing it
on D. Thus, the internal melodic structure is aa’bc, which outlines a large-scale binary structure
(see musical example 4.2 above and figure 4.4). Conversely, the melody of Coras que mi fes
doler does not present such formal tightness. The internal musical form of the stanza –
abcb’dc’b’’b’’’– resembles a refrain form. However, the repetition of the musical material is
neither the same nor literally reiterated. Furthermore, the recurrence of material does not
As will be discussed below, the omission of the D at the beginning of phrase two seems intentional
because the recurrence of the same melodic idea through the song maintains the C-D-F-F gesture with
which the phrase two begins.
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Coras que mi fes doler
amors ni.m donet esmay
ara.m ten alegr’egai
per qui chant de mon plazer
car pus ric joi ai conquis
c’a mi non tanhia
eric cors cant s’umelia
humilitatz l’enrequitz

a
b
c
b’
d
c’
b’’
b’’’

A
B

a
a
b
c

Insurrexerunt
contra me
Iudaeorum
populi inique

Figure 4.4: Scheme of the musical forms of Coras que mi fes doler and Inserrexerunt contra me.
match a return to the same rhyme and does not follow predictable patterns. But despite these
unconventionalities, there is an insistence in returning to a melodic idea. The melody begins
with the same D-C-D-F-E-F motive that opens Insurrexerunt and then descends by step to C
(rather than on the expected D). As noted above, the “absence” of the D at the beginning of
phrase two of Coras could be read as a scribal error. But a closer look at the way the melody
progresses and at the recurrence of melodic ideas makes it clear that the scribe most likely did
not make a mistake. The musical idea of phrase two – the “b” in the formal scheme – reappears,
although in variation, in phrases four, seven, and eight. In neither of its recurrences does the “b”
phrase begin with a D. Furthermore, the opening phrase is not reiterated at any point during the
remaining of the melody. This seemingly intentional divergence may point to the creativity of
medieval performers or scribes, or both. If Coras was based on Insurrexerunt, the trope may
have served as a prompt to begin the troubadour melody. From that prompt, the C-D-F-F
gesture may have stand out and was used as the unifying element of Coras.
This interpretation, however, only stands for the melody as it is transmitted in
manuscript R. The version found in manuscript G has significant differences, so much so that its
structure fits into the larger AAB scheme found in many troubadour melodies. Musical example
4.3 shows the two versions of Coras. Musical example 4.4 presents the melody for Coras as
transmitted in manuscript G and Insurrexerunt.
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Musical example 4.3: Comparative transcription of the melodies for Perol’s Coras que mi fes
doler as transmitted in MSS R and G. Red noteheads show the melodic divergences between the
two versions of the melody.
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Musical example 4.4: Comparative transcription of Insurrexerunt contra me and the melody for
Perol’s Coras que mi fes doler as transmitted in MS G. Green noteheads show shared melodic
material.
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Although the two melodies have shared melodic gestures, the parallel between the
troubadour melody and the trope is not as evident as the parallel seen in musical example 4.2.
The ascending minor third D-F that characterizes the opening motive of the trope and that is
emphasized in manuscript R’s version, is lost in manuscript G’s version: in phrase one the
interval is filled with the passing tone E, and in phrase two the minor third turns into a perfect
fourth with the omission of the D. Those two phrases are then repeated, and the remaining four
verses are set to four different musical ideas. Phrase seven begins with the C-D-F motive, and it
progresses in an analogous manner to the version in manuscript R. However, the range is
narrower. Overall, the two versions of the melody for Peirol’s poem are different in content and
structure. This is not unusual for troubadour melodies59 but raises questions about possible
connections with the trope Insurrexerunt contra me.
As I have already discussed in the previous chapter and mentioned above, extending the
manuscripts attribution of a poem to the melody is assuming too much about musical
authorship. But in the case of Peirol, caution can be loosened momentarily. Peirol was a
troubadour of the fourth generation, a contemporary of Miraval, who flourished between 1185
and 1221.60 His vida describes him as a “poor knight of Auvergne” (“paubres cavalliers
d’alvernge”), and mentions that “the Dauphin of Auvergne dressed him…and gave him horses
and weapons” (“el Dalfins d’Alvernge sil vestia..e il dava cavals et armas”).61 This indicates that
Peirol spent some time at the service of Dauphin of Auvergne. The earliest date that can be
associated to Peirol’s poetic activity is 1188, the probable date of his tenso Quant amors trobet
partit, his best-known work, according to Robert Falck.62 This song was composed shortly
before the third crusade (1189–1192), but there is no evidence that Peirol took part in the

On this topic, see Elizabeth Aubrey, “Literacy, Orality, and the Preservation of French and Occitan
Medieval Courtly Songs,” Revista de Musicología 16, no. 4 (1993): 2355–2366, especially 2361–2364;
Aubrey, The Music, 26–65; van der Werf, The Chansons of the Troubadours and Trouvères, 26–34.
60 Aubrey, The Music, 18.
61 Troubadour MS A, f.147v, https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Vat.Lat.5232 (accessed on April 8, 2021).
62 Robert Falck, "Peirol" in Grove Music Online (2001), accessed April 8, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.21203.
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military campaign.63 Peirol’s vida also mentions that he became a jongleur after not being able
to keep his status as a knight at the service of the Dauphin.64 As a jongleur, he may have played a
role in the composition of some of the melodies for his poems. But the information in the vidas
must be read with caution because many of the biographical details are either fictional or based
on literal readings of the poems.65 In the tornada of his poem Bon chantar fai al gai temps del
pascor, troubadour Albertet de Sisteron addresses Peirol and asks him “to fiddle and sing my
song gracefully / the words and the light melody.”66 So, perhaps, there is some true to that detail
in Peirol’s vida. The chronology of Peirol’s songs is hard to establish, but Stanley Collin Aston
proposed an order of composition based on places, people, and events mentioned in the
poems.67 Coras que mi fes doler, number twenty-four in Aston’s list, is among the poems written
around the time he left Auvergne, if not already after leaving his hometown and the service of
the Dauphin.68 It is thus possible that Coras was part of Peirol’s output from his early days as a
jongleur. This, in turn, raises the possibility that the melodies for Coras may be his.
As significant as that possibility may be, it does not explain the connection to the trope
repertoire of Limoges. What can be summoned from the historical record allows for mere
conjecture about Peirol’s contact with religious repertoires in general or Limousin tropes in
particular.69 Much like the case of Raimon de Miraval, nothing in Peirol’s vida reveals a specific
connection to the Christian repertoires of Occitania, although Peirol’s presence during the

Stanley Collin Aston, ed., Peirol: Troubadour of Auvergne (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1953), 8–9. Peirol made the connection between Quant amors and the third crusade clear by setting the
poem as a debate between him and Love. The debate was about whether the poet should join the crusade
or serve his lady. Additionally, Peirol mentions Saladin by name in the next-to-last verse of the poem. For
an edition of Peirol’s poems, including Quant amors, see op. cit. 31–172 (Quant amors is found on 157–
160). For an online edition based on Aston’s publication, see “Peirol” in Corpus des Troubadours, Institut
d’Estudis Catalans and Union Académique Internationale,
https://trobadors.iec.cat/autors_obres_d.asp?autor=Peirol (accessed April 8, 2021).
64 Troubadour MS A, f.147v.
65 Elizabeth W. Poe, “The Vidas and Razos,” in A Handbook of the Troubadours, 189.
66 “Peirol, violatz e chantatz cointamen / de ma chanson los motz e.l son leugier.” Aubrey, The Music, 257.
67 Aston, Peirol, 19–22.
68 Aston, Peirol, 12.
69 The region of Limosin, of which Limoges was (and is) the main city, neighbors the region of Auvergne.
Limoges and Auvergne are about 160 miles apart.
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preparations for the third crusade and his participation in the fifth crusade are attested in his
poetry.70 These events could have been opportunities for contact with the religious repertoires of
Occitania and the regions through which he travelled. This remains pure conjecture, however,
and can hardly stand as evidence of a link between Peirol and the repertoire of tropes from
Limoges. The transmission context of Coras que mi fes doler must be factored in here as a
possible reason for the similarity between the melodies of Insurrexerunt contra me and the
version of Peirol’s song preserved in manuscript R, folio 87v.
Manuscript R was written in south France around the turn of the fourteenth century.71 It
transmits the largest collection of troubadour melodies – 160 – 75% of which are not found
elsewhere. It is also the only music source produced in Languedoc.72 Nevertheless, the
manuscript shows evidence that it was not thoroughly planned from the beginning. There are,
for example, repeated songs, lacunae within the texts, and multiple blank spaces of various sizes
throughout. Additionally, the manuscript clearly began as a poetry compilation since there are
only ten melodies for the seventy-two poems that occupy the first gathering. The plans seem to
have changed with the second gathering because, from this point onwards, the scribe planned
the geography of each folio allowing space for musical staves.73 Elizabeth Aubrey identified six
different hands throughout the contents of the manuscript R. But the disarray in the
manuscript’s conception cannot be attributed to the individual intervention of several people
because Aubrey also noted that five of the scribes filled in the lacunae left by the main scribe
who copied almost the entire manuscript.74 All evidence seems to indicate that the main scribe
was copying from at least two different sources, one containing only text and another that

Peirol’s poem Pus flum Jordan ai vist e·l monimen was “written in Jerusalem at the conclusion of the
fifth crusade in 1221.” Pus flum is possibly Peirol’s last poem since no trace of him is found in the
historical record after 1221. Falck, "Peirol; " Aubrey, The Music, 18.
71 Elizabeth Aubrey, “A Study of the Origins, History, and Notation of the Troubadour Chansonnier Paris,
Bibliothèque Nationale, F. Fr. 22543,” (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, College Park, 1982), 119.
72 Aubrey, The Music, 46, 49.
73 Aubrey, “A Study,” 5–50.
74 Aubrey, “A Study,” 35.
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included the music.75 This is particularly relevant because it indicates that the scribes of
manuscript R had a written source from which they copied the music. This, of course, does not
negate the oral transmission of troubadour songs and, presumably, the oral practice of the
troubadour songs did not stop when they were first written down.76 But the fact that the music in
manuscript R was copied from an existing written source raises questions about the provenance
of such a source or even the intervention of the scribes in supplying melodies not present
therein. There is evidence that the music scribes of manuscript R edited the melodies
“regularizing the musical structures, shapes of phrases, and so forth, in ways not so obvious in
the other [troubadour] manuscripts.”77 It must also be considered that scribes were educated
and skilled people, some of whom may have been musicians or at least acquainted with music
theory. It is thus possible that a number of “troubadour” melodies may in reality be “scribe”
melodies, either fully original or adaptations of melodies familiar to them.78
The similarity between Coras que me fes doler and the trope Inserrexerunt may be
explained in that perspective, i.e. the melody for Peirol’s poem found in manuscript R may be an
exemplar of scribal creativity. In this case, the scribe could have departed from the melody of the
trope, adapted it, and expanded upon it to fit Peirol’s text. How, then, to read the similarity
between the versions of the melody in R and in G (see musical example 4.3 above)? Given that
manuscripts R and G are not closely related,79 the most likely explanation if that the source for
the melody of Coras was the same for both manuscripts, and the respective music scribes edited

Aubrey, “A Study,” 43–45.
As early as 1877, Gustav Gröber posited that the extant chansonniers were based on a variety of existing
written sources, which were used along with the oral tradition. See Gustav Gröber, “Die
Liedersammlungen der Troubadours,” Romanische Studien 2 (1877): 337–670. See also John Haines,
Eight Centuries of Troubadours and Trouvères: The Changing Identity of Medieval Music (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 7–38. For a more general theory of transmission of medieval music,
see Leo Treitler, “Oral, Written, and Literate Process in the Transmission of Medieval Music,” Speculum
56, no. 3 (1981): 4171–491.
77 Aubrey, The Music, 48. See also, Aubrey, “A Study,” 137–147.
78 Elizabeth Aubrey also suggested this possibility in The Music, 49.
79 See Aubrey, “A Study,” 221–289 for a thorough discussion of the relationship between manuscript R
and the other troubadour manuscripts.
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it as they saw fit. What remains unknown is what source could that have been. On the one hand,
it seems unlikely that both scribes would have chosen the same trope as their model. On the
other hand, that would explain the close parallel between the two versions of the melody and the
trope, and the different ways in which the two versions of the troubadour melody develop after
the second verse. If the common source was the trope, one has to presume that the scribes had
previous knowledge of Peirol’s poem being performed to the trope’s melody.
The notion that the tropes from the repertoire of Saint Martial of Limoges circulated in
compilations outside of their liturgical contexts may appear doubtful, particularly when
considering that the abbey’s library kept its manuscripts until 1730 when they were transferred
to the Bibliothèque nationale de France.80 However, one must consider the nature of the trope
and its circulation. Tropes are essentially expressions of the creativity of medieval musicians
and, as such, they were hardly confined to the abbey of Saint Martial (or Saint Gall, the other
major center of trope composition, but north of the Alps). Evidence indicates that tropes
probably began in monasteries, but the practice swiftly extended to the cathedrals and local
churches. In fact, cathedrals and local churches played a fundamental role in the circulation of
tropes (and possibly in their production as well).81 Therefore, it is only expected that trope
melodies circulated among different groups of the population, including scribes. In this sense,
the melody of Insurrexerunt could have been the departure point for the melody of Coras. The
differences in melodic contour and structure found between the two versions of the troubadour
melody could indicate that the written source each scribe used did not contain the actual
musical notation but a rubric noting the specific melody to which the poem was known to be
sung. In this case, each scribe notated the beginning of the trope as they remembered or had
written elsewhere and employed their musicianship to develop the melody in order to provide

On the library of Saint Martial and its acquisition by the Bibliothèque nationale, see Leopold Delisle,
Les Manuscrits de Saint-Martial de Limoges (Limoges: V.H. Ducourtieux, 1895) in Gallica,
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb33473207m (accessed, April 10, 2021)
81 Haug, “Tropes,” 271.
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music for the whole stanza. This could have resulted in alterations to portions of the trope
melody to adapt it to the desired melodic structure, for example.
However, this theory fails to explain why more concordances between Saint Martial
tropes and troubadour melodies did not emerge from my analysis. It is, of course, possible that
more concordances are awaiting to be discovered among the many more tropes I left out of my
dataset. But two concordances out of two-hundred and fifty tropes seem too meager to be
justified in this way. If the repertoire of tropes from Saint Martial was the source for troubadour
songs, more concordances should have emerged. In the case of Coras, the connection with the
trope could potentially come from Peirol himself since the song was probably written at the
beginning of his jongleur years. He could have picked up the trope melody and built upon it. But
there are two problems with this idea: first (assuming for a moment that one can attribute the
melody to Peirol), if the tropes of Saint Martial had played a central role in Peirol’s music, many
more pairings of his songs and tropes should have emerged. Second, and critically, all there exist
are written records from circa one century after Peirol’s activity. These records are not
consistent in terms of melodic contour and all evidence suggests they were based on existing
(and currently lost) written documents. Therefore, it is not possible to connect Peirol to Saint
Martial without falling into unreasonable assumptions.
Contr’amors and Coras are probably isolated cases of scribal creativity propelled by the
written records from which they were copying. Those songs could potentially point to influences
on individual troubadours, but that would be reading too much into the evidence given the
temporal displacement between the (instability of the) historical record and the activity of
Miraval and Peirol. Importantly, the composition and circulation of tropes in Aquitaine ended
circa 1100,82 almost a century before the flourishing period of both Raimon de Miraval and
Peirol. Hence, the pairings of Christus apostolico and Contr’amors vauc durs, and

James Grier, “A New Voice in the Monastery: Tropes and Versus from Eleventh- and Twelfth- Century
Aquitaine,” Speculum 69, no. 4 (1994): 1027.
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Insurrexerunt contra me and Coras que mi fes doler cannot constitute evidence for the roots of
the music of the troubadours in the tropes of Saint Martial of Limoges.
There is another hypothetical explanation for those two pairings, and that is that those
trope melodies may have entered the repertoire coming from Muslim Iberia. In his historical
chronicle, Adémar de Chabannes described how twenty Muslim soldiers from Córdoba were
taken to Saint Martial as prisoners of war after a battle for Narbonne in 1020. Adémar detailed
that two of the prisoners were kept as the abbot’s slaves, and the other eighteen were distributed
by the lords of the towns around the abbey.83 The monks could have heard these prisoners sing
and learned their songs. If this were the case, the troubadour–trope pairings could amount to
evidence of an assimilation of Andalusi music into Saint Martial. Of course, this is mere
speculation because I do not have any additional evidence to support the possibility. Also, it
seems puzzling that a Christian abbey would have adopted music from Muslims given the
Christian fight for religious hegemony that existed at the time. But the presence of those Muslim
prisoners of war makes additional room for questioning the provenance of melodies circulating
in Occitania and al-Andalus around the time of activity of the first troubadour (William IX was
born in 1071).
4.3: Aquitanian Versus84
4.3.1 Context and Definition
As the composition and circulation of tropes ceased, a new genre emerged: the versus, “a
new type of song, notable for its poetic sensitivity and grace.”85 Manuscript evidence indicates

Adémar de Chabannes, Chronique, ed. Jules Chavanon (Paris: Alphonse Picard et Fils, 1897), 175, in
Gallica, https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k55627w (accessed July 9, 2021).
84 The term versus was used in at least three main contexts: first, it designated a line of metric poetry or a
metric poem; second, it referred to a psalm verse; and third, it was the name given to a secondary section
of a chant. This section will deal with the first context, particularly a type of metric song native of
Aquitania. For an elaboration on each one of the contexts enumerated above, see Richard L. Crocker,
“Versus,” Grove Music Online (2001), access June 23, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.29247.
85 McGrade, “Enriching,” 31.
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that versus were already circulating in northern France during the last quarter of the eleventh
century. However, none of the sources that transmit Aquitanian versus can be dated with
certainty before 1100. Based on this evidence, James Grier concluded that “although the
composition of versus may have commenced in Aquitaine in the last quarter or so of the
eleventh century, it was 1100 before that genre became preeminent.”86
The term versus denoted the accentual, rhymed, and stanzaic Latin poetry of the genre
rather than a musical form.87 Unlike tropes, which were relatively bound to the chant in which
they were interpolated, versus were independent pieces without literary or musical associations
with the Mass or the Office.88 The texts of Aquitanian versus “delivered theological and monastic
perspectives on the Occitanian world, employing Latin poetry to communicate love for the
Virgin Mary.”89 Musically, versus do not obey to a standard form: there are compositions in
strophic and through-composed form, in monophonic and polyphonic settings.90 Gathered in
compilations called versaria, extant Aquitanian versus are currently preserved in nine discrete
collections (or libelli) across four manuscripts.91 These manuscripts are Lat. 1139, 3549, 3719,
and Add. 36881.92 Table 4.3 lists the nine libelli in chronological order, and their corresponding
position in the four manuscripts as determined by Sarah Fuller.93

Grier, “A New Voice,” 1025, 1028. Grier notes the Benedicamus domino versus as the exception to this
rule because it could be used as a substitute for the dismissal formula of the Office. See op. cit., n.7.
87 For the poetic denotation of the term versus, see Sarah Ann Fuller, “Aquitanian Polyphony of the
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries” (Ph.D. diss., University of California Berkeley, 1969) 1: 9-13, 179-209;
Treitler, “The Aquitanian Repertories,” 1:100-110; James Grier, “Transmission in the Aquitanian Versaria
of the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries” (Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 1985), 19-22.
88 Grier, “A New Voice,” 1028.
89 Rachel Golden Carlson, “Striking Ornaments: Complexities of Sense and Song in Aquitanian 'Versus',”
Music & Letters 84, no. 4 (2003): 528.
90 Rachel Golden Carlson, "Devotion to the Virgin Mary in Twelfth-Century Aquitanian Versus" (Ph.D.
diss., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2000), 3.
91 Grier, “A New Voice,” 1024. For a description of the codices, see Fuller, “Aquitanian Polyphony,” 1: 3577; James Grier, “Some Codicological Observations on the Aquitanian Versaria,” Musica Disciplina 44
(1990): 5–56.
92 Sarah Fuller, “The Myth of ‘Saint Martial’ Polyphony: A Study of the Sources,” Musica Disciplina 33
(1979): 5–26. List of codices found in fn. 2. Leo Treitler used the sigla A, B, C, and D to refer to the same
manuscripts in his doctoral dissertation. See Treitler. “The Aquitanian Repertories,” 1: iv, fn.2 and 1: 9.
93 Fuller, “Aquitanian Polyphony,” 1: 50–55. Chronological listing found at 51.
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Table 4.3: Chronological listing of the Aquitanian versaria and its manuscript sources.
Libellus
A–I
A–II
C–II

Manuscript
Lat. 1139, f. 32r–39v, 48r–79v
Lat. 1139, f. 40r–47v
Lat. 3719, f. 23r–32v

Date
ca. 1100
ca. 1100
ca. 1100

C–I

Lat. 3719, f. 15r–22v

ca. 1110?

B
C–III
C–IV

Lat. 3549, f. 148r–169v
Lat. 3719, f. 33r–44v
Lat. 3719, f. 45r–92v

ca. 1120–1130
ca. 1120–1130
ca. 1120–1130

D–I
D–II

Add. 36881, f. 1r–16v
Add. 36881, f. 17r–24v

ca. 1150
ca. 1150

The table above includes all Aquitanian versus, both monophonic and polyphonic. For the
purposes of this study, I focused on the monophonic repertoire only.
4.3.2 Sources and Dataset
All versus melodies found in Lat. 1139, 3549, 3719, and Add. 36881 were written in
Aquitanian notation. In most cases, the neumes were written in relation to a dry-point line and
no clefs were provided. Attempting an accurate transcription of the melodies written without
clefs or other referential points is virtually impossible. In his 1967 dissertation, Leo Treitler
encountered this same impediment. Turning his attention to the monophonic melodies notated
with clefs and looking for versions of the other versus preserved with clefs in later manuscripts,
Treitler provided transcriptions of thirty-three monophonic Aquitanian versus.94 To the best of
my knowledge, these transcriptions remain the most extensive melodic corpus of monophonic
versus available. For this reason, Treitler’s transcriptions were my source for the versus dataset.
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Treitler, “The Aquitanian Repertories,” 1: v.
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Like with the analysis of the other datasets, the versus were compared with all the
troubadour melodies by generation in a total of four subsets. Table 4.4 shows all the subsets,
their contents, and number of melodies.
Table 4.4: List of subsets and corresponding distribution of melodies of the comparative melodic
analysis of troubadour vs. versus
Subset Contents

Number of Troubadour
Melodies

Number of Versus
Melodies

Total Number of Melodies
in the Subset

61
128
86
75

33
33
33
33

74
161
119
108

T1&2 vs. versus
T3 vs. versus
T4 vs. versus
T5&6 vs. versus
T = Troubadour Generation
4.3.3 Results and Discussion

The comparative analysis between the melodies of the troubadours and thirty-three
Aquitanian versus offered intriguing results. To begin, the versus Annus novus in gaudio that
Jacques Chailley stated was similar to Guillaume IX’s Pos de chantar was not matched neither
with Guillaume’s fragment nor with any other troubadour melody. But, significantly, the versus
Ave mater salvatoris was matched with several troubadour melodies across all generations. Upon
comparison of the notation, many pairings were eliminated but the output of two troubadours
clearly stood out: those of Bernart de Ventadorn and Raimon de Miraval, from the second and
fourth generation, respectively. Five melodies for poems by Ventadorn and three for poems by
Miraval were positioned at distances between 0.386 and 0.455. Table 4.5 lists all seven melodies
as well as their distance to Ave mater salvatoris.
Table 4.5: List of songs by Bernart de Ventadorn and Raimon de Miraval whose melodies were
paired with the Aquitanian versus Ave mater salvatoris.
Incipit
La dosa votz

Attribution
Bernart de Ventadorn

Distance to Ave
mater salvatoris
0.386
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Can par la flor
Conortz aras say
Amors e que.us es
Tot cant fas
A penas sei
Era ab la forsa

Bernart de Ventadorn
Bernart de Ventadorn
Bernart de Ventadorn
Raimon de Miraval
Raimon de Miraval
Raimon de Miraval

0.414
0.428
0.432
0.432
0.445
0.455

The distance values indicate that the troubadour melodies do not match Ave mater note
by note. In fact, when looking at the notation, it becomes immediately apparent that what
unifies those melodies is the initial phrase or, sometimes, only the initial gesture F-G-A (or a
corresponding transposed motif). Musical example 4.5 shows the transcription of Ave mater
along the melodies for Ventadorn’s and Miraval’s poems. Note that the transcription includes
only six of the eight musical phrases of the troubadour melodies in order to provide a better
visualization against the six phrases of the versus.95
With different degrees of similarity, all songs share material with Ave mater only
through the first three phrases. In fact, the melodic repetition seen in Ave mater in the first
three verses is not replicated in any of the troubadour melodies (Miraval’s Tot cant fas is very
close to imitating Ave mater but it does not realize it). After the third verse, the differences
between troubadour melodies and versus are evident. These differences are related to the formal
disparities between the former and of the latter. While the troubadour melodies are either
constructed in AAB form or are through-composed, the melody for Ave mater projects the
textual repetitions in the poem, creating a rondeau-like musical form (see figure 4.5). The
difference between the musical form of Ave mater and the rondeau form is that Ave mater does
not open with the refrain.

This difference in number of verses between the troubadour songs and Ave mater salvatoris also
contributes to the larger distance values.
95

145

146
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Musical example 4.5: Comparative transcriptions of Ave mater salvatoris and seven troubadour melodies (four for poems by Bernart
de Ventadorn and three for poems by Raimon de Miraval). Green noteheads show the shared melodic gestures (a different tone of
green marks a melodic fragment in transposition). Noteheads in brown mark a melodic gesture that, although similar, is centered in
a different modal identity.

While a typical rondeau form followed has a ABaAabAB scheme, Ave mater organization is
aAabAB. This difference, I suggest, stems from the length of the stanzas, which in the Ave mater
have six verses, while a typical rondeau form would require at least eight per stanza.

Figure 4.5: Text and musical form of Ave mater salvatoris.

At this point in my analysis, both Ventadorn and Miraval are already familiar names.
Chapter two demonstrated how two of Ventadorn’s poems circulated with melodies that must
have been popular in al-Andalus and that circulate still today in the oral tradition of Morocco.
As for Miraval, he was featured in the trope section above. His poem Contr’amors vaus durs is
preserved with a melody that shares a reasonable amount of material with the Aquitanian trope
Christus apostolico. The similarities between Ave mater and the melodies for some of
Ventadorn’s and Miraval’s poems are tantalizing. But I think these similarities have implications
for Ave mater first, and, for the output of the troubadours next. Apart from the Ventadorn and
Miraval cluster, the results showed that many other troubadour melodies, across all generations,
begin in the same way as Ave mater; if not with a version of the opening musical phrase, at least
with the F-G-A-G-A motif with which the versus begins. Moreover, of the fourteen versus
included in the dataset, Ave mater was the only one that showed similarities to the troubadour
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melodies. All of the above indicates, first and foremost, that Ave mater was an extremely
popular melody in Occitania during the twelfth and thirteen centuries.
Interpreted in the light of the popularity of Ave mater, the Ventadorn and Miraval
cluster points to the preference of performers to sing lyric poems to well-known melodies. In
turn, this preference could indicate the popularity of the poems themselves and, at the same
time, work favorably to perpetuate such popularity. What the Ventadorn and Miraval cluster
suggest, and musical example 4.5 illustrates, is that the troubadour melodies are more similar to
one another than they are to Ave mater (or to any other versus, for that matter). Importantly,
the popularity of Ave mater must not be seen as an indication of the popularity of Saint Martial
versus and/or their potential impact on the troubadour tradition. In fact, the codicological
context of Ave mater contradicts such conclusions.
Ave mater is preserved in Add. 36881, f.16v. A melodic concordance with the NotreDame conductus Decet vox leticie is found in Florence, Biblioteca Laurenziana, Plut. 29-1, f.
462. This is the only concordance with the Notre-Dame repertoire from among the Aquitanian
versaria,96 which, I suggest, confirms the popularity of Ave mater and possibly indicates that
the melody may have been absorbed into the repertoire of Aquitanian versus rather than being a
representative of the genre. The musical contents of Add. 36881, Lat. 1139, 3549, and 3719 have
been pointed to as evidence of Saint Martial as the birthplace of the troubadour tradition.97 The
argument was based on the Latin lyric found in those manuscripts and their presence among the
holdings of Saint Martial’s library. But Sarah Fuller concluded that “the manuscripts themselves
offer the best evidence against the notion of a single school or center at which the rich repertory
of Aquitanian verse-song . . . was created.”98 Based on the paleography of the manuscripts and

Fuller, “Aquitanian Polyphony,” 1: 65.
On the troubadours, see, for example, Spanke, “St. Martial-Studien;” Dronke, Medieval Latin, 288-294.
The contents of the same manuscripts have also been used as evidence for a Saint Martial school of
polyphony that predated the famous school of Notre-Dame. For a discussion of this argument, see Fuller,
“The Myth.”
98 Fuller, “The Myth,” 6.
96
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on the concordances among them, Fuller determined that the four versaria and their libelli are
not closely associated to one another. Importantly,
The modest degree of relationship among the nine Aquitanian versaria may be in part a
function of geographical dispersion, but also be due to chronological separation. The
relative weighting of either of these factors cannot really be judged, especially given the
lack of evidence about the provenance of any of the sources.99
Given Fuller’s conclusions, the versus in Add. 36881, Lat. 1139, 3549, and 3719 cannot be
attributed to Saint Martial. Consequently, and considering the results discussed above, there is
no evidence to support a musical connection between the troubadours and the repertoire of
Aquitanian versus. Rather, I suggest, the similarities found between the beginning of Ave mater
salvatoris and the troubadour melodies point to a mode of musical composition that relied on
widely known melodies as departure for new pieces, as the two trope–troubadour pairings
seemed to indicate, as well.
The results presented and discussed in this chapter do not support the theories that
attributed to Saint Martial the emergence of the troubadours, at least from the musical point of
view. The lack of pairings among the sequences virtually eliminates the genre from further
consideration. The matches among the tropes also raise questions about the nature of the source
of the melodies for the troubadour poems. The melody for Peirol’s poem Coras que mi fes doler,
which was paired with the trope Insurrexerunt contra me, provided a useful example for the
known instability of transmission while adding to the evidence that shows the extant troubadour
manuscripts were copied from pre-existing sources. The two versions of Coras transmitted in
troubadour manuscripts R and G are similar to one another, but the version in manuscript R is
the one closer to Insurrexerunt. The melodic variation between manuscript R and G supports
the idea of scribal creativity in the writing of melodies for the poems of the troubadours. In
addition, the pairing of the trope Christus apostolico and the melody for Raimon de Miraval’s
poem Contr’amors vauc durs raises the possibility that widely known melodies may have been
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absorbed into the repertory of tropes from Saint Martial, particularly those related to Adémar de
Chabannes’ apostolic agenda. Lastly, among the versus, only one – Ave mater salvatoris –
emerged as being relatively similar to four melodies transmitted with poems by Bernart de
Ventadorn, and three melodies for poems by Raimon de Miraval. Structurally, versus and
troubadour melodies are very different. The melodic similarity is confined to the first verse of
the poems, and the seven troubadour melodies clustered with Ave mater are more similar to one
another than to Ave mater. Furthermore, the opening motive of Ave mater is found in many
other melodies, across all generations of troubadours. Thus, the evidence suggests a sweeping
popularity of the melody associated with Ave mater during the twelfth and the thirteen
centuries in Occitania. In addition, and perhaps relatedly, the ascending stepwise third F-G-A
emerged as a common opening for troubadour melodies across generations.
The overall results do not support the idea that the repertoires of sequences, tropes, and
versus from the abbey of Saint Martial of Limoges played an instrumental role in the
development of the music of the troubadour. Importantly, the similar beginnings found between
Ave mater salvatoris and seven troubadour melodies suggest, I posit, a common melodic source
for both the secular and the sacred genres. That source could possibly be a pool of well-known
melodies that circulated widely and probably orally, and that infiltrated the sacred and secular
musical spheres. In any case, I argue that the sharing of melodic idioms between sacred and
secular genres renders the repertoire boundaries anachronistic from a musical perspective. At
the musical level, sacred and secular seem to have blended as they shared initial melodic
gestures, motives, and idioms. Perhaps, this is the only point where Saint Martial and the
troubadours intersect in an imaginary Venn diagram.
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CHAPTER 5
COMMONALITIES
MELODIC IDIOMS OF TROUBADOUR MELODY

In the previous two chapters, I have unveiled three melodic parallels between the
troubadours and the Andalusi music of Morocco, and demonstrated that the music repertoire
from Saint Martial most likely did not play a defining role in the music of the troubadours.
Importantly, the identical beginnings common to several troubadour melodies and the
Aquitanian versus “Ave mater salvatoris” hint at a possible common melodic source for both
repertoires. In light of this and of the two trope–troubadour pairs, I posited that the musical
repertoire of both Saint Martial and the troubadours possibly drew from a stock of widely known
and probably unwritten melodies for their music, and that the tight genre boundaries raised
around the repertoires are anachronistic from a musical point of view. In fact, Rachel May
Golden observed that the organization of “Ave mater salvatoris” in rondeau form attests to “the
fluidity between sacred and secular works in twelfth-century Aquitaine.”1 And David
Rothenberg has explored the overlap between the sacred and the secular in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance, particularly in the context of Marian devotion.2
Most pairings discussed in chapters three and four, except the two Ventadorn–Andalusi
pairs, present the greatest similarity at the beginning of the melodies, and then diverge in
greater or lesser degree (see musical examples 3.4, 4.1, 4.2). This indicates that it was likely
common for musicians to use the beginning of a familiar tune as the catalyst for a new melody.
Various scholars have previously written at length about the medieval practice of incorporating
pre-existing material into new compositions.3 The practice goes back to classical poets who used

Rachel May Golden, “Across Divides: Aquitaine’s New Song and London, British Library, Additional
36881,” in Manuscripts and Medieval Song: Inscription, Performance, Context, eds. Helen Deeming and
Elizabeth Eva Leach (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 73.
2 David J. Rothenberg, The Flower of Paradise: Marian Devotion and Secular Song in Medieval and
Renaissance Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011).
3 Ardis Butterfield, Poetry and Music in Medieval France: from Jean Renart to Guillaume de Machaut
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002); Yolanda, Plumley, Giuliano Di Bacco, and Stefano Jossa,
1
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quotation as a device to enrich their own work. This materialized for medieval writers in the
concept of auctoritas, a technique that involved the quotation of venerated classical authors as a
way of validating new texts.4 For medieval poets and musicians, reference to “canonical texts or
their producers by means of direct quotations or more subtle allusions, through imitative
modeling, or, simply, by naming . . . demonstrated their respect for tradition while impressing
the stamp of authority on their own work.”5 This practice is seen not only in poetry but in most
forms of artistic expression, including music. Contrafacta – using existing melodies to set new
texts – are cases in point of this widespread medieval practice. It was also common to borrow
only sections of existing works, by opening songs with familiar tunes or intersperse them in
between stanzas, like refrains.6 Considering this, the group of melodies with similar beginnings
discussed in chapter four are possibly a witness to this practice.
The shared beginnings between the versus “Ave mater salvatoris” and several
troubadour melodies (see musical example 4.5) support the notion of a rich musical corpus that
circulated, at least, between Occitania and the Iberian Peninsula, and that inspired the creativity
of both secular and religious musicians. But these coincidental beginnings raise the question if
whether there are more melodies that began in the same way among the other genres analyzed
in this study.
As detailed in chapter two, the method of Pairwise Sequence Alignment compares all
pairs of a dataset, identifying melodies that are similar globally. Therefore, it is not the best

Citation, Intertextuality and Memory in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, 2 vols. (Exeter: University of
Exeter Press, 2011–2013); Yolanda Plumley, The Art of Grafted Song: Citation and Allusion in the Age of
Machaut (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013); Jennifer Saltzstein, The Refrain and the Rise of the
Vernacular in Medieval French Music and Poetry (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2013).
4 Saltzstein, The Refrain, 2.
5 Plumley, The Art, 4.
6 Butterfield, Poetry and Music, 75–124. The medieval notion of refrain is much broader than the present
one. A medieval refrain included not only the repeated lyrics and music structurally expected for refrain
forms, such as the rondeau or the chansons avec des refrains, but it also included the quotation of song
incipits, for example, at the end of each stanza. It was not uncommon to have a different quotation after
each stanza. For a detailed discussion of the medieval refrain, see Butterfield, op. cit. For the intertextual
implications of refrains in medieval song, see Saltzstein, The Refrain, especially chapters 1 and 2.
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approach to identify local similarities, i.e. short sections of shared melodic material, among the
entire dataset. The best method to identify local similarities is the Multiple Sequence Alignment
(MSA), where similar portions of the note sequence among all melodies guide the alignment. In
addition, MSA methods provide information about the sequences’ homology (see chapter two
for a discussion of the method). This can be particularly useful for theorizing about the
emergence of troubadour melodies. Therefore, I performed an MSA analysis of a subset of the
entire repertoire analyzed in previous chapters. For a study centered on the emergence of
troubadour melodies, it seemed logical to focus on the music preserved with troubadour poetry
from first and second generations, and to look for shared melodic idioms both among the
troubadour melodies and between genres.
Relying on the extant written records of troubadour song to understand its musical
tradition carries pitfalls. Taking the melodies as preserved in the chansonniers does not account
for involuntary scribal mistakes, for example. Moreover, those melodies are the post facto
versions of a traditionally non-written musical tradition. But those written records are the only
entry point into the music of the genre and, as I demonstrated in the previous two chapters,
neither potential scribal intervention nor centuries of oral transmission prevent meaningful
results from emerging.
As demonstrated in chapter three, the provenance of the melodic modes of the eleven
Moroccan nūbat found in Kunnash al-Ḥāʾik is most likely accurate, since the Andalusi melodies
paired with troubadour melodies all came from modes al-Hā’ik connected to al-Andalus. In
addition, in chapter four I showed that it is very unlikely that the repertoire of sequences
connected to the abbey of Saint Martial of Limoges had any influence on the music of the
troubadours, since no melodic pair was found between the two repertoires. Therefore, for the
MSA analysis, I focused on the first and second generation of troubadours, on nūbat ramal almāya, iṣbahān, raṣd, gharībat al-Ḥusayn, ḥijāz al-kabīr, and cushshāq, on the tropes, and on
the versus. The datasets were the same used previously. I organized the analyses according to
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the same genre-pairing of the previous chapters – i.e., troubadour-Andalusi, troubadour-tropes,
troubadour-versus – and focused the search on the first twenty notes of the melodies, given that
the goal was to identify common initial patterns.
The results of the MSA analysis revealed two main groups of shared melodic beginnings.
These groups – group A and group B – are shown in musical examples 5.1 and 5.2, which
provide a comparative transcription of the beginning of all melodies in each group. Group A is
divided into two subgroups (A1 and A2) to denote the different modal profiles of the melodies
therein (the melody for Amis Bernart at the top of group A2 was kept at the pitch level found in
MS X since transposing it would either corrupt the succession of intervals or require
anachronistic accidentals). Each one of the genres is represented, which further legitimizes the
notion of melodic idioms common to both secular and religious repertoires. The presence of
only one trope in each group indicates, however, that the way the troubadours of the first and
second generation began their melodies was not idiomatic to the tropes of Saint Martial. This
adds to the evidence discussed in chapter four against a seminal role of the abbey’s repertoire in
the music of the troubadours. The influence seems to have happened from the secular sphere
into the religious one, rather than the reverse.
The weight of troubadour melodies is apparent in all groups, and most of them are
associated with an-already-familiar name: Bernart de Ventadorn. It must be reiterated that,
within the output of the troubadours, poetic attribution does not necessarily extend to the
melodies. By all indications, poetry and music likely were independent creative processes in
which singing a poem was but one way of performing it.7 Nevertheless, the prominent presence
of melodies transmitted with Ventadorn’s poems confirms his status as one of the most
prominent troubadours of all.

7

See the discussion on “Music-text relationship” in chapter three above.
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Musical example 5.1: Groups A1 and A2 of troubadour, Andalusi, trope, and versus melodies
with similar beginnings. Colored noteheads show the shared material.
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Musical example 5.2: Group B of troubadour, Andalusi, and trope melodies with similar
beginnings. Colored note heads show the shared material.
Importantly, given that the melodies transmitted with troubadour poems are most likely
the written record of the performers’ creativity, Ventadorn’s prominent presence sheds light on
the role familiar musical idioms potentially played in the circulation of a troubadour’s or
trobairitz’s poetry, and on how it contributed to constructing and solidifying their reputation.
Groups A1 and A2 also reinforce the possibility of a connection between Ventadorn’s poetry and
al-Andalus discussed in chapter three. Not only did the pairs Yā Muḥammad – Can par la flor
and Hal lī min mūdāwī – La dosa votz emerge again, but the MSA analysis also revealed that
the melody for Ventadorn’s Ma dosne fu and for the Andalusi Ghaybatuk zādatnī begin in a way
very similar to the other four melodies.
Group B, although equally keeping Ventadorn at the center, provides additional clues.
Among the melodies of this group there is the only extant melodic fragment for the poetry of
William IX, Duke of Aquitaine (1071–1126), considered the first troubadour. Bel seiner Dieus is
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a contrafactum of the Duke’s Pos de chantar found in the late thirteenth-century religious play
Tragaedia de Sancta Agnetis. This play, preserved in manuscript Chigi, uses pre-existing
melodies to perform the musical portions of the action. The melodies to be used are named in
the stage directions throughout the play.8 In the case of Bel seiner Dieus, the scribe noted that
the song should be sung “to the melody of the count of Poitiers.”9 This statement could indicate
that the melody for Pos de chantar was by William IX, but there is no other documentary
evidence, to the best of my knowledge, that supports this possibility. Therefore, caution should
be exercised before assuming the authorship of the melody. The attribution in Chigi may simply
indicate that the melody used to perform William IX’s poem became part of the poem’s identity,
a possibility that applies to troubadour song in general.
The importance of finding Pos de chantar among melodies that share opening musical
idioms is twofold. First, it indicates that those idioms were not a stylistic trait exclusive to
Bernart de Ventadorn, a possibility that is additionally supported by the presence of two
anonymous melodies (one in each group). Second, it adds to the evidence discussed in previous
chapters of a possible connection between the musical culture of al-Andalus and the musical
performance of poetry by early troubadours. One of the arguments opposing the Andalusi theory
evoked the lack of evidence of contacts between early troubadours and al-Andalus poets.10
However, scholars discussed evidence of such contacts and, in some cases, elementary
knowledge of Arabic.11 To be sure, these debates were centered on the poetry and other material
evidence, but reading the similarities between the openings of William’s melodic fragment and
the Andalusi Riḍāukum muná in light of previous poetic and historical evidence makes one

For a critical edition of this play, see Silvia De Santis ed., Il mistero provenzale di sant’Agnese: edizione
critica con traduzione e trascrizione delle melodie (Rome: Viella, 2016).
9 “facit planctu[m] i[n] sonu del comte de poytieus.” Chigi, f. 81r.
10 Samuel S. Stern, “Literary Connections between the Islamic World and Western Europe in the early
Middle Ages: Did they exist?,” Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry: Studies by Samuel Miklos Stern, ed. L. P.
Harvey (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 204-224.
11 Uhl, “Farai un vers,” 19–42; Beech, “Troubadour Contacts,” 14–42. See chapter 1 for a more detailed
discussion of these studies.
8
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wonder if Julián Ribera and George Farmer were right all along. I think there is not enough
evidence to claim Andalusi roots for the troubadour tradition, but cultural and musical exchange
between Occitania and al-Andalus seems hard to dismiss at this point.
In a context where common musical idioms propelled creativity, it seems logical to
consider that, if the beginning of melodies were frequently borrowed multiple times, other
common melodic gestures or motives could have been used as well. To investigate potential
motivic recurrence among groups A and B, I performed an MSA of the members of each group,
this time using the entire melody. Out of group A emerged four motives. Figure 5.1a shows the
result of the MSA with the motives noted in different-colored boxes.12 I isolated only motives
that were three notes or longer and that were not in unidirectional scalar motion. This was to
reduce the likelihood of considering as motivic something that could be attributed to chance.
Figure 5.1b shows the motives in detail.
The first thing that is noticeable about this MSA is how similar the beginning of the ten
melodies is, which provides a good control for previous analyses and for my personal
judgement. In addition, four motives emerged from this alignment. DEFED (dark red), CDC
(yellow), EDEF (green) and DEFEDCB (blue). Table 5.1 lists the occurrence of each motif in the
melodies of group A. The first and sixth melodies – the Andalusi Ghaybatuk zādatnī and the
trope Iubilent omnes –do not include any of the motives, while the last four melodies share
three motives. In terms of motivic frequency, CDC is the motive used in the most melodies
followed by EDEF, DEFED, and DEDCB. Will these motives be found in group B and in similar
frequencies? Or there will be different motives?

Note that the note sequences all begin in C as per the criteria of encoding and analysis discussed in
chapter two.
12
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Figure 5.1a: MSA of melodies from group A with motives marked.

Figure 5.1b: Group A motives in detail
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Figure 5.1b: Group A motives in detail (continued)

Table 5.1: Occurrence of the four motives that emerged from the MSA of group A.

Ghaybatuk zādatnī
La dosa votz ay auzida
Lautrier miere levaz
Amis Bernart de Ventadorn
Hal lī min mūdāwī
Iubilent omnes fideles
Can par la flor
Ave mater salvatoris
Yā Muḥammad
Ma dosne fu

DEFED

CDC

EDEF

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

DEDCB

X
X
X
X

The MSA of group B made clear that none of the motives of group A occurred literally.
However, transpositions of the yellow motive were frequent (e.g. DED, ABA, GAG). Given that
the yellow motif appeared in almost all melodies of group A, it can be argued that upperneighbor ornamentation was a staple of these melodies. As figures 5.2a and 5.2b illustrate, there
were five motives that emerged from the analysis of group B: BCBAGFGA (pink), GFEF (grey),
CFGB (orange), CDFG (dark green), and DBCD (light blue).
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Figure 5.2a: MSA of melodies from group B with motives marked. Dotted lines mark motives
that appear different from their original occurrence.

Figure 5.2b: Group B motives in detail
Noticeably, all these motives are found in Can vei la lauzeta, its two contrafacta Amis
quelx est and Plaine d’ire, and in the anonymous A l’entrada del tans florit. The latter shares
only two motives with the other three melodies – BCBAGFGA (in incomplete form) and GFEF;
all the remaining motives occur exclusively in the Can vei family (see table 5.2). This is to be
expected since Can vei la lauzeta, Amis quelx est, and Plaine d’ire are related to one another
and thus have identical pitch sequences. In fact, the MSA method applied to sequences known to
be related to one another can help to understand the ways in which melodic change occurs. For
example, the three notes that connect the pink and the grey motives in Can vei la lauzeta were
lost in its contrafacta; a similar deletion is also visible at the beginning. Another common
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change seems to happen in sections of repeated notes, which were either ornamented with
upper and lower neighboring tones. This confirms Patrick Savage’s conclusions about the
predominance of insertion and deletion over substitution as one of the main traits of musical
evolution.13
Table 5.2: Occurrence of the five motives that emerged from the MSA of group B.

A l'entrada del tans florit
ridaukum muná qalbi
Bel seiner Dieus
Amis queIx est
Tu totus dexter
Can vei la lauzeta
Plaine d'ire et desconfort

BCBAGFGA
X

GFEF
X

CFGB

CDFG

DBCD

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

The concentration of group B motives in the melodies of Can vei la lauzeta family raises
questions about how characteristic they were of troubadour melodies in general. It is possible,
for example, that the pink motive, given its length, could be in fact two motives connected:
BCBA and GFGA. This would support the seeming preference for motives of neighboring
ornamentation, as seen in group A. To investigate the prevalence of the nine motives that
surfaced from groups A and B, I made a search for each one of the motives in all melodies
transmitted with the poetry by the troubadours of the first and second generations. In addition,
I performed an MSA of these melodies to look for additional common motives. The criteria here
were the same as above: I looked for motives of at least three notes, and tried to avoid
unidirectional scalar motion, unless there was a functional interest to it. From this exercise, I
concluded that the motives from group B were uncommon among other troubadour melodies of
the first two generations. As table 5.3 details, the incidence of the motives from group B ranges
from 9% to 18%.(Note that the pink and grey motives appear in shortened versions in a few

13

Patrick Savage, “Measuring the cultural evolution of music.”
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Attribution
(Generation)
William IX (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Marcabru (1)
Marcabru (1)
Marcabru (1)
Marcabru (1)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
? /Contrafactum “Can vei”
? /Contrafactum "Can vei"
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Incipit \ Motif
Bel seiner Dieus
Lai can li jorn son lonc
No sap cantar
Can lo rieu de la fontayna
Can lo rossinhol el fulhos
Bel m'es quan sunt
Dire vos vuelh
L'autruer just'una sebisa
Pax in nomine Domini
Ab joi muou lo vers
Amors, e que.us es vejaire
Ar m'acosselhatz senhors
Can vei la lauzeta
Plaine d'ire et desconfort
Amis queIx est li mieuz
Eras no vei luzir solelh
Ere non ve luisir soleill
Era non vei luzir solleill
Pour longue atente
Ai tantas bonas chansos
Be m'an perdut en lay
Conortz, aras say yeu be
In consirer et en esmai
Ma dosne fu al
La dosa votz ay auzida
X

X
X(e)
X

X

X

X

X

DEFED

X
X(d)
X

X
X

X

X
X(d)
X
X(d)

X
X
X
X
X

CDC

X

X
X(e)
X
X

X

[-]X
[-]X

X(e)
X(a,e)
X(e)

[GA]GFEF

X(e)

X
X
X

X

BCBAGF[GA]

[-]X

X(b)

X
X
X

DEDCB

X

X

X
X
X

EDEF

X(b)
X(b)
X(b)

CFGB

X
X
X

X

CDFG

X

X(b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)

X

DBCD

Table 5.3: Incidence of motives from group A and B in the extant melodies for poems by troubadours of the first and second generations.
Lowercase letters after the “X” indicate that the corresponding note in the motif was flat. These flats reflect the alterations required for the
transposition to C (See chapter two for the reasoning behind this criterion). The incipit cells shaded in grey indicate contrafacta of a
melody.
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Attribution
(Generation)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Peire d'Alvergne (2)
Peire d'Alvergne (2)
Peire d'Alvergne (2)
Raimbaut d'Aurenga (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)

Table 5.3: Continued.
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Incipit \ Motif
Lan que fueille bosc
Lai can vei la fulha
Non es meraville s'eu
Non es meraveilla s'eu
Pus mi prejatz senhor
Cant l'erba fresqu'e.l
Can par la flor
Qant vei parer l'erbe
Amis Bernart
Dejosta.ls breus jorns
Dejoste as bried jors
Poz a saber mi ven
Ausement com li lyons
Atresi com lo leos
Ausiment con l'olifant
Ausemont com l'olifans
Atressi com l'olifanz
Ausient con Percevals
Tuit demandent
15
(34%)

X(e)
X
X

X(e)

X

X

X

DEFED

32
(72%)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

CDC
X
X
X
X
X
X
X(d)
X(d)
X

17
(39%)

X(e)

X(e)

X

X
X
X

EDEF

14
(32%)

X(e,b)
X
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(b)

X(b)

DEDCB

Complete motif =
7 (16%)

10
(22%)

X
X

X[-](b)

X[-](b)
X[-]
X

BCBAGF[GA]

13
(30%)
Complete
motif = 7
(16%)

[-]X
X(a,e)
[-]X(e)

X(a,e)
[-]X(e)

[-]X

[GA]GFEF

4
(9%)

X(b)

CFGB

4 (9%)

CDFG

8
(18%)

X(b)

X

DBCD
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Attribution (Generation)
William IX (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Jaufre Rudel de Blaja (1)
Marcabru (1)
Marcabru (1)
Marcabru (1)
Marcabru (1)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
?/ Contrafactum of "Can vei"
?/ Contrafactum of "Can vei"
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)

Incipit \ Motif
1. CDCB
Bel seiner Dieus
Lai can li jorn son lonc
No sap cantar
X
Can lo rieu de la fontayna
X(b)
Can lo rossinhol el fulhos
Bel m'es quan sunt
Dire vos vuelh
X
L'autruer just'una sebisa
Pax in nomine Domini
X
Ab joi muou lo vers
X(d,b)
Amors, e que.us es vejaire
X
Ar m'acosselhatz senhors
X(d,b)
Can vei la lauzeta
Plaine d'ire et desconfort
Amis queIx est li mieuz
Eras no vei luzir solelh
X(b)
Ere non ve luisir soleill
Era non vei luzir solleill
Pour longue atente
Ai tantas bonas chansos
X
Be m'an perdut en lay
X(b)
Conortz, aras say yeu be
In consirer et en esmai
X(b)
Ma dosne fu
La dosa votz ay auzida
X
X
X

X

X(e)
X
X
X

X
X(e)

X

X(e)
X
X

X

2. EDCD

X
X

X(b)

X

X
X

X
X
X

3. EDCB

X(not @ end)
X(not @ end)

X(not @ end)
X(not @ end)

X

X(not @ end)

X(b)

X

X

X(b)

X(b)

X(b)

X(b)

X(b)

X(b)

X(b)

4. FEDC (end) 5. ABAGF 6. GABAGF
X(not @ end)
X
X
X
X(near end)
X(not @ end)

Table 5.4: Motives most prevalent in the melodies for the poetry of the troubadours of the first and second generations. Lowercase letters
after the “X” indicate that the corresponding note in the motif was flat. The incipit cells shaded in grey indicate contrafact of a melody.

Attribution (Generation)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Bernart de Ventadorn (2)
Peire d'Alvergne (2)
Peire d'Alvergne (2)
Peire d'Alvergne (2)
Raimbaut d'Aurenga (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)
Richart de Berbezill (2)

Table 5.4: Continued
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Incipit \ Motif
Lan que fueille bosc
Lai can vei la fulha
Non es meraville s'eu
Non es meraveilla s'eu
Pus mi prejatz senhor
Cant l'erba fresqu'e.l
Can par la flor
Qant vei parer l'erbe vert
Amis Bernart de Ventadorn
Dejosta.ls breus jorns
Dejoste as bried jors
Poz a saber mi ven e cres
Ausement com li lyons
Atresi com lo leos
Ausiment con l'olifant
Ausemont com l'olifans
Atressi com l'olifanz
Ausient con Percevals
Tuit demandent
X
X
X(e)
24 (55%)

27 (61%)

X(e)
X(e)

X
X(e)
X(e)

X(e)

X(b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)

X(b)

X(b)
X
X(d,b)
X(d,b)
X(b)
X

1. CDCB 2. EDCD
X
X(b)
X(b)

20 (45%)

X(e,b)
X(b)

X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)
X(e,b)

X
X

X(b)

3. EDCB

19 (43%)
at or near end = 8
(18%)

X(not @ end)

X(not @ end)

X(near end)
X(near end)

X(near end)

X(not @ end)

X

16 (36%)

X(b)
X(a,b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)

X(a,b)

X(a,b)

X

15 (34%)

X(b)
X(a,b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)
X(b)

X(a,b)

X(a,b)

X

4. FEDC (end) 5. ABAGF 6. GABAGF
X(not @ end)
X(b)
X(b)

melodies. This is noted by the symbol “[-]” in the table. The section missing from the short
version of the motives is the one inside the square brackets.) Conversely, the motives from group
A are much more prevalent, with percentages ranging from 34% to 72%. It is interesting to note
that the motives of group A are based on upper/lower neighbor motions, and that the motives
from group B with higher incidence were the ones that were based on the same principle (pink
and grey motives). The MSA of the forty-four extant melodies for poetry by troubadours of the
first and second generation revealed six additional motives of high to moderate frequency, with
percentages of incidence ranging between 61% and 34%. These are listed in table 5.4.
Once again, the neighboring motions are common to most motives. Motives three and
four were included despite being in unidirectional scalar motion because of the high prevalence
of motive three, and because motive four was a closing gesture in 18% of the melodies and
appeared elsewhere in circa 20% of them. Overall, the motivic search corroborated the
prevalence of upper and lower neighbor motives. In addition, none of the motives with intervals
larger than a second showed significant incidence. This points to a preference for melodies
based on small intervals (seconds and thirds, possibly), perhaps a consequence of the greater
easiness of vocal emission and reproduction. But what is the relevance of high-incidence
motives for troubadour melody?
Bertrand Bronson showed that notes that play important functional roles – e.g. notes
that fall on strong beats or on stressed syllables, final notes – are more resistant to change.14 I
would argue that the same principle extends to motivic idioms as they contribute to the identity
of a melody. High-incidence motives can be considered important material for the melodic
identity of at least early troubadour poetry performance. Consequently, those motives can be
considered more resistant to change and, therefore, indicate a common source of musical
material.

14

Bronson, “Melodic Stability,” 50-55.
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Historical linguistics uses the comparative method to reconstruct the most recent
common ancestor of a language family. That common ancestor is referred to as a proto
language.15 Through that method, sets of cognate words are compiled and their changes in
sound and morphology are used to infer the characteristics of the parent language (which is
often extinct). Phonetic reconstructions, in particular, are guided by the phonemes that are
shared among the members of a family language.16 This approach can have productive
applications for the study of troubadour melody.
Based on the results of the MSA analyses and by applying the general principles of the
comparative linguistic method, I have attempted to reconstruct two proto-melodies, one based
on group A and another on group B. I have departed from the common beginnings and used the
common motives – my musical cognates – to make up the rest of the melody. I also considered
the incidence of each motif and the progression by smaller intervals. Musical example 5.3 shows
all the motives identified above. Musical examples 5.4 and 5.5 show the proto melodies. Finally,
and as a mere curiosity, I offer in musical example 5.6 a reconstruction of William IX’s fragment
(the reconstructed section is within the square brackets). I have labeled each motive used in all
three musical examples either by coloring the passage accordingly or by indicating the motif
number. Note that although the motives were notated in C, the proto melodies begin on the first
note of group A and B, respectively.

Lyle Campbell, Historical Linguistics: An Introduction (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013),
107.
16 Campbell, Historical Linguistics, 109–116.
15
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Musical example 5.3: Most prevalent motives found among group A and all the troubadour
melodies (presented by decreasing order of incidence)

Musical example 5.4: Proto melody of group A

Musical example 5.5: Proto melody of group B
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Musical example 5.6: Reconstruction of the melody for William IX’s poem Pos de chantar.
Any reconstruction process is speculative, and my exercise is no exception. These proto
melodies are not the unequivocal musical ancestors of the troubadour corpus. They are, rather,
the product of the results gathered in this dissertation and provide an entry point to
understanding the characteristics of the musical culture from which troubadour melody
emerged. After reconstructing the proto-melodies, I noticed that they move in conjunct motion,
and there are no skips or large intervals. Elizabeth Aubrey observed that this type of conjunct
melodic profile was characteristic of the first and second troubadour generations.17
There is a counter argument to be made about these characteristics, particularly about
the neighboring motives. Is a neighboring motion a motif or an ornamentation of a given note?
How does that become a melodic characteristic? I would argue that the degree of incidence and
the context provide the distinction. If a neighboring gesture appears occasionally in the course
of a melody and in a context where it provides variation of an earlier iteration of the same
material, it is an ornament. If, on the other hand, neighboring motion is ubiquitous in
a group of melodies I would argue it becomes a melodic characteristic. In the particular context
of this study, I would further point out that if the motives listed in the tables above were not a

17

Aubrey, The Music, 205–211, 235.
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defining musical feature, their incidence would have been closer to 100% because they would
have been found in every melody analyzed. That was not the case.
In sum, the results of the MSA discussed above provide additional information about the
characteristics of troubadour melodies indicating a high incidence of neighboring motives and
small intervals. This adds to the results discussed in chapters three and four, where I posited the
existence of musical exchange between al-Andalus and Occitania and of a pool of widely-known
melodies from which secular and sacred music drew inspiration for new melodies.
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CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, I revisited the question of the emergence of the troubadour
tradition, focusing particularly on troubadour melody. My goals were to better understand the
musical context of the troubadour tradition and to look for musical evidence that could support
either one of the two main theories of emergence: the Andalusi and the sacred Aquitanian. I
tested those theories by performing an automated comparative analysis of all extant and
complete troubadour melodies with a sample of melodies from both the Andalusi music of
Morocco and the repertoire of Saint Martial of Limoges. The results of these analyses hint at a
multicultural context for the emergence of troubadour melody, and at the probable absorption
of secular melodies into sacred and liturgical repertoires. While the melodic pairs between
troubadour and present-day Moroccan Andalusi melodies provide the first musical evidence
linking Occitania and Moroccan-Andalusi music to al-Andalus (chapter three), the similar
melodic beginnings found across tropes, versus, troubadour, and Andalusi melodies add to
evidence discussed by other scholars of a fluidity between sacred and secular genres of medieval
music. I would further argue that both spheres relied on a pool of widely known melodies for the
composition of new music (chapter four). These melodies are, of course, unknown, but the
motivic study and proto-melodic reconstruction of chapter five provided some clues for the
general characteristics of the repertoire: melodies based on small intervals (seconds and thirds),
and high incidence of neighbor motives (or ornamentation). But as I reflect on these results, I
am left with more questions than answers.
The sharing of motives and melodic idioms among all the genres that I analyzed across
different cultures make me hesitant about reading the troubadour-Andalusi pairs as definitive
evidence of the Andalusi theory of emergence, for various reasons. Ahmad al-Tīfāshī’s account
of Ibn Bājja’s musical creations certainly makes clear that Andalusi music was already a hybrid
product. Iberia, after all, was multicultural from at least Roman times (although the official
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conquest of Iberia was assigned to the year 19 BCE, Roman outposts were first established circa
two centuries earlier). As Dwight Reynolds recently noted, “Roman Iberia was a land of multiple
cultures, languages, and musical traditions. To this mixture was later added a Germanic element
with the arrival from the 3rd to 6th centuries of Suevi, Alans, Vandals, and finally the Visigoths
who ruled Iberia for about two and a half centuries until the Islamic invasion in 711.”1 In
addition to these peoples, Jewish communities were also found in Iberia through the centuries.
Thus, the music of al-Andalus inherited the traits that many other musical cultures had already
imprinted on Iberian music when Ibn Bājja combined the music from Baghdad with “the music
of the Christians.”
Despite the inherent hybridity of the music of Iberia, Adémar de Chabanne’s chronicle
complicates the context of troubadour melody and the possible musical connections between
Occitania and al-Andalus. The presence of Muslim prisoners of war at Saint Martial in the early
eleventh century raises the possibility of a musical exchange between the prisoners and the
monks at Saint Martial. It is conceivable that the monks may have heard the Muslim prisoners
sing and learned some of their melodies. Similarly, if the prisoners were forced into the daily
activities of the monks – as they probably were owing to their status as slaves and the abbey’s
mission to convert them – they probably learned some of the Saint Martial repertoire. If they
ever escaped or were returned to al-Andalus, they could have taken with them the melodies that
they learned at the abbey. Was al-Tīfāshī precise in his usage of the noun “Christians” when he
described Ibn Bājja’s creative process? I do not have an answer for this question, and for now,
the hypothesis is merely a speculation.
Besides the questions and speculations directly related to troubadour melody and the
music of Occitania and al-Andalus in general, the results discussed in chapters three through
five raise broader musical issues. I clarified in chapter two that, for the purposes of this study,

1

Dwight F. Reynolds, The Musical Heritage of al-Andalus (London and New York: Routledge, 2021), 20.
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my conception of melody would entail the pitch sequence only, and not the rhythm, given the
complicated questions surrounding the musical notation of troubadour melodies. But this begs
the question of what constitutes a melody? Is the sequence of pitches alone enough to define a
melody? If not, is the same sequence of pitches set to different rhythms considered a different
melody? Again, I do not have definite answers. I can, however, provide two examples to show
that more research is needed to define the parameters of melody.
The theme and variations form provides a good example for how melody can maintain its
identity despite changes in rhythm. To be sure, a variation can occur at any level of the
composition, i.e., rhythm, melodic ornamentation, harmony, instrumentation, etc. But the core
principle of the compositional technique is that the “theme” remains recognizable whatever the
manipulations to which it is subjected. In 2002, Gidon Kremer and his Kremerata Baltica
released a CD called Happy Birthday, in which the “Happy Birthday” melody is presented in
twelve different variations, ranging in style from classical to romantic, from valse to polka, from
ragtime to tango.2 Remarkably, it is hard to lose the sense of what we are hearing despite the
ornamentation, changes in rhythm, harmony, or time signature that accompany the rework the
theme according to each style.
At the same time, a rhythmic motif alone can evoke, say, an entire symphony. For
example, three short beats followed by a long one will seldom fail to make the opening of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony sound in the minds of those familiar with the work. Thus rhythm
can presumably also define melody, even without the pitches. Clearly, the key word in this
paragraph is “familiar.” This degree of familiarity – which one could call cultural context – plays
an important role in the way we listen to and engage with music.
These isolated and simple examples do not constitute any sort of evidence. Target
experiments would need to be developed and performed to understand which elements are more

2

Gidon Kramer and the Kremerata Baltica, Happy Birthday, Nonesuch 79657-2, 2002, compact disc.
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crucial for defining a melody and establishing similarity. This is because what is at the core of
the issue is really the cognition and perception of melody or of melodic similarity. The vast field
of music perception and cognition has certainly studied melodic similarity. And although the
discussion of this topic is very much out of the scope of this dissertation, it should be noted that
melodic similarity has been connected to variation, surface features (such as contour, pitch
sequence, or rhythm), and scale structure.3 It would be interesting to learn if these parameters
of melodic similarity are found across musical cultures, for example. To return to the
troubadour-Andalusi melodic pairs discussed in chapter three, those could only be taken at face
value if universals of perception of melodic similarity exist. Recent work in psychology of music
revealed cross-cultural universals such as “identifiable perceptual, cognitive, and affective
faculties, including language (all societies put words to their songs), motor control (people in all
societies dance), auditory analysis (all musical systems have some signatures of tonality), and
aesthetics (their melodies and rhythms are balanced between monotony and chaos).”4 But these
universals do not provide, at least by themselves, an overall definition of melody or melodic
similarity.
This is only one of the questions that this dissertation raises for me. More research is
needed before the academic community can attempt to define the criteria of melody and
establishing cross-cultural parameters of melodic similarity. As for the question that propelled
this dissertation – what forces shaped troubadour melody? – I believe that, although not
completely succeeding in the task, I demonstrated that there existed pockets of melodies and

Stephen McAdam, Sandrine Vieillard, Olivier Houix, and Roger Reynolds, “Perception of Musical
Similarity Among Contemporary Thematic Materials in Two Instrumentations,” Music Perception 22, no.
2 (2004): 207–237; John B. Prince, “Contributions of Pitch Contour, Tonality, Rhythm, and Meter to
Melodic Similarity, Journal of Experimental Psychology, Human Perception, and Performance 40, no. 6
(2014): 2319–2337, DOI: 10.1037/a0038010; James C. Bartlett and Jay Dowling, “Scale Structure and
Similarity of melodies,” Music Perception 5, no. 3 (1988): 285–314.
4 Samuel A. Mehr et al., “Universality and Diversity in Human Song,” Science 366 (November 2019), DOI:
10.1126/science.aax0868.
3
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musical idioms that circulated between Occitania and al-Andalus. Questions like who inspired
whom, to what extent, and for how long are difficult to extrapolate from the current evidence.
In future work, I intend to perform a comparison of Saint Martial and Andalusi melodies
in order to search for potential melodic pairings between these two repertoires. I also plan to
encode the melodies of the other movements of the Moroccan nubāt and then compare the full
available Andalusi repertoire with the melodies of the troubadours and of Saint Martial. In
addition, I intend to study motivic recurrence in the troubadour repertoire, generation by
generation. This will aid the characterization of respective musical styles and provide valuable
insights for the trends of musical change at the time. Finally, I plan to carry out a comparative
analysis between the Cantigas de Santa Maria and the Moroccan Andalusi corpus.
There is much work to be done if musicologists are to fully understand the emergence of
troubadour melody. In the meantime, I hope that I have contributed to reigniting interest
enough to propel other studies that can bring us closer to answers.

We often read and written find,
as learned men do us remind,
that lays that now the harpers sing
are wrought of many a marvellous thing.
Some are of weal, and some of woe,
and some do joy and gladness know;
in some are guile and treachery told,
in some the deeds that chanced of old;
Some are of jests and ribaldry,
and some are tales of Faërie.
Of all the things that men may heed
'tis most of love they sing indeed.5

“Sir Orfeo,” in J.R.R. Tolkien, trans., Christopher Tolkien, ed., Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl,
and Sir Orfeo (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1975), 123.
5
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